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SY1l0PSIS 
The ~;trenf,th of r.iany hull, materials measured in tension or 
Dendin~ is subj ect to a certain amount of ambiguity. Such :neasurements 
frequently reflect the properties of the surface rather than an intrinsic 
property of the material. It is suggested that the measu~ement of a 
'fracture enerr;y' or ',mrk to fpClcture' Hould be free frop.] this ambiguity 
and loJould provide a useful pa.ral'1eter for the comparison of inherent 
strengths of materiuls. 
Dctailec1 cleavage fl'i12ture .,;mergy measurements have been carried 
out on '['loat' glass, in Cl numLer of environments and at several different 
temperatures. Th(; 'instantaneous' values of fracture energy ranged 
D_tween -5000 er~s -2 -2 cm In vacuum and -2500 ergs cm in Hater. 
Chapters I and II provide an introduction to, and the theoretical basis 
of, the cleavage techniClue. In Chapter III the apparatus and experimental 
techniques devised and used by the author in this Hark are described. 
The results of the fracture energy measurements are recorded and 
analysed in Chapter IV. 
Durinr: t:le course of the fracture energy measurements it was 
observed that a true equilibrium crack position ~'Ias never attained. 
After each increlilcnt of strain the crack length increased contipuously 
with time, and cleavar,e data for the fracture energy determinations 
was collected at pseudo-equilibrium positions, loJhen the cracks had small 
but finite velocities. In retrospect it is perhaps not surprising that 
this crack growth \Vas observed: delayed fracture is a 101311 established 
property of elass. 
The empirical study of this crilck p;rO'Tth and t:le specific 
experlmentG to determine p~rticular characteristics of the phenomenon 
form a major part of the thesis. Crack groHth was follo\lcd for periods 
greater than one year l'Ihen the "fracture enerr,y" had fallen to ~ 200 ergs 
2 -6 1 
cm- and the crack velocity to ~lO cm min- Chapter V contai'1s the 
results and preliminary examination of the experiments to determine the 
r;eneral nature of the crack groHth. 
The final cliapter comprises a development and discussion of 
a possible plastic flow criterion of fracture. A tentative quantitative 
examination of the predictions of this theory is attempted, and it is 
encoura[,;illi; to find a reasonahle ac:;reement with experiment. Finally, 
further discussion is ~iven to the interpretation of the high values 
of fracture: energy and the extended crack groHth. The high values of 
fracture ener;;ies and the crack groHth are attributed to a plastic flow 
process \-Il1ich involves a time dependent yield stress and an environment 
dependent critical plastic zone size. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE CONCEPT OF 'STRENGTH' 
1.1 Introduction 
As early as 1638 Galileo had noted that solids resisted 
loads by virtue of their cohesion. The factor controlling the cohesion 
of a solid is the bondin~ which holds the atoms together. and the 
nature of the structure which results from these bonds. Inthis 
introductory chapter the effects of the cohesion of solids from the 
atomic bond to the bulk material will be outlined. The factors which 
influence the bonding and the structure, and which result in changes 
in the cohesion will be examined. 'Strength' when discussed with 
respect to solids may be considered to be the resistance the material 
exhibits to fracture. Fracture is the destruction of the continuity 
of a body. For ductile materials the onset of permanent deformation 
may be the point of most interest to engineers, but many ductile 
materials exhibit a considerable resistance to fracture after this point. 
The task of trying to represent the 'strength' of a material by a 
single parameter seems an impossible one in view of the completely 
different modes of failure which materials exhibit. Often a material 
may fail in more than one manner, depending on the stress system applied. 
For brittle and semi-brittle materials,both of which exhibit macroscopic 
brittleness, fracture proceeds through the propagation of a crack, and 
for these materials normal tensile and bending rupture stresses are 
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controlled by surface rather than bulk properties. In order to over-
come this difficulty 'fracture energy' is proposed as a more suitable 
measure of material 'strength' fer materials which show a macro-
scopically brittle mode of failure. 
1.2 Bonding .tithin solids 
The origin of the cohesive forces within solids lies in the 
electrical forces which exist between atoms. The attractive forces 
between electrons and the nucleus are ~uilibrated in individual atoms 
by the repulsive forces which arise out of the kinetic energy of 
localisation and the limitation of quantum states as the electrons near 
the nucleus. Attractive forces between atoms are similarly electrical 
in nature. In inert gases all the electrons interpenetrate the field 
of the nucleus to a large extent and the atoms are chemically inert; 
even so the unsymmetrical charge distribution produces a fluctuating 
dipole field which results in a general net attraction. These weak 
attractive forces are called Van der Haals forces. 
Solids in which the atoms have unfilled electronic shells may 
exhibit one of three types of bonds: ionic, covalent or metallic. 
The ionic bond is the simplest and exists when unequal electron sharing 
takes place. Typically sodium chloride coheres as an ionic molecule, 
the sodium atom giving up an electron and becoming positively charged, 
and the chlorine atom accepting an electron and becoming negatively 
charged, and the two ions bonding through coulombic forces. 
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The ionic bond is moderately strong, the smaller ions beinr. most 
strongly bonded. Stronger ionic bonds are obtained when two or more 
electrons are donated or accepted. SapphiresAl20~ exhibits multivalent 
ionic bonding, and is a hard, hi~h melting point material. Another 
factor which increases the cohesion in ionic solids is polarizability, 
the distortion of the electron field by the positive ion. The electrons 
are pulled back tm-laros the parent positive ions the tendency being 
higher in the hiGher valency elements and in the limit the bonding 
becomes covalent. The structure of ionic compounds is determined by 
three main factors: the valency, the polarizability and the size of 
the ions. A pure ionic bond is non-directional and the crystal 
structure depends on the valency and the ion size. The packing 
factor is determined simply by the size of the positive ion, and 
complicated ionic structures are formed in the silicates s for example, 
which are based on the negative Si04 molecular ion. 
Covalent bondinG is the result of the sharing of electrons 
between two or more nuclei. The covalent bond is closely controlled 
by the quantum states which govern the atomic structures of the 
individual atoms. Predominantly an electron-pair bond because each 
bonding state can be occupied by two electrons of opposite spins, 
it is often a directional bond dependent on the spacial distribution 
of the quantum states. An important feature of the covalent bond is 
its ability to become saturated: a limited number of bonding quantum 
states exist between atoms. lIany or~anic solids are chemically 
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saturated covalent compounds held tor;ether by Van del" Haals forces. 
An examination of the number of valence electrons allows us to predict 
the structure of covalent compounds. Elements with one valence electron 
tend to join up in pairs, for example I 2 • THO valence electrons 
generally produce two covalent bonds and lonr, chain structures result; 
sulphur is an example. Bonding with three neighbours produced the 
sheet structure exhibited by Arsenic, and in vrhich the sheets are 
loosely bonded by Van del' ';Iaals forces. Covalent compounds with four 
bonds to neighbours illustrate the limit of this type of bonding, the 
entire crystal consisting of a sin8le covalent molecule. 
lletallic bonds are peculiar in that the bonding electrons are 
non-localized. Atoms in which the netallic bond is preferred to the 
covalent often have Heakly bonded electrons together .d th many alternative 
quantum states of similar energies for the outer electrons. The 
metallic bond can be considered to be an unsaturated covalent bond, 
and so without limits on the number or type of neighbours. The tendency 
for close-packed structures to occur is the cause of the simple crystal 
structures exhibited by metals. 
The mechanical properties of materials depend upon the arrangement 
of their atoms which varies according to the bonding as described above. 
Solid structures may be divided into two general groups: crystalline 
and non-crystalline. The former group is composed of metals. semi-
conductors, ionic crystals, valence and molecular crystals. 
Holecules exhibit a structural regularity because the atoms composing 
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them maintain by bonds a specific number and orientation of neighbours. 
Crystalline materials are those in which the molecules tire arranged 
in a pattern that repeats periodically in three dimensions. The range 
of the extension of this order necessary to define a crystal is a 
subject of much discussion. The absence of obvious long range order 
is a feature of non-crystalline solids. Glass is considered to be 
ClIllorphous, lackin.r; in rer,ular form above about lOO~, and exhibiting 
a considerable variation in the bond lenr,ths, unlike metals, so that 
the energy required to break the bonds vClries. Glasses, as a result, 
do not have a sharp melting point but soften gradually. 
1.3 Theoretical strength 
The forces of attraction and repulsion that determine the 
equilibrium position of tt-IQ atoms bonded together are represented in 
Fig. B, and the corresponding energy, a Horse curve, in Fig. 113. 
To a zeroth approximation a row of atoms within a crystal can be 
represented by a series of these potential wells. Elastic deformation 
can then be associated with the movement of the atom from its 
equilibrium position, up the side of the potential well. The shape of 
the curve determines the enercr chanGe for a Given displacement, or 
expressed in another way, it fixes the elastic constant of the material. 
for non-crystalline solids the lattice approximation of a series of 
potential wells is not appropriate since the random arrangement of 
atoms produces a range of potential distributions of various shapes 
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and depths. An approximate value of a , the ultimate tensile strength, 
m 
can be obtained if the atomic stress-strain curve is approximated to 
a sine wave (Fip;. le). The area under the curve is 2T, \.,rhere T is 
the surface energy and the initial slope is E, Young's modulus. 
Then 
. (2nu) 
a = O'mSln -A- 1.3.1 
where A is the ,.,ravelength of the sjne curve and u is the displacement 
from the equilibrium spacinr. 'a'. 
For small strains 
and since a = 
Then 
T 
Eu 
a 
= 
2nu 
a = a 
m A 
(Hooke's Law) 
AE 
a = 
m 2na 
} {'" . (2nu)d a Sln -A- u m 
0 
ET 
0' 
'" m a 
1.3.2 
1.3.3 
AO'm 
= 2if 1. 3.4 
1.3.5 
Other methods similarly based, but relatin~ A to the spacinc a between 
the atomic planes, estimate a the maximum of the sine curve using the 
m 
initial slope. 
1.4 Surfaces 
In this Hay it is possible to express a approximately 
m 
From equation 1.3.5 above it can be seen that the theoretical 
value of the tensile strength of a material is dependent not only on 
E but also on the surface energy T. 
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Surfaces of soliJs al\lays differ in behaviour from the bulk 
of the solid because of the rapid structural chanr,es Hhich must occur 
at the boundaries. For eX~lple, in metals the energy distribution of 
free electrons is determined by the atomic energy levels and the 
influence of the crystal lattice; the departure from the ideal bulk 
structure at the surfaces changes the free electron distribution. 
In all solids at the surface the equilibrium bonding positions are 
different, leadinr, to an excess energy associated with the surface, 
'surface enerf';y I, The tendency to minir.1ise this energy leads to 
an apparent force, surface tension. For liquids this phenomenon is 
illustrated in the spherical form taken by droplets. For more viscous 
materials, a reduction of the surface energy by this means is not 
feasible, but the surface energy is often lowered by the segregation 
of components to and from the surface. This phenomenon, adsorption, 
was discovered in 1773 by Scheel who observed the condensation of gases 
on the surface of active charcoal. Clean surfaces are extremely reactive 
and combine spontaneously with most gases; the activation energies for 
these reactions are almost zero (Roberts 1937), The binding forces 
fClr the adsorbed layers vary considerably. The Heaker process, called 
physical adsorption, is mainly due to Van d8r llaals forces, with binding 
energies of the order of lKcal/mole. This process is generally reversible 
and on decreasing the pressure the gas is desorbed. A stronger process 
of adsorption, named chemical adsorption, involves valence forces often 
with binding energies as hir,h as lOOKcal/mole. Unlike physical 
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adsorption this procesu is specific, a reaction between one particular 
chemical species and another. Clean surfaces are very reactive and 
-7 
even at pressures as lo'.l as 10 torr they Hill adsorb a monolayer 
in seconds. The process of adsorption of many ~ases is thought to 
proceed by a physical process ,·,hich acts as a reservoir for subsequent 
adsorption into a more strongly bound chemically adsorbed state. 
Surfaces may also differ from the interior of the solid in composition 
Hhen adsorption from Hithin occurs; diffusion of ions to or from the 
surface. 
1.5 Real solids 
The reactive nature of surfaces makes them susceptible to attack 
by environments. Surfaces of real solids are also liable to suffer 
mechanical damage in preparation or subsequent handlinr;. As a result 
tensile and bendinr; strength tests are frequently tests of surface flaws, 
rather than tests of the material. Similarly environmental effects 
on the strength of a material often cannot be separated from the effect 
on the fla\-!. This is particularly noticeable with brittle materials 
which contain cracks; a corrosive environment may reduce the intrinsic 
stren~th of the material, and yet the measured strength may be increased 
as the fla\'1s are made more innocuous. The high theoretical strengtb 
LilO estimated from elastic theory is not reached in real bulk 
materials. Glassware fails at approximately £/1000 and strong steels 
at E/ IOO ' both well below their theoretical strengths. Generally bulk 
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solids fail at these lOHer stresses either because they are brittle 
and contain cracks or other stress concentrators, or because they 
are ductile and contain glissile dislocations. Real solids do not 
have ideal structures; they exhibit irre,Q:ularities of structure and 
these imperfections frequently have a major influence on their 
properties. The influence of these imperfections coupled with the 
reactive nature of the surface can have disastrous effects upon 
strength as measured in the normal tensile or bending tests. 
In brittle solics fracture occurs while the material is behaving 
elastically and for these materials sharp notches and other flaws 
within the structure concentrate the applied stress. For a slit in 
the edr;e of a plate the applied stress a is increased to 
a ::: 2al"C"/ 
m p 1.5.1 
where c is the length of the slit or crack and p is the radius at the tip. 
It is easy to see how surface cracks and inclusions can have such drastic 
effects on the tensile strength. For example, abraded glass rods break 
at approximately 10,000 psi while the same rods unabraded but drawn 
have strenEths around 50,000 psi. If the surface cracks and inclusions 
are removed by etching,500,000 psi can be attained. 
Brittle fracture is observed mostly in minerals, ceramics and 
polymeric materials and is characterised by little or no apparent 
permanent deformation prior to rupture. Ductile fracture, which is a 
characteristic of metals, is identified with considerable deformation 
before fracture. Failure at lower than theoretical strengths in 
10 
ductile materials can also be attributed to structural imperfections. 
The simplest form of a fault is a point defect. such as a 
vacancy. Line defects, of \.,rhich the dislocation is most common, are 
perhaps P.lore serious lattice faults. The discovery by Taylor (1934-) 
and Burger (1939-4-0) of the 'edGe' and 'screw' dislocations identified 
two more flavrs in real materials vihich give non-uniform strain. The line 
defect which occurs at the edge of an extra half-plane of atoms is called 
an 'edp;e'dislocation and is accompanied by zones of compression and tension 
so there is a net increase in ener~y along the dislocation. Propagation 
of this line throur;h the crystal ",ould lead to slip of one interatomic 
spacing. Slin in real solids occurs at lovrer than theoretical stresses 
because the dislocations allow it to take place progressively rather than 
simultaneously along a crystal plane. Just as the growth of incipient 
cracks is responsible for the brittle behaviour of solids, so is the 
dislocation responsible for the plastic behaviour of crystals. 
This plastic deformation can be characterised by three features; its 
m~gnitude, permanence and an absence of volume changes. If only I in 104-
atomic planes are involved in slip, strains of 10% are easily attained 
compared with 0.1% attainable by elastic strain. Hith the passage of 
each dislocation, the atoms move ft'om one position of stable 
equilibrium to another and there is no tendency to recovery. 
f.1any ductile materials can break in either a ductile or a 
brittle manner. Cleavar,e in metals often occurs vrl'ere plastic deformation 
is restricted and leads to crack nucleation. Crack nucleation theories 
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have been propo~cd I-lllich sUFpose that piled up proups of dislocations 
Cell: produce the stress concentration necessary for cleavar;e crack 
initiation. (Koehler (1%2), :iott (1953), Kochendoefer (1953) modifiedby 
Stroh (1954, 1955), Fetch (1953». This process requires stronr; barriers, 
several of which h'lve been proposed: r;rain boundaries, Uestwood (1961), 
twinninr, planes, 3ir;gs and Pratt (1958) and intercrystalline barriers 
at the crossin;r of tuo slip b.:mc1s. 
Sharp notches are particularly effective in changinr, the 
fracture from ductile to brittle, a phenomenon knoHn as notch-brittleness. 
Plastic flo:l cmd brittleness are assumed to be independent processes 
each Hi ti1 its characteristic tensile stress. The notch can raise the 
yield stress by plastic constraint, by increasi.np; the strain rate and 
Dy Hork ho.rcleninr;. In fairly ductile materials the stress concentration 
factor of the tip is usually large enour;h to activate neir;hbourinr; 
Frank-Read sources of dislocations and plastic relaxation occurs. 
In the more brittle materials Hork hardeninr; may take place. 
The dislocations rile up and can harden in tHO Hays, by increasing the 
internal stresses and ~linderiIJr" by elastic interactions, the 
development of dislocation loops frol1 active sources. Cracks are 
nucleated because the dislocatio~s ~re inmobilized and plastic 
relaxation can only take place nOi-I by neH dislocations bein!,,: punched 
out of the tip of the crack into the surroundinr, good crystal (Gilman, 
Knudsen and ~Jalsh, 1958). Since the shear stress for punching is of 
the or de l' of the tensile stress for fracture it is not possible in most 
materials. 
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The discrepancy between observed strenrths of real mQterials 
<md the theoretical strenr;th~; is determined not simply by the presence 
of ::m imperfection hut specifically by the nature of the imperfection. 
The role of dislocations in ductile and semi-ductile materiQls as 
stress concentrators depends not on their presence so much as their 
ability to move. Pe.{son, I~ead and Feld'Ji.mn (1957) shoHed that silicon 
crystals containinr; ii:Jmobile dislocations have the same strenr,th as 
clislocLltion-free crystals. H hus beeT! mentioned that the iT:1portant 
stress concentrators for nOTllinQlly hC';1or:eneous bri tt le materials 
almost ahlays lie on the surface of the materiQl. In metals dislocations 
illay determine not simply the stress at Vlhich fracture occurs but the 
Llode of fracture. There is SOLle evidence (Jackscn, 1962) to sugl3est 
th<1t the ori/,:in of dislociltions may be the sal,le as for fla\,ls which OCCUr 
in brittle materials: inclusions on the surface. In brittle materials 
the stress concentrator leads to a crack; in the uuctile li1aterials it 
may Qct as a source of mobile dislocations. lledr,es 2nd ;Iitchell (1953) 
observed that ~lass beLlds i;,lplcmteu Hi t!1in a crystal send off rin,'3s of 
dislocations under applied stress. 
For real mLlterials the structure and the inherent flaws are 
determined ultimately by the bondinr; and it is the structural condition 
of tile mQterial especially at its surface Vlhich determines its strength. 
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1.G The measurement of stren~th 
The notion of 'strenr;th' as tIle resistance a material presents 
to fracture Has su.r;~~ested earlier. The task of measurin!T this resistance 
frequently depends upon the mode of fracture. The atoms may simr>ly pull 
apart as in britt~e failure, or slide off in the ductile mode of fracture. 
In a polycrystalline material failure :Jay occur by a series of .r;rain to 
~rain cleava.r;es or alternatively by r,rain boundary failure. 
An examination of the criticul stress for these processes mir:ht lead 
to the conclusion th,:t ductile failure is a Heaker mode of fracture 
than brittle failure. Fir;. 2 ShOHS the stress-strain curves for a 
ductile and a brittle material taken to failure. It can be seen that 
a ductile material \li th the s.:!.me tensile strenr:th will require more 
enerr,y to fracture. This measure of the 'strenr,th' of a material is 
often called tour;hness, and illustrates an aspect of tensile tests: 
the failure to provide an appropriate neasure of 'strenr;th' in all 
materials. A practical assessment of strenr.;th must include the reaction 
of the material to stress concentrators. For brittle solids the most 
potent stress raisers lie on the surface of the material, in ~eneral 
the result of abrasion, or corrosion. For more ductile materials the 
effectiveness of a crack is determined by the dislocations, not simply 
.its depth. A neH measurement of material stren,,,,th is su~mested: 
strenr,th as the resistance of a material to the propagation of a brittle 
crack. 
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For a central ct'ack of len(~th 2c in cm elastic naterial under 
tension a the strain enerry U obtained ty inte~ration of the strain 
field can be expre:::.:>ed uS 
u = 1.6.1 
Griffith postula"ted that IThen t:w crack is on the point of :;rol-Tth 
the decrease of elastic enerr:y, ~U, is balanced by the increase of 
surface encr~y, ~T, and wo can write 
o = 12TE 
lIC 
1.6.2 
rhe Griffith cquution r'lay be r;eneralised (Orowan 1948-9, IrHin 1948) 
and 21 is nOH interpreted uS the total vlOrk of fracture. Because of 
this neH interpretation the syr.hlol y "Iill be adopted. y, Hhich may now 
include irreversible ilork can be represented by where a is y 
t'w stress appropriate to the mode of fracture and a the displacement. 
For an ideally brittle material ay is the theoretical strenr;th LilO 
and a is the interatomic spacinl~' 
The value of y is determined by 0 and a but the mode of fracture y 
is deter'mined entirely Ly the Heakest value of (}. In this context a y 
low 0u value does not necessarily infer r,laterlal Hcakness, hir.:h y values 
J 
can still be achieveJ by processes Hhich require hi~h a values. 
Ductile 1l1aterials h;1VC extremely larr~e values of a because dislocation 
movement prevents hir;h stresses being maintained at the crack tip. 
The fracture energy concept of strength can readily be applied to 
reul ~nuterials and offers a Hay of assessinG materials which exhibit 
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totally different modes of fracture. The neasurement of fracture 
ener,f';ies can !:le carried out ~n .:l nUlnber of '-lays but in r;eneral they 
all involve the propaGation of a crack throu!!,)) the material. Crack 
propagation in brittle materials is technically simple to achieve, but 
becomes extreMely difficult in more ductile materials. At present the 
fracture enerr,y concept of strenr;th is someHhat acade:lic when applied 
to ductile illaterials and vlill remain so until a technique for 
measurinr, y hd3 been determined. Suitable choice of test piece or 
notch often allah's the propar,ation of a crack in normally ductile 
miJterials, l<::rrc pieces of steel plate for example. It has been 
observed thLit "'~len ordinarily nuctile materials break in a 'brittle' 
fashion precise r,leiJSUrenents reveal u hir,h amount of flow in the vicinity 
of the fracture, Hhich is reflected in the hiGh fracture enerGY y. 
In ~eneral the fructure energy represents the microscopic work althoui?,h 
the overall behaviour is brittle in so far as there is no permanent 
bulk deformation. 
In conclusion it is noted th~t fracture enerr,y measurements 
hLlve been carried out on an enormous ran~e of materials from the 
truly brittle sue!l uS Potussium Chloride (\!estHaad and Hitch 1963) 
I ... here the fracture enerr;y y is the surface ener~y T, to polymers such 
as poly methylmethacrylate (BroutMan and :lcGarry 1965) where the 
fracture enerr,y is very much ::;r'eater than the surface eneI'm'. The 
usefulness of fracture enerrs is limited to 'brittle' fractures, but 
it has the advantar,e that it is not subject to the difficulty of 
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surface effects; the stren~th of the bUlk ~aterial is measured 
directly. The ~easurement of the specific fracture ener~y of ~lass, 
in various environments, fOPT.13 a L.1r~e soction of the experil:1ental 
1-101 .... 1< described in the fo110ilinr; ch<lpters. 
The fracture process for brittle <lnd semi-brittle materi.J.ls 
is essent ially one of crack :-r,roHth and is discussed in the f0110Hin[; 
chapters. The prolonp;cd crack i3rowth observec2 in cleavage fracture 
experiments on ["lasses describccl later in Chaptel" V
J 
serves to ~ J 
illustrate ar. inherent advantaec this type of study has over the 
usual uncontrolleu tensile fracture studies. It 110uld seem that this 
process of slo',1 .n:rol1th i:1ay be associQte(~ .. ,ith a reduction in the 
specific fracture enc!';,;y and identified \·,i th the phenomenon of delayed 
fracture obEierved in static tensi.le tests. The advantage of studying 
th€. crack directly ruther than indirectly tl1rour:h a sin[';le parameter 
such as the bl.'eakinp, stress, is obvious. The followin~ chapters 
describe the development of the cleavage technique of fracture study 
and its application to the measurement of the fracture energy of [;lass. 
The more detail€:d study of the 51011 proloneed crack ~rowth is described 
in the second part of this thesis. 
CHAPTER II 
TIlE DEVELOP1·IENT OF THE CLEAVAGE TECHIHQUE 
2.1 Introduction 
Some of the difficulties of measurin~ the intrinsic strength 
of a material have been enumerated in the previous chapter. In this 
chapter the specific fracture enerr.y is examined as a material 
property which is free from ambir;uity. A brief reswne of some of the 
many methods of measurement is included and, in particular, the 
development of the cleavage technique is folloHed, top,ether with the 
modifications made to apply the method to a variety of materials. 
2.2 Fracture enerGY measurements 
The earliest quantitative fracture measurements were simply 
tensile, bending, torsion or compression tests. It has been suggested 
in the previous chapter that these are not measurements of material 
constants. Indeed, Preston in a paper published in 1942 concluded 
that J.J. Li tt leton had been incorrect in commentinp; that "He never 
test the strenr,th of glass: all we test is the weakness of the 
surface", and tbat this should be amended to read "Ue do not test the 
properties of r,lass at all, but only those of the surrounding atmosphere". 
Preston's experiments were subject to the difficulties described in 
the previous chapter, that is, the measurements were made on the system 
of (flaw + material) and separating the effects of environment on each 
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part Ilas vil,tually impossible. The measurement of the Hork of fracture 
or specific fracture ener~y is proposed as a measure of the intrinsic 
strenr;th of a material: a measure of its resistance to fracture. 
As we shall see later, a distinction may be ;nade betvreen the tHO terms 
'work of fracture' and 'specific fracture ener~y'. The specific fracture 
energy is a naterial property, but the work of fracture may depend on 
the stress system applied to the material. 
2.3 The Griffith I:nerr,y J3alance Criterion 
In 1920 Griffith sur;r;ested that the discrepancy which existed 
betHeen actual stren~th and theoretical strenr,th of r;lass was due to 
the existence of small cracks in the surface acting as stress 
concentrators. Griffith postulated that the determining factor in the 
fracture process Has that the surface energy required for extension 
of a flaw (crack) must be less than the elastic energy lost by the body 
as a result of that extension. An (merrY balance criterion for fracture 
was thus established: 
where U is the elastic enerr,y, S the sill~face enerr.y and A the area. 
Griffith tested this hypothesis by examination of the stresses necessary 
to fracture r,lass vessels containinr; cracks of kno~m lengths. 
Using Inr,lis's solution for the stress around a crack in a two 
dimensional sheet an equation relating the breaking stress to the 
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crack length was derived 
2.3.1 
Hhere c is the half lenr:th of the crack, T the surface enerf,Y and 
a the applied stress. 
This relationship was verified experimentally and marked the 
beginning of the quantitative aspect of fracture mechanics. Hithin 
the experimental error Griffith Has able to predict the breakinr: 
strengths of pre-cracked samples, using an experimentally determined 
value of the surface tension T. These results are questionable in 
the light of more recent experiments which suggest thaty, the fracture 
enerr,y, cannot be equated to the surface energy, but is composed of 
other terms associated \vith the fracture process. Irwin (1948) and 
Orm-ran (1948-9) r;eneralized the interpretation of T in the Griffith 
equation, sur,13estinr: that it may be replaced by y, the total work to 
fracture per unit area done in propagating the crack. 
Bilby, Cottrell and Swindon (1963) have derived a general 
expression for y from elastic-plastic theory: 
a: 
2y = f 
o 
a da y 2.3.2 
(] is the stress in some element ahead of the crack front and ~ is y 
the distance the element moves. In r,eneral a is virtually zero y 
beyond a charateristic fracture displaceJ:!ent af so that equation 2.3.2 
can be evaluated: 
2y '" 0yaf 2.3.3 
a is nOH the characteristic strength of the element for the particular 
y 
mode of failure concerned. 
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The use of the enern;v balance criterion fOl' fracture has been 
extendc;l to cover Cl Hide l'im.r;e of naterials: Llild and hir,h strenGth 
steel (Inlin and i!ells 1965), paper (Balodis 1963), mica (Obreimov 1930), 
.r>:lass (Shand 1965), ionic crystals (Cilman 1960), rubber (Rivlin and 
Thomas 1953) and pd.ymers (Berry 1963). 
From the Criffi th energy balance criterion there have been triO 
main approaches to the quantitative stuc1y of fra:;ture, invclvinr.; 
catastrophic or controllAd fracture. The conditions applicable to the 
onset of fast fracture hd.ve been considered by many authors (Irwin, 
l<ies, Griffi th, Derry, Cilman). Tllis approach to fracture mechanics will 
not be discussed in an~T detail, but as it offers an alternative method 
of measurinr, fracture enerr;ies particulo.r l"eferences Hill be made to it 
in Chapter IV, in discussion of the results. 
2.4 St3ble fractures in n;lass 
Following the \lork of llertz (1882), Auerbach (1902) studied 
controlled fractures in r;lass. The results of this study of the stable 
cone shaned cracks produced by small hard steel balls Has substantiated 
by Preston (1926). It Has not until 1956 that the stability of cone 
cracks Has utilized in an attempt to measure fracture energy. 
Roesler (1956) carried out a series of experiments on stable indentation 
fractures in silicate r,lass. In his introduction Roesler makes two 
points of direct relevance ~n fracture studies. The first is that 
Griffith's hypothesis is the assumption that the balance of surface energy 
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and T:lechanical enerGY controls the fracture process, and that this 
hypothesis is only likely to be true vrhen the fracture r;rows slowly since 
the kinetic cnere;y associated Hit!! Cl runninr; crack may be lare;er than 
the surface ener:;y. Roesler studied cone crilcks produced from cylindrical 
flat ended pU:1ches restricted to certain dimensions by the crushing of 
the r;lass which occured at a limitin~ lOild. In order to calculate the 
specific fractuY'e ener~y from the ener,C:;y balance criterion, Roesler was 
forced to adopt an approximiltion method to find an expression for the 
elastic field around the cone crack: aU/aA in equation 2.3.1. 
THo main points Here that the specific fracture energy, y, approximately 
-2 4000 err,s cm Has much hi.r>:her than the surface tension, and the cone 
size Has found to depend upon the time of observiltion. The r,rowth of 
the cone crilck under constilnt load was followed for periods up to 
several days but the values of y I'fer€. calculated from data taken fifteen 
minutes after application of the load increment, when changes \-lere 
takinr: place sloH1y. Crack sizes independent of previous growth were 
obtained by usinn: loadinr; increments of 10% of the initial load. 
These experiments Ilere the first attempt to use an energy balance 
criterion in order to calcul.:1te the specific fracture enerr;y of a 
material. Culf (1957) extended these measurements to cone cracks in 
plate r:lass in a variety of liquid and gaseous environments and the 
results are discussed in Chapter IV. 
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2.5 The Pakayama method of fracture ener'gy rleas urement 
/\ direct estim3te of the work done during crack proragation 
is possible usinr: the technique developed by llakayama (19G4) and 
Clarke et al. (1965). A sIJecially notched specimen is broken in 
three point bendinr; usin,n; a hard beam machine. T:1e fracture which 
results is stable in thot the strain imrosed by the machine mUSL be 
increased to extend the fr.J.cture. The fracture energy can be calculated 
from the force-time curve and a knowledr,e of the specimen dimensions. 
ilakayama's analysis of this problem is briefly as folloHs: 
for a rectanEular beam, length 1, thickness d, and br~adth b, bent in 
a three point bend apparatus, the total stored elast ic enerv-y in the 
conplete system can be expressed as 
u 
o 
I<Ihere k is the apparent sprinr: constant of the apparatus. 
This is equivalent to expressinr; the total energy as: 
u = U + U 
o s a 
2.5.1 
2.5.2 
Hhere U is the enerry stored in the specimen, and U that stored in 
s a 
the apparatus. 
U , the energy required to separate the test piece is: 
y 
U = 2J\y 
Y 
where A is the cross sectional area of the beam. 
The mode of fracture is determined by the value of (U - U ). 
o y 
2.5.3 
For 6U > 0, the fracture is catastrophic and the excess energy must be 
Au 
FORCE 
er. 
1.2 
\ 
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STABlE 
Fig. 3 
CRACK 
DEPTH 
Potential energy of the Nakayama system as a function 
of the depth of the shaped crack 
10. 
Fig. 4 
A fracture curve for glass obtained using 
the Nakayama technique 
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dissipated in kinetic enerr:y etc. ~Then t'lU < 0, additional external work 
must be provided and tLe fracture is stable. It is the use of the 
shaped not ch and t!1e tJClPU nachine (which reduces the enern;y stored in 
the machine) 11hich dllOlJs tile production of stable fractures. 
For stable fri1ctures the total Hork done by the external forces is 
transformed into fracture energy and can bc calculated from the load-
time curve. 
u = y ]
te 
v Fdt 2.5.4 
o 
where v is the speed of the overall deflection, t is the time to 
c 
fracture and F is the bendinp, force. 
Hence 
u 
y = -.:i 
2A 
-2 
er,f';s cm 2.5.5 
The main advantap,e in usinr, thi~ technique is that the specific 
fracture eneC'f'Y, y, can be measured on a sinr:le specimen, althouGh the 
accur'acy of this measurement may not be very hi:?;h. The disadvantage 
is that the production of a suitable notch or crack may prove to be 
difficult. Althour,h the effect of the depth of the shaped crack is not 
fully understood, it is sugr:ested by iiakayama that the possible potential 
energy distribution could be represented as in Fig. 3. The dakayama 
technique in principle could be applied to test the energy balance 
criterion described earlier from a knm-lledr:e of the variation of crack 
lenn:th \"i th time by relatinG this to the stress as a function of time: 
the second half of the curve (fir;. 4). In practice this could prove 
F 
L 
F 
I 
I 
~ 
Fig. 5 
Schematic representation of cleavage 
I 
2b 
~-L 
extremely difficult, cmd Hould depend upon the response of the machine 
Hhich controls the stability of the fracture. 
2.6 Cleava~e fractures 
Examination of the fracture process is aided by the use of a 
system in which the fracture is controlled. Catastrophic failure tends 
to involve dynamic phenomena often beyond simple analysis. One method 
wl!ich has been used for a variety of materials has been described 
briefly above. The cleavar,e technique mir,ht be rer,arded as an extreme 
variation of this method. \1hile the cleava~e technique has many 
advantar::,es, as "Till be discussed, it does im;)ose more rir,orous demands 
on the size and shape of the specimen. The form used by the author is 
the result of a number of modifications to Obreimov's original cleavage 
experiments on mica (1930). uefore describing any of the experimental 
and anrtlytical procedures adopted by various authors the basic mechanics 
of cleava~e \,rill be revieHed. 
Mechanics of cleavage 
Fir~. 5 ShOHS a schemat ic representat ion of a cleavar;e experiment. 
A discussion of the local effects of the cleavin~ chisel or wedge is 
not included,as to a first approximation the stress distributi~n some 
way dmm the specimen is independent of the form of the Hedr:e. Indeed, 
in most cleavar,e experiments the wedr,e i~ replaced by r,rips. For the 
most elementary analysis we assume that the specimen is split along the 
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median pL:me and eJch hillf acts as a cantilever beam \'Those length is 
determined by the particul,Jr crack lenr;th at that instant. The cleavare 
force F produc(,s i1 Lendinr; Tloment ii(x) alonr', onc of the beams 
di3tributed so that: 
iJ(x) = F(L - x) o < x < L 2.6.1 
From sirnple heam t:leory ne,'~lcctinr; shear, the strain enerr;y in the 
bean U is riv<=>n by: 
L 
U - 1 J' r1 2 (x)c1x = 
- 2E1 2.6.2 
o 
where I is the mOilent of inertia of the cross section I = where 
b is the ",idth and 11 the thickness. 
Castir,liano's theorem r;ives the deflection of the beam <5 at the point 
of application of the force 
Substitutinr: for <5 in equation 2.6.2: 
3E16 2 U = 
2L 3 
The surface ener~y S of one side of the crack is r,iven by: 
2.6.3 
2.6.4 
s = yLH 2.6.5 
From the enerr,y balance criterion for fracture, ds = - dU we can write: 
YHuL = 2.6.6 
Thus 
y = 6 
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or in terms of the cleavai~e force 
2.6.7 
2.6.8 
A more ri~orous analysis of the cleava~e technique will be discussed 
later in the chapter Hith particular reference to a paper by Gillis and 
r.ilman (1964) in whidl the possible errors are assessed. r·Jeanwhile 
several features of the cleavar;e technique may be revealed using the 
elementary treatment. The first feature is that when the crack is 
just ber,inninr to move, the stresses at the tip are independent of 
the crack lenr,th. At that instant dS = - dU and we can ",rite 
F = I~ 
L 2.6.8 
and since ~1 = FL it follows that 11 = /2YHEI, which is independent of L. 
It is reasonable to suppose thLlt the bendinr; moment at the crack tip 
determines the local stresses so that the stresses are always the same 
I-[hen the applied force or deflection is just sufficient to propagate the 
crack. Thus in order to determine whether y is independent of variations 
in the mar;nitude of the stress (i.e. the criterion for crack propaeation 
is energy) it is necessary to vary the Hidth of the specimen, b, which 
must chnnr;e i'l even for constant y. 
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2.7 Previous cluava~e experiments 
It \'1 a::::. not until 1930 t~at a direct ;neasurement of fracture 
enerr;y by clcavar;e \lcl.S undertaken. Obreir"ov (1930) ,neasured what he 
called "the sI'li ttin,n, strenr;th of mica" utilising the laminuted 
structure to provide the stability in crack direction needed to carry 
out (1 cleavage experiment. The nica Has cleaved in air and under 
vacuum by 'TJeans of a r;lass Hedr;e, and the fracture ener~ calculated 
from observations of the crack separation an Cl lenr,th for a particular 
thickness of cleaved flake. -2 -2 Values of 1500 er~s cm and 20,000 ergs cm 
are quoted by Obreimov for mica in air and VaCUUJl1 respectively. 
These values appear to be in error. Obreimov calculated the fracture 
energy using in principle the siPlple theory outlined above, but he 
expressed the radius of curvature of a section of the beam p as 
1 3 1 L 
= 2.7.1 P Lwb 3 
instead of 
1 12~1 
= 2.7.2 p Ewb 3 
Hhich is the correct elasticity relationship (Nel-lman and Searle). 
This introduced an error ar,lounting to a factor of ~ into his published 
values of the fracture enerr;y, and when corrected, the values of y are 
-2 -2 375 erp,s cm and 5000 ergs cm for mica in air and vacua respectively. 
The discrepancy in the quoted values of fY'acture enerr,y was also 
remarked on by Bailey (1957) who quoted Ohreimov as havinp; obtained a 
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-~ 
value of 375 er~s cm for the fracture enerr,y of mica in all', in 
agreement ,"li th her experimental. results. 
Stabilization of the crack direction is the essence of the 
cleavar;e technique developed by Obreimov. The crack is stable in 
two respects; first it is confined by natural weaknesses (crystallor,raphic 
planes) Hithin the matcrL11, clOd secondly, for a r:iven position of the 
wedr;e, the lonn:er the crack the r:reatcl' the unount of strain required 
for movement. r,ilrnan (1960) h(iS also used a cleava:,:e technique to 
measure the surface energies of a variety of crystals. The technique 
adopted invol'lecl measurinp, the minimur:1 load Fo to propa~ate a previously 
initiated crack of lenrrth L in a specimen of knmrn dimensions and y 
" 0 
calculated from equation 2.5.8: 
y = 
6Fo2L~ 
E1/b 3 
2.G.8 
The above equation ner;lects the effects due to shear, an approximation 
only feasible at larp;e crack lenr;th to beam Hidth ratios, Lofb > 3. 
Dri vinr, in a wedr,e r;ave poor reproducibility and so the force \oJas 
applied hy attClching a small yoke to each arr:1 by me'J.ns of pi vat pins. 
~"lest\-lood imd Hitch (19G3) made use of the technique to measure 
the {lOO} surface enerr,y of potassium chloride. Unlike the brittle 
crystals examined by C,ilman, KCl is relatively ductile. It was observed 
experimentally that if the initial crack lenr;th Lo was ~reater than about 
three times the beam width, anomalously hir,h values of y were obtained. 
o 
It was sur,r;ested that the propar,ation of lonp, cracks in this material 
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15 preceded by plastic relaxation at the tip, and so requires a 
p:reater stress to induce renropa;;ation. The use of short specimens 
necessitatetl an analysis, still based on simple beam theory, but takinp: 
into considera-rion the contributions of shearin,CT forces. The equation 
for the deflection 6 given b~r Castin;liano's theoren becomes: 
FLo 3 aFLob2 
=-- +--- 2.7.3 
3EI L~r;I 
where u is an experimental ccr;stant and r, is the shear modulus, 
and y can be written; 
I 1 <~)(~)2 2.7.4 = + YA Yo 4y C L o 0 
where YA is rer;arded LiS the experimentally measure0. surface enel'ey : 
= 2.6.8 
and the true surface enerr,y Yo is obtained from the intercept of a 
plot of 1/ YA 
1, 
versus <i-)2. 
o 
CleavaGe of isotropic ;,laterials 
In principle the cleav.:lr;e technique of fracture can be applied 
to any macroscopically brittle ~aterial, since it is essentially the 
f',radual oj1enin,r; of a Cl' ack by means of a Hedp:e or its equivalent. 
For adequate control of the direction of the crack hOl-lever, some kind 
of 3nisotropy is essential. In an isotropic specimen the crack direction 
is unstaJJle and one of the beams breaks off. Guernsey and Gilman (1959) 
carried out a photo-elastic study of the stress distribution aro~~d a 
cleaval3e crack. The results showed that unlike a crack in a uniformly 
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stressecl, infinite plate, the steepest r,radient of the maximum tensile 
stress lie3 in a direction almost perpenclicular to the nlane of the 
crack. This distribution is ilttributecl to the presence of a bendinr, 
moment at the tip of the crack. Cri.lcJ~s follow the line of steepest 
gradient of the tensile stress and it is a direct result of this stress 
distribution that, ilS is observed in practice, a cleavage crack in an 
isotropic solid Hill run out to the side of the srecimen. The natural 
anisotropy of certain crystals produces strair,ht plane cleava~~s. 
Several technif1ues hClve been adopted to overcome the difficulty of 
directional instilbility of cracks i~ naturally isotronic materials. 
Some of the different approaches Hill be described and a preliminary 
assessment made. 
Beni101'] and Roesler (1957) carried out a series of experiments 
on isotropic polymeric materials usinr, a cleavage type experiment in 
Vlhich the crack Has stabilized by holdin,n: the snecimen in a state of 
lenp-thHise compression. Lon,"; rectan[,;ular specimens of various widths 
Here used and for the lonG narrO\-1 specimens, the compression necessary 
for crack stabilization was above the bucklinr. limit. These specimens 
were therefore confined Hithin ~uides so thilt they could not leave the 
plane of the apparatus. A weu.r,:e Has used to control the length of the 
crack, but unlike Obreimov's experiments on mica, the Hedge was applied 
to a pair of clamps fastened to the mnterial, and not directly to the 
material. The clamps Here r;uided to prevent any rotation. The crack 
WA.S started from Cl. sa\,T cut, which had been finished in the shape of a 
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swallow tail to facilitate the fornation of 3 real crack. Althour,h the 
ar.alysis is similar to the Gilman method described above, there is a 
difference in the form of the bendinr, beam equations. The clampine of 
the free end of the beams, Hhich prevents rotation, produces a complex 
cantilever system as ShOl-lO in Fir;. 6. The resulting equation relatine 
the specific fracture enerr,y y to the experimental parameters becomes: 
3E6 2b 3 
Y = 2.7.5 
64L 4 
compared with 
3E62h 3 
y = 2.7.6 
8L4 
The effect of the compressive forces vias assessed by the autl.ors as 
contributin~ about ±lO% to the value of y. This is discussed in the 
Appendix to this thesis ,-,here the possible magnitudes of the effects 
are re-assessed in the liGht of more recent experiments. One important 
ne\-, factor which is apparent in the cleava~e technique described above 
is the technique of incremental displacement loading, in contrast to 
the procedure of Gilman and others who used a constant loadinr, rate. 
In these experiments, Benbow and Roesler increased the displacement 6 
in small increments just sufficient to cause crack r;rowth. The values 
of the crack len~ths and the correspondinG deflections 0, were measured 
and in this way a number of experimental points collected from each 
specimen. 
Q-....... 
Fig. 6 
t 
<--- -l-----4 ...... 
The complex cleavage system used by Benbow 
and Roesler and the moment distribution 
F 
;<::---~- ~. 
Fig. 7 
The cleavage test piece used by Svennsson 
in fracture energy determinations 
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Svennsson (1960) used a modified version of the apparatus 
lesi[r,ned by I3enboH and'~oesler, to Plcasure the effects of temperature 
on the specific fracture enerr,y of some nolyrneric materials. The 
srecimen lenr.th Has doubled and tIle crack started from the centre, and 
althoup;h crack stabilization Has by axial loadino:, in Svennsson's 
apparatus this load \letS measurable. A sketch of the apparatus is shmm 
in ri.n:. 7. Account Has taken of the compressive forces cmd also of 
the effect of sheiJrinr; stresses. The specific fracture enerp-,y \-las 
calculated from: 
y = 
I:b 36 2 S 2.7.7 
where S is a function of the crack lenr:th "'lhose magnitude is determined 
by the compressive forces and the shearinr; stresses. A more detailed 
examination of Svennsson's analysL:; is included in the Appendix, but 
two general features are noted hE::re. Tl1e inclusion of compressive 
forces appears to have the effect of increasinr. y by approximately a 
factor of tHO. The second point noted by Svennsson Ilas that y can be 
calculated from the p;radient of the plot of <5 versus L2/1S and so 
measurements can bc made on a continually movinr. crack. 
Tbe sys terns developed to stabilize the direction of the 
cleavar;e crack in an isotropic T'la"terial described nbove are somewhat 
clumsy and present difficultic:3 in the analysis. A simpler method of 
overcomin:; the tendency of the cleavage crack to turn out of the 
median plane was adopted by ~erry (19(1). Stabilization is achieved 
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by the presence of a slot dO'.ITI the centre of each face alonf: the 
lenr;th of the snecimen, (Fi,r-:.l3). The narroHinr.; of the centre portion 
and the hlc·;h stresses neut' the slot edGes produce a directionally stable 
crack. Serry Dude use of the inherent stability of the system Hhich 
t;;xists under conditions of constant deflection, point in,"; out thnt the 
crack will prow only until it hus attained an equilibrium length 
determined by the appropriate ener~y balance criterion for fracture. 
This system for' crack stubilization ,Ias used by BroutmelD and 
r.JcGarry (1<JG5) \'Iho also carried out a series of eXDeriments on t'l1e 
fracture of poly methylmethucrylate. The only difference from 
Derry's technique Has that Droutman and 'icearrv used a constant strain 
rate, and made o0servations of 6 und L on a continuously movinG crack. 
en.e<~'1 
For both systems the equutions relatinr, the snecific fracture~y to the 
beam dimensions Here adjusted to take account of the na.rro\J section of 
the specimen, 111' produced by~roovin.n;. 
j~OH dS = HIyclL 
dU <J EB 2 and = "2 .::.::..::...... L 
- L4 
3 
where I = 
w2b 
12 
3EH b 362 
Hence Y = 2 2.7.0 
81'1 1L'+ 
6F2L2 
or y = 
H 2H 1 b 3 
2.7.9 
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This assw~es that the effect of the slot is to reduce the surface area 
of fractupe only, and that it has a nCi;lirible effect on the strain 
enerr:y of the beam. In practice this was achieved by the use of a 
narroVl slot. 
The Clcdvur,:e system useu by the author .:md described in 
Chapter III is bused on the technique introduced by Berry: 
stabilization of tllG crack direction uy ~roovin~. The use of this 
syster'l durin[', fracTure enel"'f',y T,leaSUrC!lents Has restricted to conditions 
of constant deflection, allm-Tinr, y to be calculated frop) a series of 
experimental observations on Ll sinr:le snecimen. The specimen Vias 
cleaved usinr; a SystC"! of chucks anct pins, rather than by a Hedr,e. 
2.8 "Analysis of the cleavar;e technique 
The measurements of fracture enerr:y described above have been 
b2sed on a study of the conditions necessary to produce crack r,rowth. 
Usinr: the INin-Orm-Tan r:encralization of the Griffith criterion for 
mechanical instability which may be Hritten 
au 
-ac = 
as 
aL 
then fracture cnerm' r:leasurements CLln be summarized as the examination 
and eVLlluation of the term aU/~L for a riven mechanical environment. 
In particular it may be said th<.lt the cleavage method makes use of 
the approximation of the specimen to tHO "built in" cantilever beams 
in calculatinr, aU/aL. The evaluation of this approximation has been 
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upproached in tllO Vlays: from]. t:1eOl'etical exar.1ini1tion of the possible 
errors involved, and <3emi-empirically by assuJl1inr: the overall form of 
the errors and '-1ssessinr; then experimentally. The former approach 
has been adopted by GilE1an, Svennsson, l1estHooc1 and Hitch, hlhereas 
Berry and BroutT:1an ano ~lcCarry utilised the second approach. 
Theoretical analysis of cleuvi1,r:e experiments 
Follm1inr': (:;ilnan I s cleava~e experiments on crystals, Gillis and 
Gilman (1964) carried out a comprehensive analytical investir,ation of 
the possible sources of errorinvolvecl in the simple double cantilever 
cleavaf,e description of the crack propar,ation. This work will be 
summarized here tor.;ether Vlith some of the points made by other authors, 
and this survey \Till be taken as represcntine the theoretical approach 
to the analysis. Decause of its relevunce, use of the specific 
equations derived here Hill be referred to arain in Chapter IV of this 
thesis in a discussion of the results obtained from fracture energy 
experinents carried out by the author. The effects of shear and the use 
of simple beam t!l(;ory tor;ether with an examination of the boundary 
conditions at the fixed end of the beillTl ,-rill be assessed. It will be 
shown thut shear effects are neglif,ible for larr:e L:b ratios and that 
uncleI' theSt2 conditions for sloH movin.r': cracks, the kinetic energy is 
small comnarec1 ITith the strain enerr,y. The procedure of simultaneous 
force and deflection meusurement is su~r.ested as a method of estimating 
the elastic linearity of beam m~terial and the effect of strains past 
the tip of the crack. 
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The simple equation 
y = 2~Iw 2.6.8. 
derived. earlier was obtained by asstnninr: that the arms of the crack acted 
as simple cantilever be~s. In order to assess the mar,nitude of these 
approximations a more sophisticated examination of the bending ~eams, 
applicable to t!1e cleavage situation, ",ill be made. 
For such a cantilever beam of an isotropic material, with a 
rectanr,ular cross section vrhich is loaded Hith a force F at the free 
end, the bcndinij moment at et distance x from the load (see Fig. 8) is 
given by 
ii = -Fx 
and the shearinr; force by 
v = -F 
The deflection curve can be obtuined froTil elasticity theory (Timoshenko) 
,-There A is the cross sectional 
G is tl~2 shear modulus 
and 1\ is a ntnnerical constant 
= 
area 
-(~) El 
of the 
:: l. 
+ ~(dV) AG dx 
beam 
2.8.1 
After inter-ration and substitution 
EY. 
dx = 2.8.2 
The constant Cl can be evaluated by Rn examination of the conditions 
at x = L. ~ . Rotations of --- can be identified with shear and an additlonal AG 
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rotation at x = L is included to allmr for the restriction af anticlastic 
CllrV'1ture and the strains Dust the tip of the crack; i.e. at x = L 
~ i;:F e = dx AG 2.8.3 
Thus 
.9.Y FL2 Fx2 KF e = 2LJ: + 2£1 - AG -c1x 
2.8.4 
and Cl ::: 
fL2 
e 
- n1 - 2.8.5 
A second inter,ration yields 
y = - {F(~L2x x 3 )/G£I} - (KFx/AG) - Ox + C2 2.8.6 
C can be determined fraPl Y = o at x. = L: 2 
"L3 L3 1<FL C2 = rC) GE~ ) + AG + 8L 2.8.7 
3 3L2x + x 3 KF(L - x) F(2L - O(L - x) 2.8.8 Y = ) + + 6E1 AG 
Thus 
FL3 KFL 
o = 3E1 + AG + 6L 
2.8.9 
Then still follovrinr, Gillis and Gilman's analysis closely, the strain 
enerr,y of the cantilever part of the beam can be evaluated from 
first principles and expressed uS 
L L 
Ub =1" ~~~x +1 
o 0 
2.8.10 
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S1.nce :1 = - fx and V f, He can wr'ite 
= 2.8.11 
If half the strain ener~y past the tip lS denoted by U~, Casti~liano's 
theorem states 
dU (dUa ) (dUb) <5 = (ar) = + ClF dr 2.8.12 
Thus 
<5 
FL3 KFL dUa 
= 3EI + AG + 3F 2.8.13 
Comparin~ equations 2.8.13 and 2.8.9, we must have:-
dU 
a OL = ClF 2.8.14 
By the conservAtion of enerp,y the Hork done by the )o;rips must be equal 
to the total stored enerr:y (bofore the propar;ation of the crack). 
Thus 
Fa 
2 
Substituting for 0, U
a 
and Ub He can \·rrite 
U 
a 
but from equation 2.8.14, 
= IeL 2 
= 8L 
2.8.15 
2.8.16 
2.8.17 
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8[, e!.. FL ao 2.8.18 = -+ --2 2 af 
and r~ 
af = e 
2.8.19 
therefo:r.e 8 = C~':F 2.8.20 
i.e. depends linearly upon F I'lhich implies that the total end 
deflection is a linear function of the force F and 
u = 
a 
C:':F 2L 
2 
Gillis and Gilman then arr;ue that C:': is a function of Land assU!ninr. a 
simple power relationship 
C·'· " 
Then the total energy stored in each arm of the beam Hill be: 
CLn+l F2 
El 2 
and the end deflection 6 of each arm of the specimen will be 
FL3 KfL CFLn+l 
8 = 3E1 + AG + [;r 
2.8.21 
2.8.22 
2.8.23 
Before relatinr, the stored strain ener.r.;y to the fracture enerr.,y as in 
the simple analy~ds b'l equatinr: au /aL to as /Cl4 Gillis and Gilman consider 
the possible contributions to the total ener,,:y of the kinetic energy of 
the movinl~ crack. llmTcver, as lie shall see in the next sub-section, the 
effect of this tenl is ner:liGible. For com),leteness the arr;ument will 
be summarized now before continuing the main development of the more 
sOIJhisticatcd expression for the specific fracture energy. 
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Kinetic enerBY effects 
A moving cleavar,e crack has associated Hith it a certain amoW1t 
of kinetic enerp,y produced by the sideHays motion of the cantilevers. 
The mass of c.n elemental volurn0 in onc of t,le cantilevers can he 
expressed as 
2.8.24 
where p is the density of the rr12..terial of the beam and wand t are 
as previously defined. The velocity is ~! dnd the kinetic ener~y 
The kinetic enerr,y of the whole cantilever ]( can be Hri tten 
dow 
K 
d6 
clt = 
cl6. dL 
dL dt = 
Hhere Vc is the crack velocity. 
And K can now be evaluated in terms of the crack velocity:-
L 
2.8.25 
2.8.26 
2.8.27 
L = pl-rb V f (d6)2 dx 2 c dL 2.8.28 
o 
Nep,lecting shear and end rotation effects 
6 _ F ( 3 
- 6EI 2L - 3L 3x + x3) 2.2.29 
dS F ( 2 
- GLx) FL - x) = 6EI 6L = £1(L 2.8.30 dL 
Thus K = 
Now the 
= 
= 
pI.;1;! V 
2 c 
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of sound in the Medium V 
s 
velocity 
wb 3 
12 Hhere I = 
Substitutinr, and rearrangine:-
K = 12(~ C)2.U. (~)2 
s 
2.8.31 
2.8.32 
2.8.33 
, 
= (Ejp):! and U 
2.8.34 
Therefore for large tL : b) ratios the kinetic energy is small compared 
with the strain enerw U and can be ner,lected for slow moving cracks, 
v «V. 
c S 
;Te are no T in a position to return to the main argument to 
develop a more refined expression for y. 
The application of the principle of conservation of energy, 
assuming crack initiation under adiabatic conditions gives 
dQ = dE + dH = 0 2.8.35 
dE, the isothermal energy change, is composed of strain energy, surface 
ener~ and kinetic energy terms. dH, the work dcne by the system, is 
the cleavage force multiplied by. its displacement. 
Thus 
dU + dS + dK = Fd6 2.8.36 
where S = ywL 
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If F and L are independent variQbles 
( dK) W( + 
aL F 
= F(~) 
aL F 
2.8.37 
aK At the instant of propa.gation Vc = 0 and the teI'Til aL is equal to zero, 
thus the kinetic enerr,y under these conditions cannot contribute to y. 
. . f (~) Substltutln[r, or 
ClL F 
and rearranr,inc;: 
r2L2 
Y = 2E1I-1 
and (~) in equation 2.8.37: 
aL F 
= 
-I 
[1 (KEI ) n-2 \ + -- + (n+l)CL i AGL2 I I 2.8.39 
It is nOI-l possible to examine hO\-1 the contributions to the strain energy 
from the bending beam, shear, and the end condition affect the value of 
fracture enerr,y y. 
K1:1 1 b 2 The term due to shear, AGL 2, can be approximated to 417 
and for large L:b ratios this can be ne[r,lected. 
Usinr: the resulting expression for y He can see at once that in 
an experiment, recordin8 the force and end deflection simultaneously 
has two advanta[r,es. The first is that it can be determined whether 
the system is linear, i.e. 6 et F, and thus whether the above analysis 
can be applied. Secondly the value of CLn- 2 , the term due mainly to end 
rotation, can be evaluated as follows: 
Neglectinp.; shear, Hhich He can do for lar8e L:b ratios, we can express 
the end deflection as 
FL3 n 2 
o = 3EI (1 + 3CL - ) 2.8.40 
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and the fracture enerr,y in terms of the c1eavar,e force as 
2.8.41 
or in terms of the deflection as 
2.8.42 
Gillis and Gilman sugr;est that because the deformations past the tip of 
the crack are primarily due to the bendinr; moment, it would be reasonable 
to expect n to h3ve a value close to 2. 
If n '" 2 
2.8.43 
and 
2.8.44 
The true value of y corrected for end rotation effects can be obtained 
, 
from Yt = (Y~.Y~)~' rue t u It is expected th3t y. will be too high and .) 
Y
r 
too low, a point Hhich will be noted in the discussion of the fracture 
enerr;y values for r;lass and p.m.m. obtained by the autho:: (Chapter IV). 
Gillis and Gilman concluded from the analysis that although beam 
theory is strictly an approximation, for larp,e L:b ratios the difference 
bet\'Tecn the strain ener~ estimated by the simple theory and the more 
rigorous theory is negligible although due to the prevention of 
anti-clastic curvature the strain energy density near the tip may be 
hir;her than simple theory suggests by as much as 10%. It was also noted 
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that the use of compressive forces as a means of crack stabilization 
could produce large errors in the calculated value of y. The extent of 
the error beinr, larp,ely determined by the position and nature of the 
compressive forces with respect to the neutral axis. 
In summal'y, the analytical investir:ation of the cleavage 
technique indicates that in practice errors can be minimised or allowed 
for by tHO procedures. The use of larce L:b ratios Hill reduce shear 
effects, and simultaneous force and deflection observations allow end 
rotation effects to be estimated and to be checked for linearity. 
The semi-empirical analysis of cleavap,e experiments 
The approach used by Berry and later by Broutman and HcGarry has 
been described as semi-empirical. The essential difference between 
their technique and that of (;illis and Gilman is that Berry assumes the 
for;" of the possible errors and d2termines the constants experimentally 
whereas Gillis cmd Gilman deduce the form of the errors theoretically and 
evaluate or eliminate them experimentally. :Gerry assumes that the 
specimen acts as tHO symmetrical cantilever beams but that the simple 
equations 
U re 2.8.45 = 2 
and <5 
FL3 
2.8.46 = 3C1 
are incorrect for tHO reasons: strain enereY is stored in the uncracked 
region, the amount depending on the local stresses, and since the 
uncracked rer.ion is not rigid the equations used to describe the 
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characteristics of the deflected region, including the strain energy 
relationship, \-lill be inexact. The first effect tends to increase the 
strain energy, Hhile the second tends to decrease it. 
The basic assumption adopted by nerry in his analysis is that 
the beam equation can be [,:eneralised to becorne: 
<5 = or 
where a and n are numerical constants. 
NOvl 
Substituting 
So that 
Rearranginr,: 
F6 
U = 2 
au 
n 
1 2-n U = 2ao L 
nFo 
= 
- 2L = 2yw 
2.8.47 
2.8.48 
2.8.49 
2.8.50 
The constant n is determined experimentally from a plot of Log F/6 
versus Lo~ L, and the specific fracture enerey y calculated usin~ this 
value of n. It is of interest to compare in some detail these two 
approaches to the problem of allowing for the behaviour of the real 
double cantilever. Gillis and Gilman suggest 
2.8.23 
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while Berry puts 
2.8.47 
Both authors identify the properties of the uncracked region which 
contribute to the non-ideality of the arms as cantilever beams in terms 
of a lack of rigidity and a source of strain energy. The distinction is 
that Gillis and Gilman estimate the magnitude of the effects of these 
properties by summing them into an end rotation whereas Berry determines 
the experimental form of the modified beam equations. It is suggested 
that strain energy may be introduced into the uncracked region by 
processes other than end rotation. In practice for some materials, 
as \OTe shall see for glass and p.m.m. in Chapter IV, it appears that 
experimentally it is very difficult to decide whether Berry's equation, 
with n # 3 or Gillis and Gilman's equation is a better description of 
the relationship bet\oTeen ~ and L. Even so a significant difference 
exists in the values of y obtained from the two equations since Berry's 
assumption has a first order effect on y, while Gillis and Gilman's 
assumption has only a second order effect on y. 
2.9 Summary 
en.e.~y 
The specific fractureAY has been proposed as a direct measure of 
material strength. An energy balance criterion for fracture has been 
assumed and its use in the calculation of specific fracture energies 
followed. It should be noted that even if an energy balance criterion 
is not applicable, the'work to fracture', although no longer a material 
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constanT like y, may still provide ;} useful measure of the strength 
of any material that fails by crack propagation; even if this 
parameter does chan['"e, for example Vl.1.th the stress distribution, never-
the-less it is not influenced by the surface flal·ls. The c1eavar:e 
technique of measurinf fracture enerr:ies hus been shown to possess a 
number of advantal3es over the other techniques described. In particular 
the stability of the system under conditions of constant deflection allows 
a lul'ge quantity of data to be extracted from a single specimen. 
The method of slottinc (due to Berry) as a means of stabilizing the crack 
direction is sU8r,ested as beinr, preferable to the use of compressive 
axial forces. Stability is also a feature of Nakayama's method. 
HOI-TeVer, the cleavage technique hv.s the advantage that it provides i.l 
means of examinin.::; the ener~ balance criterion for fracture and also 
provides a number of checks on self-consistency of the fracture enerGY 
measurements. Possible sources of errors may be accounted for or 
eliminated analytically or experi';)entally and it is sugr:ested that the 
cmalytical technique involves fewer basic assumptions. A modified 
cleavar,e technique has been adopted by the author, and used to measure 
the specific fracture energies of polyrnethylmethacrylate and glass. 
The results of these experiments are described in the foll0l-1inr: chapters. 
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Fig. 9 
Schematic representation of prototype cleavage machine 
A - worm gear 
R - specimen 
C - hand drive mechanism 
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CHAPTER III 
APPARATUS AIID EXPERHiENTAL TECHNIQUES 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains a description of the apparatus designed 
and used by the author to measure the spc::ific fracture ener8ies of 
polymethylmethacrylate and tHO r;lC'sses - a soda-lime silicate glass 
and a boro-silicate glass. The apparatus Hac; initially designed so 
that fracture energy m2asurements could be c2rricd out in various 
environments, but even so in orcleY' to fadIi tc1tC this procedure 
additional apparatus Has designed and constructed during the course of 
the Hork and incorporated into the bdsic cleav7_nr; machine. 
The experimental techniques involvej in th,; us; of the basic and the 
and the ancillary apparatus are repo~~~d. 
3.2 The basic apparatus 
In order to r;ain the experience '.d th which to design a 
versatile cleavage machine, initial mCilsurcm~nts on polymethylmetha-
crylate (p.m.m.) were carried out Hith a prototype machine. 
The prototype machine (Fig. 9) was simply a metal frame on which a 
pair of chucks had been mounted. One of the chucks was movable by means 
of a hand operated 8ear. In spite of the insensitivity of the hand 
operated drive, which limited the nUMber of experimental points 
(often to three or four), the prelimLlary results \'lere sufficiently close 
Fig . 10 
Photograph of cleavage machine designed and used by the author 
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Fig. 10 
Diagrammatic representation of the cleavage machine designed 
and used by the author 
A - load cell 
B - steel chucks 
C - worm gear 
D - worm gear housing 
E - motor 
F - specimen 
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to those obtained by previous uorkers (Berry 1963) to sUGgest that 
subsequent development of the apparatus Hould prove inforr.lative. 
He'd features incorporated into the dcsi,rr,Tl of the new cleavar,e 
machine included the ability to control the environment and to control 
and measure the cleavage force, F, accurately. The neH machine, 
shmm dia[;ramma~ically in FiG' 10, is essentially an open-sided steel 
box 20" x 19" x 12" built of 111 thick mild steel plate in order to 
approximate as closely as possible to a riGid syster.l. dounted on one 
side of the box on the inner wall was a Duff-Horton worm'gear (Bodel 
1805-6-1) fitted with a steel chuck; opposite on the inner wall \-Ias 
a solid arm and chuck. The \'Iorm gear was driven by a variable speed 
reversing motor mounted on the top of the box and attached to the gear 
by means of a seal (Fig. ll) Hhich was desi3l1ed to limit gas floH around 
the drive shaft. The electrical system used to control the motor is 
shovm in Fig. 12 and incorporated a reversin~ switch and push button 
which provided r,reater control over the loading. A variac was placed 
in the circuit to control the voltar;es on the motor and so its torque 
and speed. The solid arm and chuck Here replaced by a load cell 
fitted ...,ith a steel chuck vrhich \-laS fastened to the end wall by means 
of an O.B.A. bolt, Hhenever the cleavage force Has to be measured. 
The load cell was an Ether dynamometer type UF2, covering either the 
range 0 - 10 lbs or 0 - 100 Ibs, and in use was coupled directly to a 
dial indicator. ~efore use in the machine and again after a period of 
mOLths, each load cell, which consisted of four strain gau~es mounted 
o 
? 
I 
, 
c 
• 
Fip;. 11 
Section throuEh gas seal 
A - neoprene ring 
B - motor drive shaft 
C - housing 
Fig. 12 
Circuit diagram for motor control system 
A - push button 
B 
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to form a -i:heatstonC' bridr;e, Has calibrated direct ly in tension. 
Larr;e chanr;es in the cleavage force, correspondin~ to the propa~ation 
of the crack, occurred over very short periods of time, and so the 
output from the indicator Has recorded continuously by a pen recorder. 
A Toa EPR 2TD potentiometric recorder Has found to be suitable and this 
hac1_ a fast response: full scale in 0.3 seconds. 
The open sides of the steel box were covered by}" thick perspex 
sheets sealed to the edn;es by neoprene rin'"';s and held in place by four 
clips on each side. 
3.3 Production of specimens 
As the majority of the experiments Here on r;lass, only the 
techniques involved in the preparation of ,n;J ass specimens will be 
described. In r.1ost cases the adaption of these techniques to the 
preparation of p.m.m. snecimens, used in the preliminary experiments 
is obvious. 
Specimens of the form shoHn in Fig. 13 l-lere produced from either 
Pilkin~ton 'Float r;lass' plate or from pyrex plate*<Corning 7740), 
havinr; the nominal co~positions shovTIl in Table 1. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
,': He should like to acknowledee the gift of a quantity of pyrex 
plate throuf,h the courtesy of Mr. P.P. Jaram of Q.V.F. Ltd. 
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Cleavage specimen showing groove 
Composition 
s· ° I 2 (\It °6) 
CaO 
A1 203 
Na20 
HRO 
Fe 203 
K20 
5°3 
B203 
Others 
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TABLE 1 
COIi1Dosition of Glasses 
Float Glass Plate 
Author 1967 
72.7 
9.0 
1.0 
12.9 
3.1 
0.1 
0.6 
0.2 
0.4 
Pyrex Plate 
Author 1967 
80.6 
2.0 
4.2 
12.6 
0.5 
Soda-lime-silica 
Hiederhorn 1966 
72.13 
7.2 
1. 70 
14.12 
3.97 
0.04 
0.45 
Soda-lime 
Culf 1957 
72.7 
9.3 
1.1 
13.2 
3.1 
0.1 
0.5 
Usually the specimens, 30 cm long and of various widths from 2.0 to 
9.0 cm., Here broken from ~" or tIt sheet after scorinr; with a diamond 
and then ground to give an accurately rectanr;ular shape. Later specimens 
were cut directly from the bulk sheet with a Heathway glass cutting 
machine ,.,hich utilised a diamond impre~nated alloy Hhee!. This 
eliminated the tedious and time consumin~ grindinr, stage, and more 
important produced more accurately rectangular specimens. 
Fig. 14 
Apparatus used for slotting specimens 
A - copper/diamond wheel 
B - guide 
C - cutting bench 
D - locking nut 
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Stabilizinr; slots of approximately 0.05 cm width and 0.1 cm depth were 
th0n cut dmm the centres of the faces of the r;lass rectanr;les parallel 
to the lonr; edr;es, Ly means of a jir; mounted on an Anderman glass 
cutter' (Fi.n;. 14). This cutter uses a very fine copper ;.Theel, the 
periphe;:>y of I'Ihich is imnrer,nated vrith diamond, and which protrudE;s 
above the cutting table; removal of the jjg allowed the "swallow-tail" 
cuts (Fir;. 15A) to be made at the top of the specimen simply by feeding 
the specimen into the Iheel. The speciT:1en was strained by a system of 
chucks attached by pins throu~h tHO holes, one on either side of the 
groove near the top of the specimen. The holes vlere drilled with a 
tunp:sten-carbide tipped drill of diameter 0.3 cm and \.,ater was used as 
a combined coolant and lubricant during the drilling process. 
In order to examine the possibility of undue stresses having 
been introduced into the specimens durinr their preparation it was decided 
to subject them to a heat treatment. For this purpose a long stainless 
steel lined oven ,-,as desip;ned and built. Stainless steel lining was 
used to ensure a clean environment durinr the heiJt treatment. The inner 
lininr; vias constructed from a 1/1611 stainless steel sheet folded into a 
box open at one end. Around this, thin asbestos tape was wrapped both 
to hold it tOGether and to insulate it from the nichrome wire which 
for . .l'::d the heater. The Hire Has Hotmd around the inner oven and more 
closely spaced at the ends in order to produce a more nearly uniform 
temperature along the lcnr;th of t:le oven. Two shelves of flat ~" stain-
less steel sheet were cut and placed inside the oven lining to rest on 
o , Lo 
~ 
Fig. l5A 
Half specimen illustrating "swallow-tail" cut, 
scale and beam dimensions 
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bolts fastened onto the si(~es. The inner oven was then placed in a box 
constructed from 1" thick asbestos sheet and dexion, open at one end, 
and then packed Hith exfollio.ted mica to insulate it. The ends of the 
heater were draHn throur;h the outer asbestos and a stainless steel/ 
asbestos door fitted at the open end. The oVl?n was used in conjunction 
Hith a temperature controllinr, device already in service in the laboratcry. 
This consisted of an Ether ter.1perature recorder and controller coupled 
to a motor driven variac Hhich, by lovlerinp, the voltage on the oven at 
a fixed rate, allovred the oven to cool at approximately lCo per minute. 
The temperature of the oven was measured by means of a copper-constanton 
thermocouple, inserted into the oven via a hole in the door, the output 
of Hhich \Vas fed directly into the Ether controller. The mode of 
operation Has to set the control at the re<luired temperature and to sl·Titch 
on; once the temperature Has reached it Ins rer,ulated thermostatically 
and m~intained for several hours. o A temT)erature of 550 C l-1as used, 
this was 40Co below the softeninr, temperature for a typical specimen 
Vlhich was determined experimentally. The motor driven variac mechanism 
was then sl·Titched on and the specimens removed from the oven only when 
the temperature had reached that of the room. 
After annealinp;, examination of the specimens bet\-leen crossed 
polaroids ~ave no indication0f residual stresses, and preliminary 
cleavage exneriments showed that the only apparent effect of the heat 
treatment Has mar,";inally to reduce the scatter in the results. 
Nevertheless, as a precautionary measure the heat treatment was 
incorporated into the routine preparation. 
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Fig. l5B 
+--+---I--_--~ F. 
Specimen under cleavage showing separation of the ends (26) 
and fiducial markers 
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After annealing, small ~roups of specimens were etched in 4% Hr 
solution in order to produce smoother surfaces at the bottom of the 
stabilizin[,; grooves. They were etched for various times using ultrasonic 
a ~i tat ion. The results obtained from such specimens were indistinguishable 
fro[;1 those from the normol unetched ones, and it vias concluded th'lt the 
roughness of the groove did not affect the crack position. 
3.4 Experimental technique 
The specimen to be cleaved was suspended vertically by two steel 
pins which passed through the holes in the top of the specimen and those 
in the steel chucks (fig. 10). As the chucks ~.ere separated, using a 
fixed strain rate, a crack started at the tip of the "swallow-tail" 
and propar.;ated dmm the specimen. Provided that the specimen was 
rectangular and that the grooves in the faces were accurately aligned 
opposite to one another and parallel to the edges of the specimen, 
the crack would propagate smoothly down the \Olhole length of the 
specimen as the displacement of the chucks was increased, leaving a 
smooth fracture surface. Failure to achieve anyone of these conditions 
resulted in a rough fracture surface or occasionally ~n the crack running 
through one arm of the specimen. The length of the cleavage crack was 
measured after each incremental increase of the displacement of the 
chucks, against a paper scale affixed to the surface of the specimen 
adjacent to one of the grooves (Fi[,;. 15A). The crack front was located 
accurately by means of a 6" focal length telescope mounted on a 
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Fig. 16 
The variation of cleavav,e force and crack length 
with time at constant deflection (28) 
C> 
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co.t h Cl! omet er. In som·2 corrosive environments it Ilas not possible to 
use Cl pilpep scalp. <1nu in these cases the cru.ck lcnrth Has meo.sured 
di:reccly on the cathatometer. The separation of the ends of the c2.ntih~c'i 
arms, 20, (Fir:. lSn) Has neasured '!sinr: a lOVl pOHcred micro.:::cope fitted 
~'lith a ~!::ltson micrometer '2y~-piece (x 15 ovcl~all ma~nificAtion) er-d 
mounted. on iJ. travel lino: r;,icroscope bench. Tl1~ microscope Has fOC1'3SeU 
onto fiducial !];2rKerS (p~eces of razo:", bJade) aliGned llith the centres 
of the holes drilled in the top of the specimen. 
The cleavare fo~ce F was recorded continuously durin~ the 
experiment, u~;in:,; the f'olyrecorder set typici11ly 0.t 500rr,V Oi." IVolt 
r-an;r,e anrl chart sfleeds of 180mm per hour C)[' 2O:n:f1 p,::r minute. Throur,hout 
these experiments it \Jas noted that af;::er eaC:l rOI'm2.l increment in t1'? 
displacement I) the lenr:th of the cJ..~ac~~ incY'0a;;~c continuously with time. 
As the crack lenp;th increases at consta~1t, 0, the :':=orce on the loadinr, 
pin3 decreases. These chan~es are illustrated in fig. 16A u.~d B. 
llormally readin~s of L, 6 and F Here taken at tIle instant of propar,atio:1 
of ufter' tl:O, or in SO:<1e cases fi ftecn, minutes of cracJ( growth. 
After the snecimen had been cleav3d completely, the value of b, 
the beam Hidtl1, Has measured with a ruler ilt ten points on each half of 
the specimen. The thickness of the specimen, '.'1 2 ' waS ce<'18Ul~cd usinr. 
a micrometer and the mean of ten readinrs calculated. Althour:h w1 ' the 
width of the fracture surface, was approximately constant dOI·m the wh01e 
specimen, the values corresponding to the measured crack len~hs were 
always determined; a requirement of tre differential energy balance 
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criterion. Values of Vll '{ere measured uSlnr; a \/atson microscope fitted 
vrith a vernier eye piece. 
YOurlf~' S ITJo<.lulus VIas determined in a separate experiment using 
'three-point' and cantilever bending systems; the results are shQ\om 
in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
Younr,'s nodulus for Glasses determined experimentally 
Three point bend 
"Float Glass" Plate 
Pyrex plate 
7.14 x lO"dynes 
6.32 x 10" 
3.5 Controlled environment 
-2 
cm 
Cantilever 
6.86 x 10" 
6.22 x 10" 
Cleavage 
6.5 x 10" 
The initial measurements of fracture energy were carried out in 
air and the humidity and composition remained uncontrolled. Later tests 
involved the use of controlled environments and for these, particular 
techniques Here evolved Hhich Hill be described in the following sections 
of this chapter. 
Gaseous environments 
For tests in [';aseous environments the box Has simply sealed off 
by means of the two perspex plates and flushed with the required gas for 
several hours using the inlet and outlet r;as ports in the end walls. 
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If the ras IElS to be dried then it \'Ias passed through a liquid ni tro:3en 
trap and then over the specific clryinn; ar,ent. Some of the dryinr; ar;ent 
Has also placed inside the box before sealinr; and the system Has left for 
several hours, after flushinr; vii th the i';as, to allo~'l the dryin[': agent and 
environment to l"each an equilibrium. Tests 'der'e carried out in tLis 
Hay in Air, i'!itro~~en, CarQon dioxide and Ammonia. Calcium oxide 
(anhyJ:r-ous) Has used to dry the ammonii1 and Phosphoric oxide (P20S) 
for the other r;ases. ;ieasurements of the relative humidity were carried 
out usinG cl P. C. R. C. - 33;" humidity transducer. The transducer is a 
processed plastic Hafer - a chemically treated styrene co polymer -
which has an electrically conductinf, surface la~'er. Changes in relative 
humidity cause the surface resistivity to vary. The transducer Has only 
useful Hithin the range 4 -+ 100% R.H. since its resistance at 4°0 was 
already 101m and increased rapidly with further reduction in relative 
hillnidity. The transducer Has used with a standard A.C. '.iheatstone bridge 
capable of measurinr; up to 10W'2; the circuit is shown in Fig. 17. 
The bridge VIas balanced for each environment and the relative humidity 
determined from the calibration chart provided Hith the transducer. 
Liquid environments 
Hhenever tests required a liquid environment, the specimen was 
suspended from the chucks so that the bulk of the specimen was immersed 
-----------~----------------------------------------------------------------
* Supplied by the Phys-Chemical Research Corporation 
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In a bath of liquid; particular care vias taken to ensure that the 
liquid covered the "si,allow-tail" cut in the top of the specimen. 
In this Hay the crack was initiated in the test environment. The liquids 
Here dried,llhen required, by an appropriate dryin:~ a:ent Hhich vias left 
in the liquid durinG the test. Tests Here carried out at room temperature 
in distilled Hater, liquiJ. paraffin, glycerol-water solutions, 4"-> Hr 
solution and silicone oil. In ;?;aseous environments the crack front Has 
easily visible by virtue of the difference in refractive indices of the 
t?;lass and gas; in liquids. however, the crack front Has almost invisible 
but could be located by the position of its strain field detected with 
the aid of crossed polaroids. fI. check \Tas made in air to verify that 
the crack front coincided with the position of the strain field located 
Hith the crossed polaroids. 
3.G The variation of fracture enerGY with temperature 
The bulk of the fracture energy measurements Here made at room 
temperature (20°C), Hhich Has recorded at interv<lls durin3 the experiment 
using il mercury-in-~lass thermometer. Because of the difficulties 
involved in producinf, uniform heating, variations in the temperature of 
the environment Here restricted to the use of selected liquid baths. 
Two e"tremcs of temperature Here used, liquid nitrogen (-196oC) and a 
silicone oil heilted to 200oC. for the lml temperature tests specimens 
Here immersed in liquid nitrogen contained in a clear dewar. 
To prevent the specimen from cracking up due to thermal shock on 
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immersion. a procedure of gradual cooling \-Ias adopted. First the specimen 
Has suspended in the deHar and pre-cooled nitro13en [';as passed around it 
for some time. Liquid n:-_tror;en vapour from a de\1ar partially full of 
liquid nitror;en Has then poured around the specimen and finally small 
quo.nti ties of liquid ni t~">or.:en, w1til the liquid level '.To.S just above the 
bottom of the specimen. Once this level h.J.d been reached, coolinz tl1roup;h 
conduction could also take place and so liquid nitrogen Has added at a 
reo.sonable rate until the deHar \1as full. In these experiments, ice 
for·mation on the part nf the specimen exposed to the air and on the dewar 
Has a Llo.j or problem. The cro.ck front Has located by means of crossed 
polaroids and a stronr; light source but the specimen was only visible 
when the sides of th8 de\'lar Here wiped Hi th acetone. The ice on the 
top of the specimen ev~ntually formed a link betH€en the two sides of 
the crack and had to be broken every time the crack Has repropagated. 
This made force measurements unreliable and introduced complex strains 
into the beam system. HmTcver, this was not important for fracture 
energy measurements '-There the total testin13 time ~'laS not more than 
about thirty minutes. The liquid nitrogen had to be replenished at 
rep;ular intervals throU(~hout the experiment. 
Several high temperature tests Here carried out at 2000 C using 
an inert silicone oil W. S. 550) bo.th. The bath was heated by a finely 
wound 25~ nichrome resistor placed inside a U-shaped pyrex tube and 
packed Hith alumina. The temperature was maintained at 2000 C t 2°C by 
the Ether control unit mentioned earlier and the temperature measured by 
: . ~-.,:.."J--J...-.I 
'--u--: c --~ ---! J lo B 
A - Side Elevation 
B - Plan 
Fig. 18 
Vacuum system desif,ned for cleavage experiments 
A - load cell, B - chucks, C - chuck insert, 
D - end wall of cleavage machine, 
E - worm gear & plate, F - araldite/brass plug, 
G - flexible bellows, H - window, I - long window, 
J - window clips, K - pumping arm. 
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a copper-constantan thermocouple pluced inside a pyrex tube and irnrnen:,ed 
in the liquid bath. Previously t('!sts had been carried out in this oil 
at room te::1perat 1lre, so t 11Clt a dir'ect comparison of the results Hould 
indicate any temperature effects. 
3.7 The measurement of fractupe energies In 0. V? 'UU::1 
In -~he preliminary series of tests a Lia.r-ked variation of the 
specific fracture enerl3~T of ;',lass vii th environment Has observed. 
In order to identify th3 effects of the envircnnent r::ore critically it 
Has decided to carry Oilt a series of tests und·~r vacuum. This involved 
the desil3n and production of a vacumn system Hr:ich could be coupled 
directly into the existing cleavdl3c Lw.chine Hi t:lOut any major alterations. 
The main problems I!ere the transmission and measurement of the cleavage 
force r. Fir,s. 18 l\. and 13 illustrate the system, Hhich is essentially 
a copper cylinder Hith tHO siue arms opposite one another and near to 
the top. One side arm housed the load cell, Hhich Has fastened through 
the end wall of the ann directly to the r:1achine, as shown. The other 
side arm contained a flexible bellmlS Hhich coupled the Horm ;3ear to 
a movable chuck inside the main vessel. In this Hay it vias possible 
to transmit the cleavar,e force to the specimen directly. The deflection 
of the beams, 6, and the crack length, L, Here observed through a long 
~" plate glass windoH sealed to a raised section of the main tube by 
means of neoprene rinGs. A second winc10H in the top was used to 
illuminate the specimen; this was circular in shape and also sealed by 
a neoprene rin~ fitted into a groove cut in the flanged lid. 
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Fig. 19 
Araldite/brass vacuum plug, connection to load cell 
A - lid of vacuum system 
B - neoprene ring 
C - brass retaining ring 
D - araldite and copper wires 
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For tests in vacuum it was np.cessary to assemble the system in 
a strict sequence. First the load cell VIas placed inside the side arm 
and scre,·red into posi tior;. A long lead from the load cell to the connection 
in the lid of the system l:as necessary so tb.:tt the lid itself did not 
obstruct the initial stugcs of assembly. The tHO chucks "ere then 
screHed into position, on~ into the load cell and one into the connectinl3 
rod Ilhich ,fas fastened to the bello1-1s and linked tl-:e chuck to the Horm 
gear. The vacuum vessel I·TiJ.S then placed in the cleavar;c machine and the 
end of the bellows connesting rod clamr-ed into a ci1uck insert by two 
r;rub-screHs. This insert HiJ.S then fastened to the chuck on the Horm gear 
by means of a pin Hhich passed through the insert and the chuck. The 
system Has then locked into position by boltinG the arm containing the 
strain gauge to the end Hall of the cleavage machine as illustrated, 
(Fir;s. 18). The chucks inside the vacuum vessel were then adj usted by 
the v/orm r;ear so that the specimen could hanc freely from them. 
The flanr;ed top was then replaced and carefully eolted down, sealinl3 
against the neoprene a-ring in the flange. The ccnnection to the load 
cell Has by means of an araldite/brass vacuum plug (Fig. 19). 
The chamber Has evacuated usinz. an oil filled rotary pump and a molecular 
absorption pump filled vii th 1/16 " pellets of Alur.linium Calcium Silicate 
(FiG. 20). The "backinr;" pump Has used first to evacuate both the chamber 
-2 
and the molecular pump to approximately 10 cm Hr;. The molecular pump 
was then isolated from the pumping system and completely immersed in 
liquid nitrogen contained in a large delTar. The rotary pump Has then 
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Fig. 20 
Pumping unit 
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isolated and Slli tched off and the molecular pump opened to the systelTl. 
-4 
:1ithin 30 minutes the pressure Has approximately 2 x 10 cm EL:, measured 
directly Hi th i1 :icCleocl gau;;c. Cleavar;e tests Here then carried out 
usin~ the teclFlique of incremental displacement loadin[' described in 
Chapter II ~ recordin3 <5, r and L for positions dmm the specimen. 
3.8 Tensile measurements of the specific fracture enerp;y 
In vieH of the arparent conflict betHeen the hiEh fracture enere;ies 
(-4.0 x 103 ergs cm- 2 ) obtained usinr; the cleavar,c technique described 
above, and that obtained by Griffi th (- 5.0 x 102 er0s cm-2 ) in tensile 
tests, it Has decided to carry out a fell tensile tests on some glass 
specimens. Tests I-lere carried out on rcctane;ular plate [';lass specimens 
containinr; cracks of knm-m len:--.til introduced by mechanical cleavage or 
by ther'1:lal s~lock. These specimens were prepared from the usual cleavar;e 
specimens in tHO \-lays. Ei thE:l' a cleavage crack \'las introduced into a 
sDecimen as usual and the speciLlen \'Tas then cut to r:i ve a rectangular 
sample vrith a short crack. Or a crack Has introduced into a normal 
cleava2e specimen by pressin;->; a Hhite hot glass rod against the lower 
end of tile speciIi1en and a tensile specimen Has produced by then cutting 
off both ends of the ori:-;inal cleavace type specir.len. In both cases the 
crack propai.':ated dm-m the centre of the specimen controlled by the 
stabilizing r;rooves. T!1e tensile specinens HerE: approximately 6 cm lon~ 
and of various HiJths, from 4 -+ 8 cm. Crack len;3ths ran~ed from 0.1 cm 
to 0.5 Cr.1. Araldite r,rips Here cast onto each half of the specimen, 
usin~ polythene ~oulds; some care was taken to ensure that the top 
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surface of the grip was perpendicular to the specimen. The specimens 
were broken in tension on a Hounsfield Tensometer which had been fitted 
with chucks desi~ned to take the araldite grips (Fig. 21). The rate of 
loading Has such that fracture occurred after about 5 seconds. Values of 
the fracture ener~y \.jere calculated from the Irvlin-Orowan equation 
a = j2EJ. 
TIC 
3.8.1 
using the measured breaking stress and the corresponding initial crack depth. 
3.9 Sumf!larv 
A series of cleavage experiments Has carried out on soda-lime 
silicate and borosilicate glass in a variety of environments and at 
several different temperatures. A feH experiments were undertaken to 
measure the specific fracture energy of polymetl1ylmethacrylate specimens 
prepared from ~" sheets obtained from I.C.I. Tests in specific environments, 
especially under vacuum, required additional apparatus and techniques which 
have been described. Tensile tests Vlere carried out on a few specimens. 
In all the cleavage experiments described above, the technique of 
il1cremental displacemerlt loading VIas adopted and the detailed results of 
these experiments tor,ether Hith an analysis of the errors are described 
in the followin~ chapter. The experiments desizned to investigate the 
phenomenon of prolonp,ed crack r,rowth observed in the cleavage fracture 
energy measurements are describe0 later, in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND A PRELIiUHARY ANALYSIS AIID DISCUSSIOH 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the results obtained in the initial phase of the 
experimental work to measure the fracture energy of glass are described 
together with the few results for polymethylmethacrylate. As has been 
mentioned earlier (Chapter Ill) a complication appeared in these 
experiments in that within reasonable experimental time spans the cracks 
did not reach an equilibrium position. It is nevertheless possible to 
measure the crack length at a selected, if somevrhat arbitrary, time after 
the increase in displacement. The very rapid transient growth following 
the change in displacement occurred ~ .. i thin a fevr seconds. A standard 
time of two minutes was selected; in addition crack len~ths at fifteen 
minutes Here also recorded on occasion. The results presented here for 
the fracture energy of glass and p.m.m. are those calculated using simple 
theory and the crack lengths at selected times. As \'le have seen in 
Chapter 11, this treatment involves a number of approximations and the 
magnitude of these are evaluated in the discussion. A comparison with 
previously published values of the fracture energy is included and the 
effects of environment, temperature and possible effects due to composition, 
on y are discussed briefly. Some of the interesting features of crack 
propagation revealed in these experiments will be described and discussed 
briefly although a comprehensive interpretation of cleavage fracture 
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energies and detailed discussion cannot be made until the full 
significance of the prolonrred crack growth is knOtID. 
4.2 Analysis of the Results 
The basic exrerimental data collected durinG a cleavage 
experiment consisteJ of a series of values of crack separation (20) or 
cleavage force (F) and the corresponding values of the crack length L. 
Values of the crack width (VII) and the beam dimensions, w2 and b, were 
t2ken after cleavage. 
As we have seen in Chapter II, application of the Irwin-Orowan 
criterion for mechanical instability with the assumption that simple 
beam theory can be applied to calculate the strain energy of the cleavage 
specimen leads to expressions relating the specific fracture energy y to 
the beam dimensions 
Ya = 
3Ew2b302 2.7.8 
8"11 L 
4 
GF2L2 
Yr = Ewl w2b
3 
2.7.9 
Vlhere the symbols are as described above and the effects due to shear 
have been neglected. The results of cleavage tests are generally shown 
, 
graphically in the form of a plot of o (w2b 3/wl )2 versus L2 or as a plot 
, 
of L/(w2b
3wl )2 versus r-
l
• These forms can be directly related to 
equations 2.7.8 and 2.7.9. above. 
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4.3 Cleava~e of polymethylmethacrylate 
The results of cleava~e experiments carried out on p.m.m. in air 
are shm-lD in Table 3 to[,;ether Hi th some previously published values. 
FiGs. 22 A and B show the results of the cleavage of a typical specimen 
in the reduced graphical forms. From these ,~raphs Y 6 was 2.20 x 105 
5 la -2 
and YF \Olas 3.0 x la usin;; the value of E <1S 3.1 x la dynes cm 
measured in a separate tlree point bend apparatus. Following Gillis 
and Gilman's analysis (Chapter II) He may Hrite: 
, 5 -2 
Ytrue = (Y o.yf )2 = 2.6 x la er~s cm 
The initial experiments on p.m.m. Here carried out on the prototype 
machine and instead of usin['; a value of Young's n~dulus determined 
separately, a three point bend experiment was carried out on each half 
of the cleaved specimen to deterraine directly the effective stiffness of 
the beam. Values of the specific fracture enerGY Here calculated from 
the slope of a plot of 0 versus L2 using the experimentally determined 
constant. A mean value of 2.75 x 105 er~s cm -2 \od th a standard deviation 
5 -2 
over the group (15 specimens) of 0.18 x la eres cm was obtained. 
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Typical reduced plot for p.m.m. cleaved in air 
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TABLE 3 
Published values of the specific fracture energy of 
r.m.m. tested in air at R.T. 
Author 
Benbow & Roesler (195G,) 
Svennsson (1960) 
Benbovl (1961) 
In'Tin & Kies (1958) 
Van den Boogart (1966) 
Berry (1961) 
Berry (1963) 
Broutman & t-lcGarry (1965) 
This work (1966) 
Technique 
Uedee cleavage 
" " 
" " 
Central notch 
" " 
Tensile 
Cleavage 
" 
" 
-2 y ergs cm 
5 4.9 t 0.5 x 10 
4.4 
4.2 
4-.4 
1.65 
2.1 
1.4-
1.25 
2.7 :t 0.2 
11 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
4-.4- Comparison of previously published results for- polymethylmethacrylate 
Al though the experimental work \-d th p.m om 0 formed only a very 
small section of the results to be described it will be useful to discuss 
them and the previously published figures in some detail, for as we shall 
see, several points of principle emerge directly. The values of the 
fracture energy of pom.m. shown in Table 3 above have been obtained by 
a variety of techniques and yet differ only by a factor of four. It is 
significant that all these values are \-Iell above the calculated surface 
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ener~y for this material (Kambou:c 1965). Some of the variation between 
the values in Table 3 may be attributed to chan~es in composition but it 
is sUBr;ested that ;;enerally tile main differences are due either to the 
method of testin[ or to the subsequent analysis of the data. 
In the experiments of 3enbml and Roeslel' (1956) which Here 
described briefly in Chapter 11, the cleavage crack was stabilized by 
axial compression. It has subsequently been 3ugzested by Svennsson (1960) 
and Gillis and Gilman (1964) that this meti10d of stabilization can produce 
large positive errors in the calculated value of the fracture energy. 
The strain ener;::y of the system is underestirt1ated if contribution of the 
compressive stresses is ignore~and Svennsson's analysis indicates 
h h ' f f ,au t at t ~s may amount to a actor 0 two l.n aL ' the strain energy gradient. 
A correction of this order would reduce the value of y obtained by Benbow 
and Roesler to the value obtained by the author. 
Svennsson, Hho modified I3cnbow and Roesler's technique, took into 
account the effect of the compressive forces. In view of this it may seem 
5 -2 
somewhat surprisin~ that Svennsson quotes a value of 4.4 x 10 ergs cm 
for the specific fracture energy of p.m.m. uhich compares with 4.9 x 105 
-2 
ergs cm obtained by Benbotv and Roesler. Svennsson in fact makes a 
rather elementary error in wri tine his energy balance equations in terms 
of the differential coefficients, and thereby overestimates the strain 
energy in his analysis by approximately a factor of two. (A critique 
of Svennsson's analysis is given in Appendix 1). 
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The method used by II"-lin and Kies (1958) and Van den Boogart 
(1966) is bJsed on the fact that for linear elastic materials stable crack 
groHth in a centrally notched specimen occurs when a tensile load is 
applied close to the note!; (Barenblatt 1962). In their experiments, 
specimens of p.m.m. sheet containing a central sa'" cut were loaded until 
crack extension occurred. After a certain crack extension, the specimen 
was unloaded, then reloaded to perform the next measurement and so on. 
The fracture energy Has calculated from a knoHledge of the load and 
extension values at the start of the crack growth. It is interesting to 
note that a large discrepancy exists between the tHO published values of 
the fracture energy obtained by this technique, and that the value of 
105 -2 b . d· h k f 11 b h 2.7 x ergs cm ,0 ta~ne ~n t e present Hor, a s etween t e tHO. 
In this respect it is noted that the figures published by Berry for the 
cleavage fracture enerGY of p.~.m. and the value he obtained from tensile 
tests on precracked specimens differ by a factor of two. This difference 
may be a fundamental one in that it could be revealing that the work 
of fracture and not the fracture energy has been measured in these 
experiments. As discussed in Chapter II, although the: 'dork of fracture, 
as defined there, is Cl constant for a given mode of fracture and 
a given stress distribution, it is not a material constant. 
The differences which exist between the author's value and those 
obtained by Berry and Broutman and 1-1cGarry cannot be attributed to the 
method of measurement, but may be associated '-lith the subsequent 
analysis of the experimental cleavage data as we shall see. In Chapter II 
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two methods of analysis were described~ the theoretical analysis of 
Gillis and Cilman~ and the more empirical analysis due to Berry. 
Using the former method~ the basic experimental data recorded for 
cleavage experiments with p.m.m. Has plotted in the forms shown in rig. 
22, and the values of Yo and Yr calculated from the slopes. It has 
previously been sho"m that provided L > 3b shear effects can be neglected 
and the effects of end rotation eliminated by the calculation of 
1 
Ytrue = (Yo·yr )2 
Hri ting the equations for Y 6 and Yr more fully:-
2.8.43 
2.8.44 
\-/e can see that the calculation of Y t eliminates the term due to end 
. ( n-2) rotat~on 3CL • However, this is an approximation which is only 
applicable if n ::: 2, as He have shown in Chapter II. The expression for 
the deflection 0 corrected for end-rotation is:-
By rearrangine and taking logarithms He may Vlri te 
log(3EI6 -1) = lo~ 3C + (n-2)log L 
FL3 
2.8.40 
and by plotting log( 3EIo -1) as the ordinate and log L as the abscissa 
FL3 
it is possible to evaluate n from the slor.et-lhile the constant C can 
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be obtained fl"om the intercept on the ordinate axis. This procedure 
was carried out for the data obtained frorll the specimen represented in 
FiG' 22 above. The value of n Has approximately 0 and of C - 8. The 
corrected values of cS were then used in a 3econd reduced plot which is 
shown as the dotted line in Fig. 22A. He may surmise that as expected 
the correction has little effect on the value of y Vlhich is calculated 
from the slope, but it is satisfyin~ to note that it explains the small 
positive intercept obtained in the previous plot. 
A completely different value for the specific fracture energy 
can be obtained from tIle same experimental data if the analysis due to 
Berry is used. 1\3 described in Chapter II, Berry assumes that the non-
ideali ty of the crack Halls as cantilever beams can be represented by 
a general beam equation 
2.8.47 
and by applyin~ an energy balance criterion for fracture the expression 
becomes:-
F6 2YL 2.8.50 
n 
The value of n may be determined expel'imentally from the slope of a 
plot of Log F /6 versus Log L Hhich fo11oHS equation 2.8.47 above. 
For the experimental data used previously in Fig. 22, the value of n 
5 -2 
obtained was 2.6 givin~ a value for y of 1.91 x 10 ergs cm If the 
arms of the crack had acted as true cantilevers then a = 3EI and n would 
have had a value of 3. The difference between the experimental value of 
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2.6 and the ideal of 3 is directly reflected in the value of y 
Clearly because of tile small ranr;es involved in both Log L and Log F /6 , 
the value of n must be subject to larr;e probable errors, and unlike the 
similar 109 plot used to calculate the end-rotation effects these errors 
will appear in the calculated value of the specific fracture energy, 
The similarity of the values obtained by Broutman and HcGarry and Berry 
is not surprising as the same technique and method of analysis was 
used in both cases. 
Apart from the major differences due to technique or analysis the 
fracture energies listed in this chapter differ sli~htly in terms of 
definition. Benbow and Roesler, Svennsson, and Berry all report that an 
equilibrium crack position Has never observed: SlO\01 continuous crack 
growth occurred in all cases. Each author adopted a different definition 
of a stationary crack. Benbow and Roes~er took the crack length when the 
-2 -1 
velocity had fallen below 10 cm sec Hhile Svennsson recorded and used 
the length of the crack after five minutes of groHtli. Berry opted for 
-4 -1 
a velocity less than 10 cra sec and I3routman and I-icGarry adopted a 
completely different procedure - propagatinrr the crack continuously and 
recording the force, deflection and crack length at intervals down the 
specimen. For all these cases a true energy balance cannot be defined 
as equilibrium does not exist, and convenience appears to be the only 
justification for the particular definition adopted. Slow crack growth 
was observed in the cleavage experiments described in the previous 
chapter. For the specific fracture energies calculated from deflection 
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measurements ('(6) the crack leni3th vIas measured two minutes after each 
loadinr; increment Hhen the crack velocity Has approximately 10-3cm sec-le 
Calculations of Yr Here carried out using the peak force (Fig. 16A) and 
the crack lenr;th previous to the load increment. 
In seekin~ a value for the specific fracture energy of p.m.m., 
it: Hould a~pear that the cleavage value obtained by the present author 
might be free from serious errors. Svennsson 's analysis has indicated 
that the previous value of JenboH and Roesler could be subject to errors 
arising from the compressional forces; his own published figure may 
have confirmed this indication had his analysis not been subject to a 
different, rather trivial, error. From the tensile-type measurements of 
Kies and others it is only possible to suggest that Y lies bet\.,een 
5 -2 2 and 3 x 10 ergs cm He conclude that the assumptions of Berry have 
not been justified and that by taking a preferred value of - 2.5 x 105 
-2 
ergs cm for the fracture energy of ~.m.m. it is possible to correlate 
the cleavage and tensile tests. 
4.5 The value of the fracture energy of polymethylmethacrylate 
llot withstanding the small discrepancy in the published figures, 
it is quite clear that the observed value of fracture energy is roughly 
three orders of ma~nitude larger than the calculated surface energy of 
p.m.m. (Kambour 1965). This discrepancy \-Tas first explained by Berry (1960) 
as being due to the irreversible \-lork involved in aligning the polymer 
chains ahead of the crack tip. This hypothesis is supported by the inter-
ference colours exhibited by p.m.m. fracture surfaces. It has also 
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been established that they are thermolabile. Kambour (1965) has shown 
that these interference colours arise from a layer of craze material. 
The phenomenon of crazinr: in a material l:lay be defined as the occurrence 
of localized zones Hhich develop Hitb time in a direction normal to 
the principle tension ·dhen some polymeric naterials are stressed. 
These zones have every appearance of cracks. Spurr and lieiGisch (1962) 
first showed that these apparent cracks are thin abruptly bounded regions 
vrith different optical properties fror.1 the bulk material Dut that ln 
contrast to a true crack a craze is still load bearinB. Kambour (1964) 
has examined crazes in glassy polymers and identified them as regions 
containing orientated polymer interconnecting the craze Halls. 
Refractive indices determined from the measurements of the critical 
angle for total internCll reflection shm;ed crazes in polycarbonates to 
be approximately 509~ void. Electron microgr'aph studies sugr;ested that 
the void content appeared to be distributed in the form of holes, most 
of Hhich ha.c! the dimensions 20 - 200~. Kambour (1965) demonstrated that 
fracture surface layers of p.r.1.m. Here craze-like in nature. From 
determinations of the refractive indices and the surface colours it was 
possible to calculate the thickness of the craze layer. It Has established 
that the thickness of this layer var Led Hi th the fracture velocity. 
Van den Boozart (1966) studied crack propar;ation in p.m.m. and also 
concluded that the crack pror;resses through cra.zed material. 
The hiGh fracture energy of p.m.m. is thought to be due to the 
result of the craze process Hhich invo2.ves the dissipation of strain 
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A typical reduced plot for "Float" glass cleaved in liquid nitrogen. 
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to data collected at 2 mins. and closed symbols to 15 mins. 
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energy by plastic llork as lIell as the production of extra surface free 
energy through hole formation. The formation of voids Has calculated by 
lCambour (1965) to account for cnly 3~0 of the observed y while the plastic 
work calculated from the craze thickness and an assumed yield stress 
amounted to -20°6. It is evident that the plastic flOll hypothesis 
explains to a larr:;e extent the pilenomena ObS81'Ved in fracture of p.m.m. 
Any small differences observed bet\-Ieen fracture energies obtained by 
cleavage or tensile tests mir~ht be explicable in terms of different 
craze thickness. Kambour h0.3 observed that different crack velocities 
can produc'.:: thicknesses varyins by as much as 20°6, Hhich might produce 
chanGes in the fracture energy of the Sai:le order. Al though it seems 
likely that crack propa[';ation involves plastic '.-Jork it must be emphasized 
that nothinr; is knmm of the mechanis~.~ of the process. In this respect 
it is intercstin[,; to note that interference colours h2ve been observed 
on fracture surfaces of p.m.m. at liquid nitrogen temperatures 
(Berry 1961, 3routman and ricGcJ.rry 1965), an observation \-1:1lCh must 
surely restrict the ntli11ber of possible flo\l mechanisms. 
The cleavage experiments on p.m.m. served two useful purposes. 
Apart from familiarizing the author with the intricacies of the cleavage 
technique they also allGle d a comparison of the applicability of the 
analyses and interpretations to be nade to tHO different materials -
glass and p.m.m. 
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4.6 Cleavage of Soda-lime-silica and Boro-silicate glasses 
An extensive series of soda-lime-silica 81ass specimens Hith a 
ranee of Vlidths HuS prepared und cleaved in various environments. 
A more limited series of Dorosilicate ::;lass specimens He.S. prepared and 
these cleaved in selected environments to serve as a comparison with 
sodu-lime-silica ~lass. 
In Chapter II, it HuS pointed out that the stress at the tip of 
a cleavaGe crack of the form used in these experiments is the same for 
all equilibrit:;; positions of the crack on a given specimen. The linearity 
2 
of a <5 versus L plot for a Given specimen cannot then be used to 
distin2;uish DetVleen a critical stress criterion and an energy balance 
criterion for fracture. Since the stresses around the tip and the rate 
of release of strain enercy Hill be different functions of the beam width 
b, coincidence of points from specimens of different \Tidths would suc;eest 
an encrcy criterion might be appropriate. This is VIhy the results from 
each series of tests Here plotted in one of the reduced forms 
, 
L2 
, 
-1 15(\1 2b3 /Hl)"2 versus or L/(\12b3wl)2 versus f which cun be d~l'ived 
from equations 2.7.8 and 2.7.9, as mentioned earlier in the chapter. 
Figs. 23 - 25 S1101'1 typical examples of such plots. It is expected that 
in these reduced forms the experimental [.oints fl'om all specimens cleaved 
in the sar.le environment should be on sin~le strai~ht lines, from which y 
may be calculated directly. For all specimens tested in cleavag~ shear 
effects Here avoided by considering only crack lencths l-lhich were greater 
than three times the specimen half Vlidth, followinG the analysis 0 f 
Gillis and Gilman (1964) described in Chapter II. 
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Throughout these experiments, it was observed that as Hith p.m.m., 
after each increment of strain the crack length increased continuously 
wi tb time. It Has esti1')lishec l that provided the increments of deflection 
were sufficiently lar~c -th2 position of the crack \-1as independent of any 
previous slo\-j :..:;roHtll. A,l investi[;ation of Some ci1Clracteristics of this 
p::-olonged [';rmrth is described in the second part of this thesis. The 
influence of the first part of the prolonged crack groHth on the 
calcula.ted value of the specific fracture ener:-~y of soda-lime-silica 
glass in various e~vironments is illustrated in Table 4, which compares 
y" values calculated from the crad:: displacement and length determined 
o 
tHo and fifteen r.1inutes after each incremental increase in strain. 
TABLE 4 
Values of Yo calculated from the displacement and crack 
length taken after 2 or 15 minutes 
En vi ronr.1ent Y2 rains Y15 mins 
Ilf (4"., soln.) 2.58 x 103 1.98 x 103 
-,[ater (R. T. ) 2.52 x 10 3 1.99 x 103 
Air (R.T.) 3.87 x 103 2.58 x 10 3 
(dry) 3.72 3 103 H2 ~as x 10 3.72 x 
CO2 gas 
(dry) 3.78 x 10 3 
Ammonia (dry) 3.:' x 103 
Liquid paraffin (R.?) (dry) 4.17 x 103 4.17 x 10 3 
Glycerol (dry) q- .17 x 103 
Silicone oil (R.T.) 3.72 x 103 
Silicone oil (2000 C) 4.04 x 103 4.04 x 103 
Vac. -4 «2.10 cn) 5.8 x 10 3 5.0 x 10 3 
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The values of the fracture ener~y calculQted from measurements of the 
cleavage force and the crack length at tl1e instant of Propagation, 
and from the force and crack lenz,th hlo minutes later are summarized 
in Table 5. 
TABLE 5 
VQlues of Yr calculated from the cleavaee force and 
crack length at 0, 2 and l5 minutes 
En vironmen t 
II.F. 4% Soln. 
\"later R.T. 
1\ir !<-.T. 
lT2 gas (dry) 
CO2 ~as (dry) 
Ammonia (dry) 
Liquid Paraffin (dry) 
Glycerol (dry) 
Silicone oil R.T. 
Silicone oil 200°C 
Liquid il2 
-4 Vac < 2.10 cm lIE 
Yo 
3.17 x 10 3 
3.3 :x 10 3 
3.82 x 10 3 
4.48 x 103 
4.67 x 103 
4.'!0 x 103 
4.67 x. 103 
4.66 x 10 3 
4.75 x 103 
'(2 mins 
1.98 x 103 
2.98 x 103 
3.23 x 103 
3 4.90 x 10 
Y15 mins 
2.38 x 103 
2.11 x 103 
3 4.90 x 10 
4.36 x 103 
A cOT'lDarison is made ui th previously published values for the 
fracture energy in Table 6. In this table, values of Yr (instantaneous) , 
are US8C whereas strictly Yt calculated from (Yo.Yr)2 is expected to be 
rather a better estimate of the fracture energy (see Chapter II), but as 
VIe shall see later there is little difference in practice between these 
t\OlO values for glass. 
I:;nvi rom::en"t 
hT :+ 7, soln. 
\'/<1tc'r R. T. 
Air P 'l' ... '-. J. .. 
H? gaG (dry) 
.,(,) (".,..". \ 
,-, 2 '-"-.'f; 
Arn."TK.mia (d.,v.y) 
Liqyic Parilffir~ 
Gly';crol (dry) 
Silic(me oil R.T. 
C'l' " ~~OoC 
...,... l.cone 01..... .:. 'J 
Liquid H2 
-4 Vac <2 x 10 cm Hg 
TABLI: 6 
A . .::.oppari sS!?.?f }T3.ct ure en~rgy val ues for r: J,ilSS 
This work 
..... Cle~va"'e 'F~' a. Sol 
3.17 x 10 3 
3 ~30 x 1(\3 
"} 
3.82 X 10') 
'I 
4.4-8 X 10'" 
~.67 ~ 103 
~ 
ij.08 x 10-
4.07 x 103 
~.66 x 10 3 
'I 
4.75 x 10" 
Culf (19:'9) 
Cene crack 
2.9 x 103 
~, 
3~7+4.3 X 10'--1 
r l 7.C x 1C-
7 r· 10 3 .IJ X .... 
4,2 x. ,~3 ~'J 
;:; C • ') '-: 10 
6.[; x iOJ 
7.1 x 1.03 
~i1eder:10rn 
Cleavage k:onst .10ed ) 
. 3 0.96 x 10 
2 ~52 x 1;;-'.1 
2.85 
'1 
X 10 ..... 
'1 
~ rj;'" , r,V 
...... • ""I...J X ~.U 
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4.7 Analysis of errors 
The scatter in the individual points taken from a typical series 
of different specinens tested in the same environment was calculated, 
using the Gaussian method of least squares, to lead to an uncertainty 
in the slope of the order of 5°6. The overall precision of the value 
of the fracture energy in any civen environnent Has therefore about ±10%. 
2 Examination of a plot of 0 versus L for a sinr;le specimen (Fig. 26) 
suggests that the betHeen sample variance is significantly greater than 
the Hithin sample variance. 
In order to calculate values of Y
t 
and so eliminate the effects 
of end-rotation it is necessary to use the appropriate values of both 
Ye and Yr' To estimate values of the fracture energy free from both 
end-rotation anc extended [';roHth effects, tHO specific tests Here carried 
out. T"lO specimens, 45 CTa long, \-lere prepared from the soda-lime-silica 
glass, one of vlidth 1. 25 cm and the other the largest beam Hidth tested 
(4.0 cm). The length of t,'2 specimens '-JClS increased in order to increase 
the number of 'equilibrium' points obtainable; this nl..UTlber decreases 
ClS the bem1 Hidth increases. These long specimens could be accommodated 
in the cleavage machine because a 15 cm slot had been cut in the base 
directly under the chucks Hhi ch allot-led the long specimens to hang freely; 
the slot Has normally sealed with araldite for the experiments with 
normal length specimens in controlled environments. The long specimens 
\-lere tested in air, in which a significant difference betvleen the 
instantaneous and tHO minute values of 'VG Has expected. To estimate the 
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instantaneous value of YtS' the crack length Has recorded immediately 
after each increment of strain had been applied. Values of YF 
corresponding to crack len~r,t;ls taken lnstantaneously and after t~'lO 
min utes of groHth Here also obtained. Th~ results of these tests are 
summarizeu in Table 7. 
TABLE 7 
Values of the fracture energy of "Float Plate" Glass 
Time 
t = 
t = 
Time 
t = 
A. Theoretical Analysis 
Specimen A (b = 
YtS Yr 3 3 
xlO xlO 
0 4.04 3.99 
2mins 3.48 3.05 
1.25cm) 
Y 
t 3 
xlO 
4.01 
3.26 
Specimen B (b = 4.0cm) 
YtS 
xl03 
Yr 
xl03 
Yt 
xlO3 
4.60 3.61 4.07 
3.91 3.10 3.48 
B. Semi-empirical Analysis (determination of n for generalised beam) 
n Y 
0 2.76 3.66 x 
n 
103 2.60 
Y 
3 3.51 x 10 
From a comparison of the instantaneous and two minute values of either Y 6 
or Y
r
, it is possible to sugr;est that a l5~o difference in the calculated 
values can arise out of two minutes of crack grmlth in air. It is 
important to note that although the differences in the individual Ye 
and Yr values obtained for the diffel~nt specimens is large (up to 15%) 
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the difference in the values of Y t for the tvlO specimens, both the 
instantaneous and the tHO minute values, is less than 5 ro. FolloHing 
the analysis due to Cillis and Gilman, descri:0cd in Chapter II, it 
Nas expected that the effect of end-rotation "ould be evident as a 
difference between Y <5 and Yr. Further it vias predicted that ti1is 
difference Hould take the form such that Y;, > Y > Y,"" Hhich is 
u true L 
observed experimentally in Table 7. It is concluded that the effects 
of end-rotation account for a lal"ge portion of the difference observed 
betHeen Y6 and YF as Has sugr.ested in Chapter II. It is also noted 
that YF does not differ too greatly from the instantaneous value of Yt 
and its inclusion in TJble 6 \lhich includes a comparison with previously 
published valu2s should not involve any significant error. 
The previous examination of the p.m.m • results using two methods 
of analysis produced two quite different values for the specific fracture 
energy. It Has thought that a similar comparison for the cleavage 
experiments on glass niGht prove infornative. FolloHing the analysis 
due to Berry and described earlier, the value of n occurring in the 
generalized ~earn expression Has extracted from the slope of a plot of 
log F/e versus Lo:=; L for the tHO long specimens. Y Has then calculated 
as before from the plot of Fa/wI versus L, \-Those slope :!as 2y /n, 
and the results included in Table 7. It is evident that the value of 
this constant n for r,lass is nearer to the ideal of n = 3 than was 
observed for p.m.m. (n ~ 2.6) and seems likely that this can be 
correlated Hith the magnitude of end-rotation effects. As expected the 
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at t = 0 and t = 2 mins. 
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narrow beam Has a closer approximation to the simple cantilever than 
the broad beam. In i~eneral the usual cleavage tests were restricted 
to beams of less than 3cm Hidth. As has been sur,gested, it is difficult 
to estimate the accuracy Hith Hhich a value of n can be obtained from 
the log plot, but the 12% difference between y and Y
t 
is perhaps not 
significant in viev} of tile ±10% accuracy in the values of Y cS and YF 
calculated from a reduced plot. 
Another possible method of checkinr, toe extent of the simple 
beam approximations is ~)y calculatinr: Young's modulus from the experimental 
data recorded in a cleavage experiment. For a b~nding beam we may write: 
,I) = or r: = 4.7.1 
when I 
Fig. 27 illustrates the plot of 4FL3 versus fiH 2b
3 for experimental data 
taken at the instant of propar;ation and two minutes later. Two parallel 
lines resulted, both givinp, an effective E of 6.54 x lOll dynes cm- 2 
which lies within 7% of the value determined in a separate bending 
experiment (Table 2). The evidence of Fig. 27 is accepted as Sh01'1inr.: 
that in cleavage experiments on Glass the sides of the crack: may be 
considered to act as simple cantilever beams Hithout involving large 
err·ors in the calculated value of the specific fracture energy. 
In summary then, unlike p.m.m. the cleavage fracture energy of 
glass does not seem subject to large deviations from the use of different 
analytical methods. The author's opinion is that this may be interpreted 
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as showing that the deviations from a simple cantilever system are small, 
an observation supported by the similarity of y (semi-empirical analysis) 
o 
and Yt values. The values of Yr (t = 0), which are chosen to eliminate 
effects due to prolonged crack growth, illustrate the variation of the 
fracture energy of soda-lime-silica glass with environment. A number 
of previously published values of Y exist, some of which are included 
in Table 6. The results of these experiments Hill be discussed and 
the values compared with the author's. 
4.8 Fracture surface energy values 
In 1920 Griffith published his theoretical criterion for 
fracture: in a brittle material the energy balance between the surface 
energy of the neHly created surface and the elastic energy stored in 
the stress field around a crack VIas the controlling factor in the 
propagation of a crack. Using Inglis' solution for the local stresses 
around a slit crack in a flat isotropic plate of uniform thickness 
under a uniform applied tensile stress, Griffith derived two expressions 
for the critical stress for fracture. 
0= 
0= 
I2ET J";cU-v) 
PET 
TrCV 
for plain strain 
for plain stress 
4.8.1 
4.8.2 
where E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, T is the surface 
energy and 2c the length of the crack. 
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The experimental verification was carried out by measurinc a~ for 
bulbs and tubes into which cracks of lenp:ths ranging from 0.15" to 
0.89" had been introduced. The specimens \"lere subsequently annealed 
and the time of loading to fracture observed to vary from 30 seconds. 
to 5 minutes. 
value j2ET 
1TCV ' 
According to Griffith's theory 0 ~ should have a constant 
3f 
and the observed values 11ad an average of 239 Ibs .ins. 2. 
Griffith determined T, the surface enerp:y, by the extrapolation to room 
temperature of measurements he carried out at high temperatures, using 
the angle of sag of a fibre of glass to calculate T. The extrapolated 
-2 
value of T was 0.0031 Ibs per inch (543 ergs cm ), \olhich yields a value 
% J 
of 266 lbs.ins for the theoretical value of ac 2 • In a second paper 
(1924) Griffith corrected the original expression for the critical 
tensile stress to give 
a = J 2£T 
TIC 
for plain stress 4.8.3 
The two expressions differ only in the presence of Poisson's ratio, 
but the comparison of the empirical and theoretical values of o~ was 
carried out using the original expression (Equation 4.8.2). 
Substitution of the experimental data obtained by Griffith, into the 
1 ~ 
modified exrression produces a theoretical value of oc~ of 133 lbs.ins 2 
and shows a large discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental 
values. 
1 
;i The value of ac predicted Hhen the value of y in air is used 
( " -2) instead of the surface tension i.e. -4000 ~nstead of 543 ergs cm 
is 358 lbs .ins %. He may conclude that Griffith's experimental 
1 
observation of GC 2 can be explained as well by the use of a fracture 
-2 -2 
energy of -4000 ergs cm as one of 543 ergs cm • 
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A possible explanation of the low experimental value obtained 
by Griffith might be found in terms of che observation of the crack 
length. Observations of cracks in plates sur,r,est that it is often 
extremely difficult to see the true extent of a crack in an unstressed 
state, a considerable portion of the crack length being less than a 
wavelength of visible light in ~ridth. In this respect it is interesting 
to note that when the strain is released on a partially cleaved specimen 
the crack lenr,th may appear to be reduced by several centimeters. 
It is improbable, hOHcver, that the discrepancy of a factor of 2 in (J Ic 
can be accounted for entirely in terms of an underestimation of the 
crack length since this ;'lOuld require c to have four times its 
apparent value. It is feasible that crack extension could occur to some 
extent in the Ion£,: straininr; times before fracture (up to five minutes); 
indeed in vieH of the phenomenon of prolonged crack Ijrowth observed in 
the cleavage experiments on ~lass, it s~ems quite probable. 
In 1958 Kies and Smith reported a measurement of the crack 
extension force (G ) necessary for the onset of unstable fast fracture 
c 
in r;lass. This followed directly the \-lark of Irwin (1948) who 
suggested that the Griffith theory could be made generally applicable 
by substitution of 'the energy spent in a localized plastic strain' 
for 'surface energy' as a measure of resistance to crack extension. 
Orowan (1949) made a similar sU,rr,gestion. The values of G were obtained 
c 
from tensile tests on plates of glass which contained a central cut 
or slot as a starting crack .. The equation for G is given by 
c 
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Irwin (1958) as 
2Ao2 1Ta 
Gc = E tan 2A 4.8.4 
where the width of the plate is 2A, the length of the crack 2a, and 0 
is the stress to fracture. The fracture enerr;y as we have defined it 
is simply Gc /2 and the values obtained for "moist air" and air at 
3 -2 3 -2 2% R.H. were 7 x 10 ergs CD and 14 x 10 ergs cm respectively. 
It is possible that the lar~e differences between these values reflects 
not merely the effect of environment but also the difficulty of aligning 
the specimen to p;ive the correct tensile stress free from bending. 
Shand (1961) carried out a similar series of experiments, 
introducing small cracks into rods by means of a tungsten-carbide 
wedge and subsequently breaking them in four-paint-bending. The mean 
3 -2 
value of the fracture energy in air was calculated to be 1.7 x 10 ergs cm 
In view of the apparent discrepancy betHeen the cleavar:e and 
tensile measurements it Has decided to carry out the series of tensile 
tests on precracked specimens described in Chapter Ill. In these 
experiments the crack length was varied from 0.13 cm to 0.45 cm and values 
of the fracture energy \'iere estimated from the Irwin-Orowan equation 
a = j2~Y 3.B.l 
using the neasured breaking stress and the corresponding initial crack 
depth. The rate of loading was such that fracture occurred after about 
five seconds. The mean value of the fracture energy was 2.5 x 3 10 ergs 
the standard deviation of the group of fifteen samples was 1.7 x 103 
-2 
ergs cm The large scatter was mainly due to the difficulty involved 
-2 
cm 
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in aligning the araldit~ grips such that the specimen was uniformly 
stressed and not subjected to any bending. However y obtained from 
these crude tests and the value obtained by cleavage are perhaps not 
significantly different. He fW.y therefore tentatively suggest that 
a. 
the specific fracture energy of glass isAmaterial constant which is 
independent of the particular stress distribution used in its measurement. 
It Vlould also follo11 frcm this that an energy balance criterion for 
fracture is applicable to glass although the fracture e:lergy of 
- 4000 ergs cm- 2 is siEnificantly higher than the surface enErgy. 
An extensive study of the fracture energy of plate glass was 
carried out by Culf (1957) usin8 a cone crack technique developed by 
Roesler (1956). Culf calculated the fracture ener~y from the depth 
of the cone crack produced on a block of glass under a loaded indenter. 
An expression relating the dimensions of the cone crack to the load on 
the indenter was derived:-
y = 4.8.5 
where P is the indenter force, G is the shear modulus and a is the angle 
of the cone of radius R. 
The constant Vi Has evaluated by a method of similarity; its value is 
determined by 'a' and Poisson's ratio v, which are constant for a 
particular ~lass. During these experiments it was observed that the 
depth and radius of the crack increased with time. The values of the 
radius and depth after fifteen minutes of erowth were selected arbitrarily 
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for the calculation of the fracture energies. The numerical values 
obtained by the cleavage technique reported in Chapter 111 are 
consistently lOVler than those reported by Culf, and show rather smaller 
changes with environment. Two important points will be discussed in 
connection with the cone crack technique. Auerbach (1902) observed that 
glass would withstand a much higher stress under a small ball than a 
large one. It ,,,,as also noted that, once formed, the size of the crack 
relative to the diameter of the ball was much larger for the smaller 
ball. Preston (1926) verified this experimentally and further reported 
that using the same ball, different initial loads were required to 
produce the initial crack and different cone fracture sizes resulted. 
If h h R 3/ 2 . . h . . S/A h eu reports t ut t e term P lncreases Wlt lncreaslng 0, were 
S is the diClDeter of the crack and /). the diameter of the indenter, 
eventually reachinc a constant value. This is equivalent to sayin~ that 
y varies with t, (the indenter size) since 
y = 
where K is a constant. It is concluded in view of this variation with 
indenter size that the fracture energy values presented by Culf cannot 
be regarded as absolute. The relative values, in principle, may still 
illustrate the variation of fracture energy Hith environment. This brings 
us to the second feature of Culf's measurements which merits attention: 
the effect which prolonged crack groHth has on the calculated values 
of fracture eneI'1:':Y' Table 4 which illustrates the effect of crack growth 
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on cleavap;e fracture energies suggests that in environments where the 
initial growth riJ.te is high, fifteen minutes can produce a considerable 
reduction in the calculated fracture eQerRY. Culf uses crack lengths 
taken after fifteen minutes of groHth Hhich would tend to magnify the 
effect of some e:1vironments on y. However, the ratios of the fracture 
energies taken after fifteen r:linutes of grOiTth for the cleavage and cone 
crack experiments are to a first appro.dmation the same (Table 8). 
TABLE 8 
Ratio of y values 15 minute 
Environments (compared) Cleavage Cone crack 
Hater Liquid Paraffin -0.49 0.45 
Hater Air -0.77 0.75 
l1eiderhorn (1966) used the double cantilever cleavage technique 
as modified by Westwood and Hitch (1963) to measure the fracture energy 
of a soda-lime-silica glass. This technique differs from that used here 
in that the load on the cantilever arms of the specimen (Le. F) 
rather than the displacement, 6, Has controlled. A crack was introduced 
into the soda-lime-silica microscope slide by cleavage "or otherwise" 
and the critical force necessary to move the crack measured. Using an 
Instron testing machine, two types of test were carried out: one method 
was to load the 3pecimen rapidly enough so that the critical load was 
9J 
readled before t 11e crack could move very far; in the second method a 
constant load was applied to the specimen, and slow ~oHth Vias observed 
at a load less t'lan that required to cause rapid failure until the 
crack trowth rate eventually increased catastrophically when a critical 
crack len~th was reached. 
The slow growth observed by Hiederhorn 1S believed to correspond 
to the prolonr:ed cl'ack .Croh'th observed in this author's experiments 
under conditions of constant displC1cement, and the similarities and 
differences will be discussed in Chapter V. 
Wiederhorn measured the fracture ener~y of a soda-lime-silica 
class in fivE; erlvironnents usin~ a dozen specimens for each test. 
The fracture ener~y y was calculated from the equation 
o 
1 
= 
Hhere the apparent fracture enerr;y 
and a iE an experimental constant. 
2.7.4 
2.6.8 
1 b 2 A plot of IY A versus (/Lo) gave a straight line whose intercept with 
d ' " 1 f 1 - , 1/ the or 1nate was tne rec1proca 0 t1e rracture energy, l.e. Yo. 
Crack motion I-Ias observed under the microscope. The critical crack 
length Lo was taken to be the length at "':1ich the crack accelerated away 
and the critical load F 't was the maximum before failure. 
crl. 
3 l'liederhorn reports a standard 'error of the mean 0:' 0.08 x 10 to 
3 -2 0.14 x 10 ergs cm for the fracture enerr,y values. This is rather 
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surprising in view of the difficulty of locating the critical len3th 
at which the crack accelerates alvay. This point mi[';ht be illustrated 
by an examination of Fir':. 28 Hhich shows the crack lenr;th p;radually 
acceleratinr; to complete failure. 
The equations derived by Ilestwood and Hitch and used by 
Hiederhorn are those which result from bending beam theory when account 
is taken of p03sible shear effects. FolloHing the analysis of Gillis 
and Gilman we can calculate values of Y t \.,rhich correct the fracture 
energy values for effects associated Hith end rotation. From Table 7 
we have seen that this correction is often sizeable. This c~rrection 
is not attempted by Iliederhorn Hho measures only the cleavage force and 
not the deflection as well. ~'le have examined the analyses possible for 
the cleava;,;e system and considered that under the conditions described 
in Chapter III the particular analysis used does not make much 
difference. Hm'lever, for the very short specimens used by Vliederhorn 
large end-rotation effects are likely since L ~ 2b only. No correction 
for, or even estimato of, the errors arisin~ from end rotation is 
attempted and it is su~~ested that the results may be open to criticism 
on this score alone. 
4.9 Summary and discussion 
In the previous sections a number of experiments which have led 
to estimates of the fracture enerr.;y of glass have been discussed. 
It has been arfued that Griffith's original experiments fail to support 
the notion that the fracture energy is simply the surface energy. 
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The variation in the puLlished values of the fracture energy obtained 
from similar typ~s of tensile t~sts makes it difficult to dccept the 
technique as 3. satisf,1cto"y one. It is evident fron the analyses of 
the cleavage teehr,iClue Vlhieh fit the observed data reasonably closely 
that this techniqu? does Dot suffer fron] the ambiguities attributable 
to CODe crack studies. HOHever, the values of fracture energy published 
hy CuLL and Hied . ..:rnorn S:10W similar '~nvironmcntal effects to thos€ 
reported lD Table 1+ - 7'.amely, the drier the environment the hiGher the 
fracture enerGY. Two f·3atures Hhich can be seen in Table 4 are perhaps 
surprising: Hr solution which is known to be corrosive to glass has 
no gr'eaLer effect on the fracture enerf.y than water, and the second 
is that the fracture energy in a relatively POOl" vacuum is higher than 
th,l. 1: in liquid nitrogen Hhich must surely be the drier of the tHO 
environments. The cleavage fracture energy values which do not include 
prolonp;ed crack groHth effects do not ShOH the environr:,ental effects 
to the extent reported by Culf. Although the feH values obtained by 
\1l.ederhorn ShOVl a cl082 correlation with those of ti1e author': t is 
interestinr; tn note that ~he fracture ener[';y of the three different 
glasses, soda-lime-si lica, float r1ass and pyrex glass (Table 9) 
differ sir~nificantly, and this may represent to some extent the effect 
of compos it iol". . In view of the probable errors in lliederhorn's 
values due to end-rotation effects, it is not possible to estimate the 
extent of the (lifference due to composition alone. 
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T P.BLF~ 9 
Cleavage fracture energies of a borosilicate ~lass, 
soda-lime-silica and float plate 
Environment Borosilicate Soda-lime-silica 
CHederhol'n) 
Float Plate 
Air R.T. " x 103 3 4.7 x 10'-' 2.58 4.0 x 10 
Vacuur:l 6.0 x 10 3 4.06 x 103 4.75 x 103 
2.5 x 103 0.96 x 103 3 3.3 x 10 I-later 
The high va~U8S of fracture enerty are usually interpreted Hhen 
they occur in plastics and crystals as being due to plastic deformation 
at the crack tip (Cottrell 1964, Clarke and Tattersall 1966). 
In '1ieH of the brittleness usually attributed to glass, it Hould appear 
difficult to explain the hiGh fracture enerr,y in these terms. 
Harsh (1964) however, has suggested that plastic floH has been observed 
in glass J for e)-:ample in diamond pyramid hardness indentation. 
He fu.rther sugr:estec1 that crack propaGation itself occurs by a process 
of flol-1 rather than by a brittle process. It is important to note that 
the cle<1val3e technique Has used successfully by \-lest\-1Ood and Hitch (1963) 
to measure the surface energy of a number of crystals, illustrating that 
the technique itself is not responsitle for the high y values. 
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Strictly speaking, rerhaps \-le should re~ard the cleavage 
technique for the measurement of fracture ener~ies as inapplicable to 
those materials Hhich exhibit prolonged crack groHth. A prerequisite 
for the use of the energy balance criterion for fracture is the 
attainment of equilibrium. Until a study of the prolonged crack growtn 
itself has been carried aut no decision can be taken as to the conditions 
most appropriate to equilibrium. Preli'"Tlinary tests have established 
that fracture energy values calculated from crack lengths after several 
months of growth approach the surface energy value. It is therefore 
important to determine the reasons and, if possible, the mechanism 
of this prolonged growth before interpretat ing or even accepting t}te 
values of the fracture enerr,y calculated from data obtained in short 
time tests. The second part of this thesis comprises a detailed 
examination of the prolonged crack iT,rowth together with possible 
interpretations of the phenomenon. 
Although a cO:lplete unc1erstanding of the fracture energy 
values is not possible at this stage, the agreement betVTeen the values 
obtained in the cleava8e and tensile tests suggests that observed 
variations of fracture energy ought to ')e reflected in tensile strength 
tests under certain conditions: when the material is subject to a 
knmm flaw, or Hhen no static fatigue is observed. The problem of 
finding strength results which correspond to these conditions is a 
major one. However, certain features of the variation of the tensile 
strengths ar e knovm. It has been established that the strength of all 
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glass is affected by \~at8r. Thomas (1960) demonstrated that his 
undamar;ed high strenr,th fibres were weakened by Het storuge in an 
unstressed state. from the fracture ener[l;y values Vie might surmise 
that this is due to a reduction in the strength of the glass itself, 
but from the tensile tests only the observation is ambiguous as it could 
equally well be associated Hi th the formation of a flaw. Hechanically 
damaged rods Irlhen stored unstressed in liquid water become stronger 
(i"lould 1960), and also exhibit delayed fracture , .• hen stressed in a 
moist atmosphere. It is the author's opinion that these phenomena can 
be directly related to the reduction of y by water; the liquid water 
reducing the potency of unstressed flaws, but increasing that of the 
stressed ones by reducing y. Stdcic fatigue or delayed fracture, as 
it is sometimes described, has for many years complicated the measurement 
of the strength of glass. One generally accepted feature of the 
phenomenon is the factor of approximately four which is observed 
between the upper and lmver fatigue limits. Reference to the Irwin-
Orowan equation, viz 
o = )2EY 
'lTC 
3.B.l 
indicates that this could be expurined in terms of a change by Ih6 in y. 
Calculations based on the preliminary experiments on prolonged crack 
growth indicated that the fall in y covered almost exactly a range of 
sixteen times. It is evident that fracture energy observations may be 
used to a large extent to relate the previously inexplicable phenomenon 
observed in tensile tests by a single hypothosis. 
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Further correlations between the fracture energy values and 
the tensile strengths may be drawn vii th respect to temperature effects. 
Proctor et al. (1967) have established that dir'ect thermal energy 
effects play little part in determining the strength of "flaw free" 
silica fibres. This is in accord with the results above vrhich revealed 
that the fracture energy of float glass in silicone oil remained 
unchanged when the temperature was raised frora 20°C to 2000 C and that 
the fracture ene~gy in liquid nitrogen was little different from any 
other dry environment. The effect of composition on the fracture energy 
has heen observed and Table 10 illustrates a correlation between the 
fracture energies of pyrex and float plate and the tensile strengths 
of etched "flow free" X8 and pyrex glasses (Brearley et al. 1962). 
TABLE 10 
Correlation between cleavage fracture energies and 
Environment 
Air 
Liquid N2 
tensile strengths 
Soda-lime-silica glass 
Hean breakinG 
stress 
kC mm- 2 
340 
430 
Y _2 
ergs cm 
4.0 
4.7 
Borosilicate 
Mean breaking y 2 
stress ergs cm 
kg mm- 2 
270 4.7 
500 6.0 
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In conclusion, vIe may remark that a limited correlation of 
fracture energies and tensile strengths is possible, but that it seems 
likely that fracture ener~y measurements will prove far more instructive 
and less ambiguous than tensile strenr,th ~easurements. In this 
chapter He have exa~ined fracture in p.m.m. and suggested that the 
high values of fracture energy may be attributed to a fracture process 
I.'hich involves plastic work. FolloHing the suggestion of ~larsh (1964) 
the high fracture energies observed in soda-lime-silica and borosilicate 
glasses would lend support to the idea that in ~lass, plastic deformation 
at the crack tip gives rise to high fracture energies. As He shall see, 
this approach may be developed to explain a number of the features of 
cleavage fracture. Any evaluation of fracture en01'~ies or interpretation 
of the high observed values and their variation Vlith environment can 
only be realistic if it includes the phenomenon of delayed fracture and 
its apparent equivalent in cleavage - prolonr,ed crack groHth. 
The following chapters describe the series of experiments designed to 
examine this phenomenon of extended crack p;rowth and include a 
discussion of possible interpretations. 
CHAPTER V 
THE PHENOHENON OF CLEAVAGE CRACK CREEP 
5.1 Introduction 
The fracture energy values obtained from the cleavage experiments 
described in Chapter III have been calculated under the assumption that a 
differential enercy balance was satisfied. In fact this was observed not 
to be strictly true, and experimental data was collected at pseudoequili-
brium positions which occurred between successive increments of the end 
deflection, t-lhen the crack had small but finite velocities. After each 
increment of strain the crack length increased continuously with time, 
the crack velocity falling as the crack grew. Also, as the crack length 
increased with time at constant deflection, the force on the loading pins 
decreased. These changes are illustrated in Chapter III (Figs. l6A,B). 
Slow crack growth before catastrophic failure was also observed when 
cleavage was carried out under a constant load, and it will be shown 
later that the two observations are manifestations of the same phenomenon. 
In spite of some risk of coniusion we shall for convenience use 
the word 'creep' throughout th e remainder of this thesis to refer to this 
slow crack growth; this is not necessarily to imply that the processes 
involved either at the crack tip or in the cantilever arms are in any way 
similar to those responsible for the macroscopic delayed strains which 
are traditionally described as creep. 
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In this chapter it is intended to describe the first known 
attempt (apart from some limited experiments by Hiederhorn 1966) to 
study in detail the phenoPlenon of creep. Nany of the experiments 
described were carried out to establish the general nature of the 
phenomenon rather than examining the quantitative details. In this 
respect the experiments and results should be regarded as preliminary 
and it is hoped that with the knowledge gained here it is now possible 
to design specific experiments which would perhaps produce more 
quantitative information. The results of specific experiments to 
determine particular characteristics of the phenomenon will be discussed. 
The possibility that the slow crack growth occurs through a slow rate-
determining supply of energy from chemical reactions or other interactions 
at the tip will be examined, and we shall show that creep is most likely 
to be explicable in terms of a reduction of the fracture energy in time. 
5.2 Experimental observations of the phenomenon of creep 
The phenomenon of creep is clearly not restricted to glasses. 
Benbow and Roesler (1956) and Berry (1963) have observed slow growth of 
cleavage cracks in polystyrene and p.m.m. Benbow (1961) recorded creep 
(as defined) in polystyrene polymers of various molecular weights. 
Culf (1957) noted creep of cone cracks in blocks of glass and recorded 
a dependence on environment. Creep has also been observed in cleavage 
experiments on some epoxy resins, carried out in this laboratory 
(Griffith 1957); an interesting feature here was that this only 
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occurred in the resins which had a small percentage of hardener (less 
than 10%) corresponding to fracture energies in the ranv,e 
2 4 -2 5 x 10 -+ 10 err;s cm He might from these results correlate the 
appearance of this phencmenon with a particular range of fracture energies 
or hardness, and indeed we shall see later that a number of correlations 
betvleen fracture energy and hardness are possible. 
Originally creep vias observed in r;lass and p.m.m. when cleavage 
was carried out in air. Under these conditions the rate of increase of 
the crack lenv,th seemed to decrease approximately exponentially with time. 
Preliminary experiments indicated that to a first approximation for a 
given specimen, the creep curve (L versus t) ",as independent of Lo and 0, 
but dependent on the beam dimensions and environment. The shape of the 
creep curve changed noticeably as the test environment was dried. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 29 which ShOHS creep curves for similar 
specimens tested in water, air and dry nitrogen. Phenomenologically 
it seems possible to distinguish three stages of the crack growth in 
air (Fig. 30): the very rapid, almost'~nstantaneous", groHth, 
a primary stage when the crack is movin.rr, relatively rapidly (~0.2 cm min- l ) 
and a secondary slow growth which cor'responds to a rather slower 
-1 (-0.02 cm min ) but very prolonged crack growth. Hhether these stages 
involve fundamentally different processes cannot be concluded, but 
the division is very useful; we shall review the experimental evidenCe 
for such a division and then concentrate on the more prolonged stage of 
creep phenomenon. 
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The creep curves in Fip,. 29 indicate that in Hater the primary 
creep has almost disappeared and since we know that the fracture energy 
of glass is lOHer in water it appears that this portion of the creep 
has been condensed into the instantaneous stage almost entirely. 
In dry environments primary creep is not apparent and only the slower 
-1 
secondary process is observed (v :: 0.05 cm min ). The orip:inal 
subdivision of creep was carried out on the basis of rather tenuous 
evidence. The dependence of the primary creep on environment and in 
particular on .• :~e:.', together with the observation of creep in extreme 
environments,such as liquid nitrogen, suggested that more than one 
process was present. Two other pieces of evidence Hill be used to support 
this hypothesis, both involving the analysis of the basic crack length 
and time data. \·!e have already implied that in appearance the creep 
curve (L versus t) lS exponential, and to some extent this is confirmed 
by the L versus log t plots (Fig. 31). To a first approximation it 
l,-lQuld seem th.:1t three distinct regions are discernible which appear to 
correspond to the instantaneous, primary and secondary regions of the 
creep curve (FiF,. 30). In view of the small crack lengths in each 
ranr.e, it was felt that this evidence could by no means be regarded as 
conclusive. BOllever, when a series of tests was undertaken in which 
'float' glass specimens Here cleaved in various r,lycerol-I'/ater solutions 
and this data presented in the form of log t versus L plots (Fig. 32), 
it is observed that the second and third stages gradually me reed to 
become a single straight line. The point of change over from the primary 
to the secondary creep occurred earlier as the water concentration 
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increased. This adds considerably to the confidence with which we can 
suggest that the strai~ht line sections do indeed reflect separate 
stages and it was concluded from these preliminary observations 
that two staGes of creep occurred in r,lass: a primary process which 
was environment dependent and a secondary process which was 
substantially independent of environment. 
The cleavage fracture surface of glass ("Float" and Pyrex plate) 
is remarkable only in the absence of morphological features. Unlike 
fracture surfaces ,,,hich result from rupture in tension or bending, the 
cleavage surface appears optically smooth. The only regularly observed 
features are "rib markings" which appear at crack lengths vlhich correspond 
to increases in the displacement of the ~rips. These rib ~arks are 
thouGht to mark inflections of the crack and in this respect are similar 
to Ilallner lines (t.1urr;atroyd 1942) which are also occasionally observed. 
The ribs take the shape of the crack front (Fig. 33) \-Thich for glass is 
concave to the unbroken portion, that is to say, crack propagation takes 
place Hith the sides leading. AlthouGh ribs are easily visible without 
the aid of a microscope, interferogram studies indicated that the rib mark 
is an inflection in the surface and not an abrupt step and that the total 
change in height was of the order of a wavelength. It is interesting 
to note that, unlike glass, the crack front in D.m.m. is convex to the 
unbroken. It is possible that the shape of the crack front may have some 
fundamental significance, but the nature of this does not seem obvious 
as yet. For pyrex glass the crack front is also concave but with a 
CRACK DIRECTION 
~ ~ ~ 
A B c 
Fig. 33 
Schematic representation of the cleavage crack fronts for: 
A - "Float" glass B - Pyrex glass C - p.m.m. 
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ereater curvature thQn for soda-lime-glass, and it was noted that in 
t-he. 
most environments~creep rate was greater in Pyrex. 
The cleavage fracture morphology of p.m.m. is quite different 
from that of glass. ilot only is the surface rougher, but it exhibits 
interference colours of r,reat complexity; the interpretation of these 
colours has already been discussed in Chapter IV. A comprehensive 
examination of the fracture morphology has been carried out by Berry (1963) 
and the present author ,tlill not describe those of his own observations 
which only confirmed the conclusions drawn by Berry. One interestiDg 
feature of the morphology produced during creep provided evidence to 
suggest that more than one process may be involved in slow fractures in 
p.m.m. Several specimens Here cleaved in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen 
and it was observed that for these cleavage surfaces the zones 
corresponding to secondary creep were noticeably rougher than the regions 
corresponding to the fast moving crack produced immediately after the 
displacement had been increased. Fig. 34 illustrates the onset of this 
rougher structure on a fracture surface. Although similar evidence does 
not exist in the cleavage fracture morphology of glass it would seem that 
the~ too, mOre than one stage of creep is present. 
5.3 Preliminary experiments and results 
Creep experiments were essentially observations of the slow crack 
growth and the influence of the environment upon this growth. These 
experiments involved the introduction of a cleavage crack into a normal 
E 
. 
~ 
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specimen as described in Chapter Ill. Measurements were most frequently 
taken on cleavage cracks grmling at a fixed separation of the cantilever 
arms (26), although a number of observations were made on specimens 
which had a constant load applied to the cantilever arms. Cleavage under 
constant deflection is a stable system, a point we have discussed in 
Chapter II, Hhile cleavage under' constant load might be regarded as 
similar to tensile fracture in that both lead to catastrophic failure. 
The advantages of the former technique are obvious, (in principle the 
limit of the creep process can be determined merely by waiting), but a 
comparison of the two different stressing situations proved to be useful. 
Once aware of the phenomenon of creep, we were posed with a number of 
problems as to the extent and rate of the process and the nature of the 
determining factors in both cases. 
Extent of creep growth 
The revelation that the crack growth was approximately exponential 
in time accentuated the difficulty of estimating the limit of the process. 
Long term experiments were initially subject to two restrictions: 
(a) if carried out on the cleavage machine they prevented its use for any 
other test, and (b) all experiments Here initially restricted to a 
maximum duration of several months due to a proposed move from one 
laboratory to another. In order to remove the first complication two 
small cleavage systems (Fig. 35) were constructed and were used to strain 
the usual cleavage specimen so that creep could be observed for long 
periods of time. This apparatus was limited to creep observations in air. 
Fig. 35 
Hedge type cleavage system as used in long term 
creep observations 
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Using this apparatus and also carrying out creep tests in the cleavage 
machine, it has bee!'"! possible to obtain some pr'eliminary information on 
the total extent of creep. Crack growth in soda-lime-silica glass in 
air was folloHed for 14 months, when the crack Vlhich was still 
-6 -1 growing had a velocity of approximately 10 cm min compared with an 
initial velocity of approximately 1 cm min- l • These results were, of 
course, not available because of the prolonged nature of the experiment 
until after the majority of the experiments, yet to be described, had 
been completed. Assuming that the initial crack length corresponded to 
a fracture energy of 4000 ergs crn- 2 the position of the crack front 
after 14 months corresponds to a value of 340 ergs cm- 2 , which is of the 
same order as the surface energy of glass. The actual value of the 
surface energy is in some doubt but appears to be betHeen 200 - 500 
ergs cm-2 , (Griffith 1920, 540 ergs cm-2 , Charles 1961, 175 ergs cm- 2 ). 
A similar calculation for the creep of a cleavage crack in soda-lime-. 
silica glass in water showed that after three or four weeks the fracture 
-2 
energy appeared to be approximately 430 ergs cm If it is assumed that 
a similar fall is possible in all environments, given time, then for dry 
environments such as liquid nitrogen, we would still observe crack growth 
after ten years! Extensive examination of the secondary creep in many 
environments like liquid nitror,en or vacuum Has not practicable and 
observations in these environments were limited often to periods as 
short as fifteen minutes. 
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These simple experiments indicated that extensive crack growth 
in cleavage occurs over very long periods of time, and the effective 
fracture enerr,y falls to values of the order' expected for the surface 
energy. The overall rate at ",.,rhich the [,;roHth proceeds depends on the 
environment. 
Creep groHth rates 
Detailed analyses of some of the earlier experiments showed that 
the creep rates, as reflected in the slope of the L versus t plots, 
varied with the beam width. The possibility that a stress corrosion 
mechanism Has responsible for part if not all of the creep ~rowth al'gued 
for a more detailed examination of this dependence of creep rate on 
specimen size; in particular that the variation of creep rate with the 
magnitude of the stresses at the crack tip should be determined. 
Following Gilman's analysis, Chapter I1 section 6, for the crack 
positions corresponding to a constant fracture energy y we may write for 
the bending moment in the beam at the position of the crack tip 01 ) 
c 
2.6.8. 
Thus in a given ideal cleavar;e specimen, whenever the crack just 
propagates from a true equilibrium position, the stresses around the tip 
will be th-9 same since these Hill be determined by the local bending 
moment. However, even assuming that the stresses at the tip are uniquely 
determined by the bending moment, we note that they will vary with 
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specimen Slze since M is a function of I. If the stresses at the tip, 
c 
a , , are simply related to the maximum fibre stress, a, then:-
tlP' 
(J 
tip = 
K1-1b 
21 
\'There K is a constant. 
Substi tutinr:; for :'1 and I 
c 
cr. = Up 
K(18EYH1)~ 
H2b 
5.3.1 
5.3.2 
so that it mir,ht be expected that if creep rates were determined by the 
stress 2t the tip and that if this stress were simply related to the 
maximur:l fibre stress, then the creep rate \'lOuld decrease with increasing 
1 
beam Hidtn according to b- 2 • 
In order to establish the actual dependence of creep rate on 
beam width, a number of specimens i'Tith beam widths in ranr,e 1.0 to 4.0cm 
were cleaved in air and creep curves were recorded at intervals down the 
specimen for periods up to one hour. At this stage it was difficult to 
establish a simple empirical parameter which could be used to characterise 
creep in order to compare quantitatively the behaviour of different 
specimens, and so the increase in crack length over a given period of 
time was used. Tl-lO points Here obvious from the results of these tests:-
the greater the beam Hidth the higher the creep rate, and contrary to 
the conclusions dra\'Tn from the initial experiments, it was observed that 
the creep rate increased with increasing L down the specimen. It was 
o 
remarked in the earlier section thot the creep curve in air was 
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The variation of ' equivalent creep rate ' as a function 
of the specimen beam width, b 
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logarithmicin time; initial plots of L versus 10glO t appeared to r;ive 
straight lines over limited ranees of time. In order to establish 
clearly any variation Hith beam width this methcd of presentation has 
been adopted for the tests described above. To compare tests on 
different specir.1ens an "equivalent rate" Has extracted from the loglO t 
versus L plots. The "e(p.livalent rate" for the section corresponding 
to the primary creep is defined as !\L(cm) betvleen 10glO t(secs) at 
2.0 and 3.0 divided by 90 which ~ives the equivalent of the average 
chanse in length per second. The equivalent rate is then plotted as 
the ordinate and the beam width as the abscissa in Fig. 36. The best 
straight li~e was determined by the method of least squares, and the 
4 -5 
slope found to be 9.77 x 10- cm Hith a standard error of 1.0 x 10 cm 
(1.03%). Quantitative use of this data is limited because of the 
insensitivity of the L versus loglO t plots vrhich cover only small 
changes of L. From a sir.tilar analysis of the two other portions of the 
loglO t versus L plots, it was only possible to conclude that the 
section 0 - 2 mintltes also shOlled a trend of increasing rate with 
increasing beam Hidth, while the section from 15 - 60 minutes seemed 
independent of the value of beam Hidth. 
The observation that the creep rate increased vlith beam width) 
contrary to our initial expectation, was not too surprising in view of 
the sweeping assumption that the stres3es at the tip are adequately 
represented by the maximum fibre stress. Gillis and Gilman (1964) 
remark that the restriction of anticlastic curvature at the crack tip 
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is also expected to be a function of the beam width and this must 
surely lead to an additional stress field around the tip of the crack. 
The problem of the dependence of the stress at the tip of the crack 
on the specimen dimensions is clearly a crucial one~ and particularly 
difficult to handle experimentally as no theoretical solution appears 
to be available. 
Indeed~ as we shall see in Chapter VI, the argu~ent that 
the stress at the tip is proportional to the maximum fibre stress, or 
even that the stress at the tip varies with beam width might not be correct. 
In developing a particular model to attempt a quantitative comparison with 
the experimental results a self consistency argument is used to determine 
the dependence of the crack tip stress on specimen size. He shall then 
imply that under the particular conditions defined by cleavage fracture, \'le 
would not expect a variation of stress with dimensions. However, for the 
present we will proceed under the assumption that a stress variation 
occurs with chanf,c in the specimen dimensions, but any interpretation 
based on the assumption will be regarded as tentative. 
Hhen new surfaces are exposed to the environment by fracture, 
they are very reactive as we have seen in Chapter I. The clean surfaces 
may react with the environment reducing the surface energy, and thus the 
fracture energy of which the surface energy is a part. The environment 
can also attack the highly stressed bonds at the tip of the crack which 
are vulnerable and if this happens the chemical energy ef the reaction may 
contribute to the growth of the crack. It should be noted, however, that 
III 
even if a reaction is possible the rate may be limited by the rate at 
which molecules can r;et to the tip of the crack. The early indication 
that the creep rate rni:T,ht vary Hith the stress around the tip lent 
encourar;ement to the possibility of attributing the phenomenon to stress 
corrosion, and immediately suggested a second, perhaps more sensitive, 
test of the validity of this idea which would be to investigate the 
temperature dependence of the creep rate. It would be expected that 
stress corrosion Hould be a thermally activated process (Charles and 
Hillir, 1961) and that the creep rates should therefore vary with the 
temperature. 
Temperature effects 
Because of the difficulty involved in obtaining uniform heating 
in a medium such as air, and because He have previously established that 
water has a marked effect on cree~ in order to separate the effects due 
to "the removal of water from the environment and those due to a 
temperature change, observations Here made on specimens immersed in 
either a water or a silicone oil bath. Creep in Hater appears to 
include part of the primary creep which early experiments had indicated 
might be a stress corrosion phenomenon, while creep in silicone oil is 
entirely secondary creep an(~ this ,re expected not to be a corrosion 
process. Creep observations were made on two similar specimens in each 
environment. The tests in water were carried out at room temperature, 
20°C and at 800 C; in the latter case the temperature was maintained by 
the Ether control unit described in Chapter ITI which regulated a }KH 
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heater immersed in the liquid. It was not possible to discern any 
difference between the creep rates at the tHO temperatures anJ it was 
concluded that either the primary creep process \-Ias not thermally 
activated or that the activation enerpy of the process was very high. 
for completeness, tHO specimens , ... ere cleaved in silicone oil (MS 550), 
o 0 
one at 20 C and one at 200 C. Three creep observations were made on 
each specimen, in what was effectively an environment free from water. 
The results of these tests established that although the creep rate 
increased down the specimen, the average rate taken from the three 
observations Has not significantly different between the two specimens 
(0.082 and 0.087 cm in 20 mins). The eviJence for a non-thermally 
activated secondary creep is supported by the fact that crack growth 
in liquid nitrogen (-l96oC) is not si~nificantly different from erowth 
in other dry media at room temperature. 
These results suggest that neither the primary nOr the secondary 
creep appears to be a thermally activated process, and although the 
evidence was not conclusive it was felt at that stage to be sufficiently 
reliable to favour the search for an alternative hypothesis which might 
account for the creep behaviour. 
5.4 possible energy sources for the creep process 
He can at this stage usefully revie,v some of the general a priori 
explanations vrhich are possible. Suppose we make as an initial assumption 
that the enercy required to extend the crack during creep remains at 
approximately 4000 ergs c~-2, i.e. the fracture energy itself is not 
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changing vlith time directly. If this were true then increasingly large 
amounts of energy must be provided as the crack length increases by some 
source of ener~y other than the stored elastic strain energy in the 
cantilever walls of the crack. I::arlier in the chapter a number of 
calculations of the fracture energy were carried out in which the crack 
lenp;th used was that observed after a considerable lenf;th of time. 
TI-IO basic assumptions I-;ere involved in such calculations; the first was 
that the displacement 0 at the top of the beam remained constant and 
the second was that the only sOI~ce of energy was the stored strain 
energy i.e. (yd/\ = dU). \-le will examine these two assumptions to 
establish Hhether or not they might be justified. The energy balance 
in cleavage may be Vlritten more fully as 
ydA + dU + Fdo + K.E + Q = 0 5.4.1 
where ydA is the fracture energy, dU the stored strain energy and 
Q rul external enerEY source such as a heat of adsorption. As we have 
seen in Chapter II, for sloH moving cracks the kinetic energy is small 
compared with the strain enereY and may be neglected. 
The term due to Fdo represents work done by the movement of the 
cleavage force during creep, due to relaxation in the system etc. 
A closer examination of equation 5.401 above suggests that even if this 
movement is finite it cannot contribute to the fracture energy as 
calculated. Assuming that there are no external sources of energy, 
i.e. Q = 0, and neglecting the contribution due to the kinetic energy 
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we may write 
ydA + nu + Fd6 = 0 
and by expanding the expressions:-
ywdL + (~) d6 + (au) dL + Fd8 = 0 
a6 L aL 6 
but by c1.efinition, 
Force = -Cl (energy) a (displacement) 
so that 
= -f 
and equation 5. 4.3 reduces to 
ywdL + (au) dL 
3L 6 
= o 
5.4.2 
5.4.3 
5.4.4 
5.4.5 
5.4.6 
This is sayine that part of dU is due to the work done by the movement 
of the arms and it is not to be included twice in the energy balance. 
A ",lay of checking the constancy of <5 during creep can be derived 
directly from the simple bendinr, beam formula and although,as we have 
seen, it cannot contribute to the enerp,y balance it provides an 
estimate of the rieidity of the system. From simple bending beam 
formula neglectine shear 
4FL 3 
o = Ew b3 
2 
4.7.1 
which is the equation relating the end deflection of a beam of rectangular 
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cross-section to the load applied at the free end. For a constant 
deflection the equation becomes 
F = 5.4.7 
where K is Cl constant. The experimental data from creep observations on 
"F loat" glass cleaved in air, 1'1 at er , and HF solution were plotted in 
the form of f versus 1/L 3 and onc of the straight line plots Vlhich 
resulted is shmm in fir· 37, r,iving a value of E of 6.5 x lOll ergs cm 
and this evidence was taken as supporting the observations made above. 
Having eliminated the energy term due to possible movement of 
the chucks, let us examine ~ossible sources for the term Q in equation 
5.4.1. The possibility of Q bein~ a thermal enerrs contribution can be 
eliminated on two accounts. first the total energy required after 
-2 prolonged creep is of the order of (4000 - 300) ergs cm ,if the energy 
required for fracture remains the same over the \o/hole creep zone, vlhich 
is absurdly large compared with kT. Secondly, it is impossible to 
reconcile such a theory with the evidence that little difference in the 
creep rate is observed between temperatures of 200oC, 200 C and -1960 C. 
It lS possible that Q might be associated with a heat of 
-2 
adsorption or a heat of reaction of some species with the material at the 
tip of the crack. for a few chemical species heats of adsorption are 
as high as 100 Kcal mole- l • Assuming that there are 1014 reaction 
sites per cm2 , which is about the number of sites on a close packed 
metal surface, a heat of adsorption of 100 Kcal would yield 
-2 
approximately 800 ergs cm Even in this extreme case the energy 
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Fig . 37 
Young's modulus determination from creep data from "Float" glass cleaved in water 
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available is not adequate to brid~e the difference in energy between the 
beginning and end of the creep process, so that it would seem unlikely 
that adsorption could account for the creep process. 
110dification of the material at the tip of the cracl< by an 
attacking species is essentially the process involved in stress 
corrosion. Although He have a:'ready tentatively eliminated this process 
especially as far as the secondary creep is concerned, a number of 
similarities between delayed fracture (static fatigue) and cleavage 
creep warranted examination. A correlation betHeen creep and static 
fatigue can be draHn by an exaT:lination of th~ equations derived for the 
latter phenomenon and the empirical relationsi1ips used to describe creep. 
Two main approaches to static fatigue exist; the first is a flaw genesis 
hypothesis based on a statistical mechanics approach: non-equilibrium 
processes are determined by the difference betHeen the rates at which 
bonds are broken and the rates at Hhich bonds are formed. When bonds are 
stressed the rates are biased, and the overwhelming molecular activity 
is reflected in a probability function that is extremely stress and 
temperature dependent. These theories lead to equations similar to 
those derived from the pre-existing flaw theories - the second approach 
to static fatigue. Four ef the resulting equations, tHO from each 
approach, relatinr: the stress and time for delayed fracture are written 
as follows: 
log t = Al + Bl log 0 (Pre-existing flaVls) Charles 1958 
log t = A2 + B2 log 0 (FlaH-r;enesis) Ponce let 1948 
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Creep under constant load for "Float" glass cleaved in air and 
dry nitrogen 
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log t (Pre-existin~; flaws) 
(Flaw-£enesis) 
where A and D are constants. 
For cleavage creep it is possible to write 
CHiot 1958 5.4.10 
Stuart & Anderson 5.4.11 
1953 
5.4.12 
If it is asuumed that the effect of beam dimensions is merely to change 
the stress at the tip of the crack. This similarity mif,ht indicate that 
static fatigue and cleavage creep are two occurrences of the same 
phenomenon. Hiederhorn (1966) has studied cleavage creep and proposed 
a stress corrosion mechanism. This proposal will be examined in some 
detail later in the chapter, after a few p;eneral points on stress 
corrosion, and a few pertinent features of cleavage tests have been 
discussed. 
Gurney and Pearson (1949) claimed that water ddsorbed on the 
glass surface, as well as at~ospheric moisture, contributes to delayed 
fracture in glass. Cilman (1959) and Frank (1963) have proposed that the 
adsorption of \-later sets up an internal stpess. \"lane and Tooley (1958) 
have sugr,ested a possible mec~anism by which water may produce this stress 
and Zive rise to static fatigue in glass. It is suggested th~t the Na+ 
network ions dissolve in the adsorbed water and are replaced by H+ ions 
Hhich attract water molecules into the spaces originally occupied by the 
alkali. The water molecule is too large and a state of internal stress 
is set up which breaks the Si netvlOrk. This may be r;eneralized into a 
suggestion that the water reacts with the bonds within a crack and forms 
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reaction products I1hich have a larger volume than the glass. These 
products act as a we~ge stretchinc the bonds at the vertex of the crack 
and producing a self-sustainin~ process. For a crack subject to a 
tensile stress the process I-lould acc8l~rate as the increasing leverage 
allowed the instability to set in, but for cleavaGe under constant 
deflection, the rate is unaffected by the applied load and would be 
expected TO remain constant. These theories fail to explain the 
occurrence of creep in environments in which the presence and mobility 
of water are greatly restricted, such as liquid nitrogen or in vacuum. 
It is also difficult to reconcile the absence of obvious thermal activation 
with such processes. 
Failure to find a.n adequate source of energy, and one which is 
suitably behaved, forces us to question the assumption made earlier in 
this section - tlwt the energy required to propagate the crack remains 
-2 
at -4000 eq,;s cm throur.;hout the creep. In order to discuss alternative 
possibilities in experimental terms, it Hill be necessary to retur:'n to 
a discussion of the i~eneral probler;l of analysing the data collecting 
in a creep experiment. 
5.5 A brief discussion of the analysis of creep data 
It is an inherent property of the cleavav,e experiments described 
in Chapter III that the total changes of the crack length are restricted 
to a factor of approximately two. Observations of creep at constant 
deflection Here often limited to a change of a few centimetres, say 
from L = 10 to L = 15 cm over a period of many hours. During these creep 
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experiments on soda-lime~silicd and borosilicate ~lasses the variation 
of tile cleava;,;e force ,Jas recorded continuously. Hiederhorn, I-Ihose \-lOrk 
Hill be examined later, carrieLl out observations of the creep which 
occurred in cleavar;e under constant load, and concluded that the crack 
velocity I-Ias exponentially dependent on the load. A series of experiments 
';li1S carrieLl out to determine whether the two observations of creep "lere 
equivalent. Cleavare uncleI' constant load was achieved by supportinG the 
specimen in one of the machine chucks as usual a.nd then fastening the 
pin throur:h the other half of the specimen to the load F by means of 
a wire which passed over a pUlley. The load Has increased until visible 
crack fJ;rowth had occurred over a period of about an hour, and the growth 
was then recorded until the specimen failed. Creep curves from cleava~e 
tests in air and dry nitrogen are illustrated in ri~. 38. Because in 
cleavage the force and crack lenr;th are not independ<nr; at constant 
deflection, it Has considered that an examination of the effect of the 
bendin~ moment CH = FL) on t~e crack velocity :nil,;ht be !'lore informative 
than the effect of force alone. Sample r~raphs of :1 versus the crack 
velocity V for cleavage creep at constant deflection inwater, Hr, Ammonia, 
and dry nitrOGen are shmm in Fig. 39. From these r:raphs one might surmise 
that Hhereas in N2 the crack velocity was directly proportional to i-I, 
in more corrosive environments it ,-Jas related in a complicated manner. 
An interesting feature of the d versus V plots is illustrated by Fig. 40A 
from which is is deduced that in air creep observed either under a constant 
load or constant deflection appears to Le equivalent. But this does not 
seem to be the case in dry nitrogen (Fif~. 40B) and might be taken as 
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A comparison of cleavage crack velocity data as 
different functions of the bending moment 
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an indication t~at different environments involve at least different 
rate determining processes. It lS Gifficult to determine the actual 
relationship existin~ in any particular environment because of the small 
chanf1:es in i·l which occur compared vrith the hir;h values of (1 involved. 
This may be succintly illustrated by a comnarison of V versus M and 
V versus 1 /~j and froM an exanination of Fip;. 41 we must conclude that it 
is not possible to distin,>'uish between theu. 
A final point which illustrates this difficulty of analysis of 
cleavage data will be consic1ered. Early experiments and subsequent 
analysis indicated that a linear relationship betl'leen Land 10glO t 
existed. A number of observations of creep in air over six decades of 
time were collected for specimens of different beam iddths. Hhen plotted 
in the form of loglO t versus L, straight lines resulted. Fir,. 42 
, 
shows the experimental data from one such specimen presented as Li , L, 
? 4 L~ and L as Cl function of 10glO t. It is obvious that there is little 
difference betHeen any of the four ways of representing the experimental 
observations. This lini tation lS one 11hich is inherent in the cleavage 
process and cannot be controlled; as a result interpretations should be 
subject to a hir,:h der;ree of caution. 
He conclude that although r,iven a particular hypothesis He might 
be able to test this to some extent, it is particularly difficult to 
proceed by induction from the experimental data to possible relationships 
and from there to mechanisms and medals. 
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In the previous section we found that it was difficult to 
accept the assulTtfltion that the enerr;y required to extend the crack stays 
constant durinp; creep. A simple alternative is that the creep growth 
corresponds to a progres3ive decrease in the fracture energy with time. 
An examination of the previously described V versus d plots for air 
(Fif> 43) indicated that a systematic v,'l'iation ,vith beam width would 
account for the displacement of the lines, and by p10ttin['; il at V = 0 
against various functions of b, it was establis~ed that J.i was related 
o 
to b as il 
o 
= Kb
D 
, where K was a constant and n was between 
1.5 and 2.0. The equilibrium condition for cleavage, assuming a constant 
fracture enerr;y, has been written as: 
FL = 
where K1 is a constant. Experimentally we have observed that i'1 
o 
From this we conclude that if He extrapolate the creep process in air to 
zero velocity, we may represent this situation by an effective fracture 
enerr,y (of ~160 ergs cm- 2 ) Hhich is independent of the specimen size. 
This would support the hypothesis that the creep corresponds to a 
pror;ressive decrease in y with time. 
If Vie assume that during creep y is some function of time 
independent of L, 6, and F it shoulj be possible to correlate all the 
creep curves. Since 
K1 62 y = L4 5.5.1 
for a given specimen 
dy = _ 4 K 
1 0 2 (.!. ) dL 
L4 L 5.5.2 
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and 
uy I' elL 
= 4-dt L dt 5.5.3 
dy 
-4 cL = -L 5.5.4 y 
dy If y is a simple function of time, then for any creep process -y 
should be a function of time only and not heam dimensions. Experimentally 
" "b . h dL/ L " "d 1 f ~ b "d h 1t lS 0 served. t. at: 1S not 1.n epencent 0 - u, or earn Wl t ; thus 
from equation 5.5.4 Move He must conclude that creep cannot simply 
be re'3arded as a p!:'or:r'2ssi ve fall in the fracture energy. Also, 
Hhereas the sensitivity of exrressions such as those involving f-! cannot 
be very ,creat, \;0 can measure L and so ilL very accurately, so triGt 
this is a Tnuch more sensi ti ve test of our hypothesis. In summary, we 
have examined possible expl<m3tions of the phenomenon of creep in 
terms of a gr2dual fall of the fracture ener(~y in time, and concluded 
from simple obscrvatior:s th2t the crack length or apparent fracture 
energy, during creep is not simply determined by the time alone. 
In Chapter IV it \-Ias mentioned that the hir;h fracture energy 
miGht be interpreted in terms of pla3tic floH at the crack tip. If this 
is so then of course some mechanism is required which limits -the flow and 
advances the fracture. Cottrell(1964) has expressed the fracture energy 
as 
y '" (J a/ y 2 5.5.5 
A simple possibility then is that the pJJ.stic extension is limited, 
and fracture occurs in preference to further flow when a critical 
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extension is reached. ilarsh (1954) h"s shmm 0 (the yield stress) y 
to be a function of time and, in principle, it ,'Ieuld seeri') that this 
might provide a corr'2lc1tion betVleen creep and y chandnp: with time. 
But we see immediately that any model baseJ on the hypothesis of a 
cri tical plastic extension \'Iill not fit the observations: it ",ould 
imply that y = f(t) since a = f(t) and a = constant, and empirically y c 
y is not a si~ple function of time. An c1lternative criterion for 
the te~ination of flow is the attainment of a critical plastic zone 
size, and He shall see in the next chapter that this is not in such 
obvious conflict Ili th the experimental obser'vat ions. Before we examine 
this model In detail, it Hould perhaps be useful to revieH the conclusions 
drmm froD the early experiments to explor e the nature of the creep 
process and also discuss in some detail the only previously published 
attempt to explain this slov! crack erowth. 
5.6 Summary of observations on creep 
He have established that SO:'1e evidence exists which suggests 
that cleavage crack rrm,th occurs in three stages. The instantaneous 
crack growth was used to calculate fracture energies and the3e exhibited 
a dependence on environment. A few observations have been made on the 
primary creep but the preliminary experiments indicated that it mi[',ht 
be dependent on the stress and connected with t:1e presence of water'. 
The secondary process was not temperature activated and seemed 
insensitive to changes in beaT'l dimensions. It Has surmised that althou[';h 
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it appeared to correspond to an actual fdll in fracture energy, this 
could not be represented simply as u function of time alone. Creep ha~ 
been s~own to be dD ext2nsive process lastinr possibly y~ars and 
influenced by the environment. 
5.7 A cliscus:::ion of the theory due to lIiederhorn 
Durin 0 the initial experiments to explore creep, some of 
which are described above, the report by \'liederhorn (1966) Has published. 
In this report a limited description of the sloV! crack growth in short 
cleavage specimens subject to a constant Cleavage force is described 
and explained in tep;13 of the stress at the tip and the effect of 
water. Since this is the only attempt to account for the creep 
phenomenon, 'vIe shall examine the results and proposed interpretations 
in some detail. It will be convenient first to summarize briefly the 
aspects of creep reported by 11iederhorn and then to review his explanation 
before analysinf these critically in t~e light of the studies carried 
out here. 
',!iederhorn used the double cantilever cleavage technique as 
modified by lIestvlOod and Hitch (1963) which is described in Chapter II. 
TestinG pre-cracked microscope Slides, he observed slow growth prior 
to catastrophic failure in cleavage under constant load. The crack 
groV!th curves he obtained for air and dry nitrogen are similar to those 
obtained in this work using "Float" plate glass (Fig. 38). By studying 
the load dependence of the velocity it was concluded by Hiederhorn that 
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an exponential variation Has approprii.1tE: (Fie. 44). He argued that 
initially in all cases the velocity could be expressed as 
v = V exp BF 
o 
5.7.1 
Vlhich is similar to t;1e equatioI' forthe velocity of corrosion normal 
to an interface due to Charles and Hillig (1961) 
V = V exp(V* - rv Ip)/RT 
o 0 m 
By defininr, an effective stress ~t the tip 0 as 
o 
o = a - rv IV;', 
o m p 
equation 5.7.2 reduces to 
v = V exp 0 V:':/RT 
o 0 
5.7.2 
5.7.3 
5.7.4 
Hhich,argues \!ietlerhorn, is of ele s"me form as equation 5.7.1, and 
if a is proportional to F then B is proportional to the activation 
o 
volume of the reaction (V:':). Since the initial slopes (Fig. 44) are 
similar, the first sections of all these curves are assumed to be due 
to Hater, and the displacement along the Faxis to reflect the effect 
of varying the.:ater concentration at the tip. The second staee of 
prmlth in ni trocen (Fig. 44) is explained by Hieclerhorn as a transport 
controlled process, i.e. the rate of transport to the crack tip is 
sloHer than the thermally activated process, so that the crack velocity 
in this region Hould be expected to he stress independent. 
The final creep regions (Fig. 44) have different slopes from 
the ini ~ial regions and therefore are assumed to have different activation 
volumes. 'iiederhorn concluded that a different mechanism was invol'/ed, 
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which Has independent of water, and followed a fluctuation theory 
proposed by Hi11ir, (1962). In deriving an expression for crack motion 
under tensile stress, Hillig assumed that the fluctuation at the 
stressed craCK tip was sufficiently large to cause the remaining line 
of bonds to be at the critical stress a 2nc so break. The crack vel~city 
c 
was then determined by the frequency of the fluctuations. Usinr; the 
crack velocity in dry nitrogen and the distance travelled before 
catastrophic failur'e, lliederhorn showed that Hillie' s theory failed 
to predict the observed hi[~h crack velocity for the low stresses used 
in the cleavage experiments, and concluded that Hillig's theory cannot be 
used to explain the experilY!8ntal observations in this region of crack growth. 
Consequently l'liederhorn suggested that the existence of another 
type of fluctuation (a j08 of ~ne interatomic spacing (fig 45» on the 
crack front Hould more successfully explain his experimental observations. 
The value of the predicted crack velocity using this theory agreed with 
that observed for the stress applicable, and it was subsequently 
concluded that the experimental results of this final region of crack 
growth could ;:,e explained in terms of crack propagation controlled 
by the motion of jogs. 
Two criticisms of Hiederhorn's interpretations must be made, 
one of whjch arises directly from the experiments described in Chapter Ill. 
We recall the insensitivity of the M versus velocity plots and note that 
I'liederhorn based his hypothesis on 10 -~ari thimic plots of velocities 
obtained from variations of crack length of approximately O.Bcm in air 
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and O.03cm (which is a 1% chan~e in length) in dry nitror,en. It must 
also be emphasized that in our cle;:tvur,e experiments u rapid variation 
of velocity \.,rith :1 was noted, lJut that for most environments the 
velocity was not uniquely determined by i!. In r,eneral terms, it would 
appear that the idea of stress corrosion as an exnlanation of the primary 
creep is acceptable. The apparent lack of thermal activation may be 
explicable in terms of a transport li'11ited process. \'1i€derhorn supposes 
that a number of star;es are possible in the creep process, one 
environment dependent and the more prolonred stage explicable in terms 
of statistical fluctuations at the tip of the crack. It is assumed 
in this approach that the fracture energy remains constant at its' hir,h 
value throughout the creep process. 
It is perhaps not surprising that by assuming the presence of 
a jog, Hiederhorn can predict a sufficiently high crack velocity for 
stresses beloH the critical stress (0 < a ) which agrees with the 
c 
experimentally observed value. \'Ihat is surpr'ising is the assumption. 
In effect, Hillig calculates the frequency of formation of a jog, which 
once formed propagates across the crack front at a velocity hi.r;h 
compared to the rate of formation. Unless the material has some intrinsic 
property which prevents the jog, once formed, from disappearing (a 
point not discussed by Hiederhorn), the problem remains essentially 
that of Hillig: the formation of a jog. Thus Hiederhorn's assumption 
is one in which the problem is avoided rather than solved. He conclude 
that, following Hillig's approach, crack propagation in dry nitrogen or 
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liquid nitrogen cannot be explained in terms of statistical fluctuations. 
Apart from the ~sence of thermal activation, to a first approximation 
the creep rates are the same in liquid ni trop;en anli silicone oil at 2000 C, 
the extent of the creep process 'duuld rule out any statistical fluctuation 
theory. Such theories predict that measurable crack velocities are 
feasible within a few percent of the critical stress for catastrophic 
groVlth, 0 , tut the extensive Growth observed here would lower the 
c 
applied stress to such a level that crack growth by statistical 
fluctuations would be quite impossible at the rates observed. 
Despite the hi~h value of the fracture energy, Hiederhorn 
attributed the slow stage of crack growth to stress cocrosion or 
statistical fluctuations at the crack tip. Iliederhorn argues that the 
possibility of plastic floH contributing to the high fracture energy 
is eliminated on tile grounds th()..\:if it occurred at the tip of the crack, 
the two fr'acture SllY' f aces Vi,)ulcl not match. Berry (1962) established 
by an extensive study of the topology of the fracture surfaces of p.m.m. 
that the tHO fracture surfaces vlere identical. As He have observed in 
Chapter IV, plastic floVl is 1\nO\'IO to take place in fracture of p.m.m. 
and He must conclucle that Hiederhorn's observations are quite unfounded. 
Finally we note that, as in Chapter IV, it was concluded 
that the evaluation and interpretation of fracture energies required 
an understanding of creep, so Vie suggest the converse is also true. 
It seems necessary to examine both features of the cleavap;e fracture 
process which have every indication of being intimately related. 
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The high value of fracture energy and the existence of a creep process 
which occurs in a wide ran~e of environments to such an extent seems 
explicable only in terms of a progressive fall of the fracture energy 
with time. In the next chapter the theories based on an explanation 
of the high values of '( atld the creep as a time-dependent plastic flOH 
phenomenon Hill be examined and the experimental data re-assessed 
in view of these theories. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE APPLICATION OF A CRITICAL PLASTIC ZONE 
SIZE THEORY OF FRACTURE 
6.1 Introduction 
In this final chapter the evidence for plastic flow will be 
reviewed, and \-le shall examine a possible plastic flow theory of fracture 
propagation. The examination and subsequent development of this theory 
was the result of many discussions held with Jr. D.G. HolloHay. 
The experimental observations impose a number of restrictions upon 
possible fracture theories but it will be ShOvffi that a critical plastic 
zone size hypothesis for fracture in glass is not incompatible with the 
present experimental results. The phenomenon of creep ~ld the observed 
cleavap;e fracture energies will be revieHed and interpreted in terms of 
this hypothesis. Finally, a number of suggestions for further experiments 
are included. 
6.2 Plastic flow in glass 
The high fracture energy of p.m.m. was shown in Chapter IV to be 
explicable in terms of a fracture process involvine plastic flow. A 
number of authors have suggested that the phenomenon of plastic flow may 
be observed at room temperature in glass. The idea that plastic flow at 
the tip of the crack in glass might account for the high fracture energy 
was discussed briefly in Chapter IV. It is therefore of some importance 
to establish \-lhether or not glass may behave in a plastic manner at room 
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temperature. The evidence for plastic flow in glass will be reviewed, 
and although the most substantial evidence has been supplied by diamond 
pyramid indentation experiments, He shall first briefly discuss the 
supplementary evidence. 
l1hen a hard point is draHD across the surface of glass the smooth 
furroHs which result appear to be formed by plastic flow (Gehloff and 
Thomas 1926); Hhen tHO furrows intersect the first p,roove seems to be 
filled by material displaced by the formation of the second. Taylor (1950) 
has described this effect in some detail and Bruche and Schimmel (1954) and 
Bruche and Poppa (1956) dre\'l similar conclusions from electron microscope 
studies of the phenomenon. 
Also it has been observed that residual stresses exist at the tip 
of a crack in ['.lass after the load has been removed. Dalladay and Twyman 
(1921) and Ilolland and Turner (1937) explained the observed stresses in 
terms of a wedginG effect produced by debris in the crack Lut Marsh (1963) 
demonstrated the existence of these stresses even in the absence of debris. 
Residual stresses would be expected if the material near the tip had been 
deformed plastically, i.e. permanently. 
The equation for the stress at the tip of ,a crack in an elastic 
continuum under uni:,-orm tensile stress may be \'lritten according to 
Inglis (1913) as: 
6.2.1 
where a is the applied stress, c the crack length and p the radius of 
curvature of the tip. If this equation is applied to an atomic solid 
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then lie Hould expect the radius of an elastic crack to be limited to a 
minimum of an atomic bond length. The concept of stress cannot be used 
meaningfully over distances shor-ter than the bonel length but even if we 
take P as approximately the size of an Si04 tetr-ahec:ron, 2 x 10-
8
" ( - 5~) 
and using a value of 350 Ibs .ins 3,2 for oc~ corresponding to tIle measured 
values of y (Olapter IV), then the calculated stress across the Si-O 
bond has a value approaching 0.6E. This is absurdly larp;e: it implies 
that the local stresses are very much greater than the theoretical values 
expected to correspond to the maximum in the interatomic stress-strain 
cur-ve. A more physically feasi01e value of the stress can be obtained 
if a blunt crack with p -40 - SO~ is postulated. 
Brittle theory also fails to account for the crack velocities 
observed during fracture. Schardin and Struth (1937) observed that the 
velocity of a crack in glass increases with increased stress and tends to 
a limiting value deter-mined by the elastic energy released and the kinetic 
energy of the crack. i·lott (1948) and Roberts and Hells (1954) developed 
a theory for a brittle solid h'hich lead.,:; to an expression for the limi tinr: 
velocity, V , as: 
lil 
where d is the ~ensity of the mater-ial. 
6.2.2 
Gilman, Knucsen ami Halsh (1958) showed that for a brittle material 
such as LiF the theory agreed lo1ith the experimental results. It is also 
to be noted that for LiF the fracture energy is the surface energy. 
Schardin (1959) measured the terminal velocity of a large number of glasses 
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usin8 multiple spark camera techniques and concluded that the observed 
values did not correspond Hi tll those predicted by brittle fracture theory. 
Dimmick (l %1) shOl·red that the high fracture velocities on glass were 
almost athermal, 
1 
V 
m 
and Schardin (1959) \Vas able to correlate terminal velocities hlith micro-
hardness estinntes for a number of silicate glasses. Since it seems that 
Doth fracture and the creep observed in cleavage tests appear to be 
atherrnal, we might expect the correlation to be extended and creep 
associated vii th a plastic process, as indicated by micro-hardness tests. 
Micro-indentation experiments 
Perhaps tne strongest evidence for plastic flm" in elass is the 
micro indentation Vlhich it is possible to produce v/hen a diamond is pressed 
into the surface. Tabor (1951) has established a theoretical basis for the 
well knovm correlation betHeen the size of the indentation and the flow 
stress for metals. In principle it hlould seem possible to extend this 
correlation to glasses. Experiments relating indentation meusurements to 
other properties of glass hC've been carried out, and an attempt to relate 
the indentation size to floVl stress has been m.:J.de. 
That micro indentations are possible in glass would seem evidence 
in itself that plastic deformation can occur. Several authors (Ainsworth 
1954, Douglas 1958, Keshishyan and Epel'baum 1959) huve shown that 
indentation hardness can be related to the structure of glass indicating 
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that indem:ation hardness lS a material property ilhich is sensi ti ve to 
changes in the structure, as would be expected of a flow stress. 
Hestbrook (1960) carried out a series of experiments in vacuo on a number 
of simple r:lasses and observed a monotonic decrease in hardness as the 
temperature Has increased. Irregularities in the fall at hip;h temperatures 
Here related to tIle structure or the thermal history of the glass. 
The diamond pyramid hardness number for a Lypical soda-lime-silica glass 
o Has observed to chanr;e by approximately a factor of tHO between -200 C 
i!arsh (l 96 3) exalqined micro hardness indentat ions in p;lass 
produced by a heavily loaded diamond. An important feature of the results 
of these experiments 'tlaS that in air the size of the indentation increased 
with the time of loadinp:, thus implying that the floH stress varies with 
the time for Hhich a load is applied. 
Hill (1950) and Tabor (1951) assumed that the diamond pyramid 
indent er could be treated as a flat rigid die penetrating a plastic material 
and predicted a relationship between the Vickers hardness number P* and 
the tensile yield stress a for a fully \'lOrk h"rdenec1 naterial, of the y 
p 
form: - ~ 3. Tabor (1948) had already found that results obtained Hith 
ay 
work hardened materials ,'lere in af,reement with this prediction. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
p = 2F Sin ~ Kn;m/mm2 
d2 
Hhere F is the applied load in Kf,ID, d is the average diar,onal length in mm., 
and 8 is the tetrahedral < of the diamond. 
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I!O\-/ever, the application of this theory to r;lass pred:c.cts floH stresses 
which are beloH t11e brit tle fracture stresses observed experimentally, 
and no sif';ns of floH 3ppear before fracture. ~l3.rsh (1964) argues that this 
failure of indentation theory to apply to highly elastic materials such 
as ~lass is due to a chanEe in the mode of deformation nder the indenter. 
Samuels and l1ulhearn (19'57) anci Nulhearn (1959), from an examination of 
equal strain contours, showed that material under the indenter is often 
displaced radially outHards rather than towards the surface as in the rir;id 
die theory. This neH mode of deformation is analogous to the expansion of 
a spherical cavity under an internal pressure. From an expression derived 
by Hill (1950), llarsh develops an equation relating the quantity Plo y 
to a lE and Poisson's ratio v. y 
p 
a y 
= C + KBlnZ 6.2.3 
where C and K are constants and Band Z functions of a lE. This theory y 
Predicts a lower Plo for high a lE, and at 10\01 a lE ratios provides a high y . Y Y 
value of Plo so th2t Tabor's relation is applicable. The neH hardness y 
theory Has appli2d to a Hide range of fully ~'1Ork hardened materials of 
various a lE ratios. The experimental agreement suggested that the theory y 
might be applied to p;lasses as most of them lie Hithin the range of 
a /E values covered. The values predicted on this basis were of the order 
y 
of O,05E. Harsh concluded that glasses flow plastically at clearly defined 
flOl-l stresses \'lhich rJ.re less than the theoretical cohesive strength of 
glass so that flow is expecteJ to play a significant part in the fracture 
process. 
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The method of obtaininp yield stresses from indentation 
measurements proposed by f.larsh is consistent vrith other otlsC'rvations of 
deformation in glass. 2,ch1app (1965) carried out a series of experiments 
on fiDres subjected to high torsional stress. X8 fibres Here strained to 
3.1 g" strain for 170 hours and sllOHed no permanent deformation. This 
places a 101-ler limit of -2 200 Kr:m.mm - on the flo1-1 stress. From indentation 
hardness meaSUreT'ICnts the flat rir,id rlie hynothesis predicted a flow stress 
O K -2 d" 2 7" . of 18 gr. .• Iflj~' - correspon lnp; to . 'J straUl. Harsh's theory leads to a 
-? 
value f')r the flOH stress of -300 Kr;m.mm -- (5'\ strain) which is 
consistent Hith the results of these torsion experiments. 
Refore we examine possihle plastic flow theories of fracture we 
shall revic"T a paper by Pestbrook and Jor.r;ensen (1965) \.,ho examined the 
phenomenon of indentation creep, i.e. the gradual increase in indentation 
size l1ith time at constant load, in a Hide ranr,e of materials. The authors 
suggest that the results of their experiments indicated that this creep 
Has due to the presence of t':1O types of Hater. 
Indentation creep had previously been observed by Hargreaves (1928). 
Correlations have been established for metals between the time dependence 
of indentation creep over short periods and the delayed strain observed 
in conventional tests I1hich involved many 1-}undreds of hours. Hestbrook 
and Jorgensen examined indentation creep in a Hide range of materials: 
metals, oxides, alkali halides, covalent and metallic compounds. 
Indentations ':Tere carried out on sinr!le crystals of greater than 99.99.', 
puri"by. Usinr; a Vickers pyramidal inclenter, times of loadin~ were varied 
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hetHcen 2 anc~ ?OO seconds, and the loac' deDendence \-ras examined up to 
200 a:m. , although crdcking couldrrenerally >e obc.;e,'ved for 10<1(1s r;reater 
thD_n 100 I':r. Three types of test were unclertaK(oll: In air, under toluene 
after a desorptinn treatJT1ent, and finally after sHabbinr; Hith Hater. 
Indentation creep Has observed in all but t:ro materiClls, both metallic, 
1-1hen ',later Has present but Has not obs:...rved ill a dry environment 
Indentation creep could, hO'.I!..:ver, be pr()duced in dry materials under 
toluene by bubblin,r a T10.l.st [';<l: throufih the toluene across the surface of 
the material under test. 
An examination of the load depcncer.ce of the h,:rdness number 
revealed tha.t for small loads, and therefore shalloh' impressions, the 
hardness in air \-IClS sir:nificantly 10'-ler than thClt measured under toluene, 
but gradually increased Hith depth until the values for air and toluene 
-40 Here approximately eoual for depths p;reatcr than ahout 1.5J.l (1.5 x 10 1\). 
Temperature tests indicated that indentation creep was marked at subnormal 
temperatures hut disappeared at about 600e. It Has suggested that not only 
does increasinc the temperature desorb the Hater, but that this desorption 
process is a predor.linant one, and not the mobility of the water molecules. 
Desorption at temperatures ranr;in,rr from 250e to 400°C showed that although 
indentation creep Has removed hy desorr>tion at 500e, a temperature of 
o 200 C Has required to eliminClte the effect of Hater on the hardness level. 
Hestbrook and Jorgensen suppose that this implies the presence of two 
types of Hater: strongly bound water, and a more mobile species 'vhose 
proportion increases a.; the total amount of '-later present increases. 
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Fig. 46B 
Schematic diagram and photograph of an indentation illustrating "bowing" 
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The u:::;e of (lianond pvramid indentation measurePlents to produce 
a value for the yield ~;tress if' r;lass is subj cct to a nUPl!-Jer of difficulties. 
In a series of preliminary cxperi'T!ents carried out in conj unct ion Hi th the 
present cleava~e studies, it Has observed that careful examination of the 
irpression often revealed crac;:inr at faints 011 t:1e perimeter of the 
impression even after very lin-l,t loadinr; ( - 10 .~n). Even H:1en cracks Ilere 
not visi_ble on the srecinen they could invariably be seen after a lir;ht 
etch in very 11'3C!k Hr solution. The vLdbili ty of the cracks increased 
Hith time Hithout etf'hlnr; anc1 tiley appear to extend under and parallel to 
the surface. -Cy strll:inp; interference frin8es across the impression it 
may be shol-m that there are 'shoulders" (rifT,. 46A) to the impression which, 
althour;h Slight, extend over l<trge distances compared \-lith the size of the 
impression; the fringes only ~)ecome parallel some distance from the 
impression. Harsh (1963) in decidinr, that a different mode of deformation 
took place in glass from that in metals, considered the disappearance of 
"shoulders" to contribute significant evidence. The effect of cracking 
on the measured fl0\-1 stres::; may not he sif,Dificant. It has been 
observed (~1arsh 1963) that the bovrinr: of the sides of the impression 
(Fig. 461~) is an elastic effect of unloadinr:. It is possiJ)le that this 
mir,ht produce crackinr:; that is, the cracks are formecl durinp; unloading, 
and if so the crac\inr; is unlikely to have a major effect on the hardness 
figures although it may affect the size of the impression sliRhtly. 
In summary, it is apparent that plastic deformation under certain 
circumstances may be observed in r,lass. Diamond pyramid indentations 
constitute the most sip;nificant piece of evidence. Although nothing is 
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J<:Dm-m of the mcchanisn involved in the formation of tl'e indentation, 
',Thich may involve compaction and/or ot'l",r mechanisl"'s, it is clearly 
identifiable as Cl manifestation of a floY! phenomenon. Assuming that 
indentations ar'c due to flo\{ aDd if fracture involves a floH process, 
then the high fracture enero;ies are explicable ir. principle in terms of 
an irreversible I!Or): process. It is hir;hly sip;nificant that the time 
dependence of hardness can be identified with static fatiRue. Harsh (1964) 
sur;a;ested that fracture occurs at the flml stress and so the fall of the 
breaking stress in time observed in delayed fracture is related to the 
decrcasinp flo\'l stress, and 11e I-lould sup;p;est Hi th the observed fall of the 
fracture enerfY associc1ted Hith creen. In attePlptinr.; a correlation behreen 
fracture and flol-l, it is interesting to note that the time dependence of 
both processes appGars, at least in part, to be due to the influence of 
Hater. Phenomenolo~ically it seems possible to separate two effects due 
to I-rater: an instantaneous reduction in the value of fracture ener!!,y 
(Chapter IV) or hardness (\-lestbrooK and Jorr;ensen 1965) as Hell as an effect 
in terms of creep. It Has felt thClt this pr'ovides further evidence 
to justify the search for quanti tati ve corl'elcl.tions between fracture and 
flmi. Finally, from the indentation expe1"iments descrihed above, we note 
that 1resthroo]~' s experiments (1'160) indicated that t!le hardness of a 
typical soda-lime-silica r;lass ci1rtnr;ed by a factor of tHO in going from 
o 0 
+200 C to -200 C. f\. correspondinr: C!1an,r;e Has not observed in the fracture 
ener;,:y y (Chapter IV). This T'lip;ht suggest that a simple direct correlation 
betHeen flOH stress, as II1easurerl by diamond pyramid hardness, and fracture 
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enerp;y is not possible. I!oHever, ~Testhrook did not exaT"1ine the effect: 
of temperature on the inc1e:1tation creep rate, so that the ch<m~e in hardness 
observed could be clue in pi1rt or entirely to a change in creep rate, and 
the results of ~Testhrook' s experiments do not necessarily imply that the 
instantaneous floH stress varies 'oJi th temperature. The correlations 
which do exist, hm-,ever, '-,ere sufficient to proMpt us to examine possible 
flow theories of fracture. 
6.3 Plastic flow theories of fracture 
The interpretation of the work of fracture as the energy of a 
process involving plastic Hork is not a neH one; in Chapter I we discussed 
an interpretation due to Cottrell (1964). Suppose that plastic flO\"1 occurs 
in the material just ahea(l. of the crack so that as the crack propagates 
the material in the tip Hill flow in turn - a small zone of plastic flow 
advances in front of the crack. It is expected that the Hork done on the 
plastic zone Hould be - (J et per unit area, I·,here C1 is the flow stress y y 
and a the plastic extension in the zone. The main problem Hith a flow 
process of fracture is obvious. From nOrMal elastic plastic theory we 
expect that once floH start:.; at a crack or a notch, the plastically deformed 
zone will continue to expand until the whole cross-section of the specimen 
becomes plastic and then separates I-,hen there has been a 100% reduction 
in area at the neck. It is necessary to postulate a mechanism to terminate 
the plastic flow by fracture. Fracture criteria have been suggested which 
involve either critical stresses or critical strains. In the absence of 
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Hork hardeninr;, the floH stress .i.s normally constant and coo Hithin a 
plastic zone the stress is predetermined, and it Hould seem necessary to 
postulate a critical strain criterinn for fracture. Cottrell (1964) 
proposed a critical ~train criterion as being ~enerally applicable to 
fracture and ~'ells (1963) SI10HCd t(l<lt a critical crack opening 
displacement (!!hic;~ is equivalent to a critical value of plastic extension) 
Has uniquely responsil,le for tlle initiation of brittle fracture in mild 
steel. 
Any criterion Hhich He adopt to describe fracture in glass must 
satisfy the general experimc~tal observations. It has been clearly 
established that y for a given environment is a constant independent of 
o 
specimen dimensions or crack lene;ths. I!ovlover, the fracture energy 
calculated at any given time durin~ creep, YT, has been shown to depend 
both on t;~(~ specimen size and the initial crack lenn;th. It is these tHO 
conditions in particular \-lhich allovl us to discriminate betHeen the tHO 
possible elementary flO\/ criteria for fracture in glass. 
The adoption of a critical extension a as a criterion for fracture 
c 
has been shown (Chapter V) to be inconsistent with the conditions 
described above. The theory equates the fracture energy y to 0 et /2 and y c 
creep is then associated Hith a change in 0y Hith time. This predicts 
that the fractlwe energy during creep should he a function of time only, 
independent of the specimen and crack dimensions, which is not in accord 
with the experimental observations (Chapter V). 
6.4 A critical plastic zone 81Z2 criterion 
As a critical extension criterion for termination of plastic flol-l 
ahead of the cracy: '1as found to be incompatible with experinent, it Has 
necessary to exaMine other likely criteria. 'lcLintock (1958) used a 
critical plastic zone size, R , as n criterion for fracture in some Guctile 
c 
metal alloys. ~larsh (1964) hi1s surr:ested that this criterion might be 
i1pplied to fracture in glass. A number of suep;estions have been made to 
the effect that ~lasses may consist of h"rd ordered rep;ions about 20 -
lOO~ in size, s2parated by softer disordered regions. Tilton (1957, 1960) 
postulated the vitron concept of pentar:onal rin~ structures for glass, the 
units of substructure bein,r: apprcximately 20~ in size. This is in accord 
Hith thr: neutron diffraction experiments of llilligan, Levy and Peterson 
(1951) rmd the electron microscopy oDscl'vations of 1!arshaH (1960), 
Zarzycki and Uezard (1962). It is imagined tilat plastic flml takes place 
2.head of the crnck involvinn; movement of the substructure until large 
and incompatF<!.e strains are set up in the softer material Hhich lead to 
fracture. Such a theory Hould require that the pli1stic zone size ~·ras of 
the same order as the units of substructure, Si1Y 50 - lOOO~. 
;!e Hill adopt a critical plastic zone size as our criterion for 
fracture, and since the plastic zone size, R, is directly related to the 
extension (l He may again express the fracture energy as: y = 0 a l /2. y 
The important distinction between this hypothesis and the critical extension 
hypothesis is that the extension at fracture, a', is determined both by the 
critical plastic zone size R and the yield stress o. A qualitative 
c y 
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examination of the expression for y reveals that we mip;ht expect, in 
terms of our model, tHO different kinds of effect on y: a chan2;e in R 
c 
with environment, and a chan~e in t~e yield stress a with time or y 
environment. Creep is then explicable as a fall in the yieln stress in 
time or as a reduction of R which ~ay not be instantaneous in environments 
c 
Hhere the reactant 1S scarce. 
Apart from the primary problems there are a nllnb2r of subsidiary 
problems associated Hith the formulation and development of this hypothesis. 
The stresses at the tip of a cleavage crack are not calculable so that 
in developing this model He have been forced to use a self consistency 
arp;ument to determine the dependence of the stresses at the tip on 
specimen size. ~Te shall develop the critical plilstic zone size hypothesis 
utilising an analysis due to i1ells (1963) for plastic zone relationships, 
and applyinr; this to cl.eavar;e fracture. By includin~ the results of 
!-1arsh (1963) on the variation of the flow stress of glass Hith time, an 
expression for the crack .n:ro;·,th in cleavage creep is derived. Finally 
a quantitative comparison "lith the experinental results is attempted. 
The criterion for ternination of plastic floH ahead of tile crack 
is taken to be t 11e attainment of a critical zone size, R. In oruer to 
c 
develop an expression for the plastic zone size it is necessary to make 
a nUlnber of assumptions about tlle values of the stresses at the crack tip. 
By analor;y pith In8lis' expres;:;ion for the stress at a crack tip under 
a tensile applied load, He suppose that the maximum stress at the crack 
tip normal to the plane of the crack is B / p!i where p is the radius of 
the tip. Pe expect B to depend on the cleavar,e force F, the crack 
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lenr;th L and the beam dimensions. Applyinp; the analysis due to 
o 
lIeuber (1937) for the stresses around the tip 0-1= a crack in an elastic-
plastic material under uniform tension, the expression for the average 
stress across a :-;lastic zone: r;]ay be Hritten: 
6.4.1 
and by analogy for the plastic zone at the tip of a cleavage crack 
6.4.2 
Hhere Sg(r) is the normal stress at a point on the plane of the crack a 
distance r from the effective crack tip (L + R) into the material. 
Guernsey anJ Gilman (1959) from their photoelastic studies of the stress 
distribution around a cleavap;e crack concluded thC't at some distance from 
the tip the: distribution ;·ras the same as for a crack under tension. 
Irwin (1957) developed an expression for the stress distribution around 
a notch under tension:-
a(r) = k 
rr 
l·rhere k = 
, 
GC -' 
and c is the crack or notch length. 
6.4.3 
Thus the tensile and cleavage distributions to a first approximation are 
similar and it follo1'1s that 
p;(r) a: 1 
rr 
6.4.4 
and 
Ra = y 
Hhere n is a constant. 
Integratinp; 
Ra = y 
or 
R = 
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R 
'" I (3 
I n ;r. 
-' 0 
1 
2nGR:" 
4C 2n 2 
a 2 
y 
cl.r G.4.5 
6.4.6 
6.4.7 
Since a(r) seems to vary in the Sdfile Hay in the tHO stress situations, 
cleavage and tensile, He mi~ht expect the expressions for the plastic 
extension, Ct, in the zone, anc for the zone size, 2R, to be similar. 
From !~lls (1963) for the tensile case 
LW 2C 
a. = Ea 6.4.8 y 
and 
R 
02c 
= --
20 2 
6.4.9 
Y 
Hhere a is the applied stress, c the crack depth and a the yield stress. y 
Combining the tHO expressions, He may Hrite 
= BRay 
E 
for tension 6.4.10 
In v:1_ew of the similarity of the forms of the equations, Ire shall assume 
that for the cleavage case the equation may he expressed as 
8Roy Cl. a: ~
r.: 
or a. = $.8ROy 
-r- 6.4.11 
where ~ is a numerical constant. Althoun;h no doubt the cleavage and 
tensile cases are not exactly equivalent, in the subsequent calculations 
vIe shall assume that <P '" 1. l'le are then, of course, restricted to 
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calculations in terms of orrlers of magnitude rather than accurate 
evaluation::;. 
NOH 6.4.12 
\lhere et ~ is the plastic extension correc3ponding to tIte critical zone 
size Given by the fractur2 criterion HO :--,Clve adopte rl, R = Rc' 
Unlike the tensile case, in cleavClge the stresses at the tip 
are not calculable, and l'le do not knoH hm-I B in equation 6.4.7 above, 
varies ,·lith the cleavage parameters. In order to evaluate () and 
derive an expression for R we suppose that 
c 
ex r.f (beam dimensions) 
and by using a self consist~ncy ar~ument determine the possible form of f. 
Thus 
and 
if r 
R = 
r 2f2(beaP.1 dimensions) 
20 2 
Y 
R = F~/(f)2 
c 20 2 
" J 
= F the critical ~orce to extend the crack. 
c 
r 2r 2 y = _ C .wo 
2EI 
6.4.13 
6.4.14 
which He hiJ.ve deternined experimentally to be a constant independent of 
bcarr. dimensions, and 
r 2 
c 
Cornbinin~ these expressions, 
= 
2L 2l( IJ 2 
o c Y 
2E1 (f)2 
from equation 6.4.13 
= constant 6.4.15 
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The variation of yield stress with time_ Replot of data obtained by Marsh (1964) 
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In this expression 0 is a con~:;tant (at t = 0) and Rand E are assumed y c 
constant, so tllat it !'lust fo110\' t:1at 
L 2 
0 
constant A lS a = 6.4.16 
I( £)2 
Rearranging 
L 2 
(f)2 0 = lA (;.4.17 
I!hence 
R 
r2L2 
= 6.4.18 
20 2IA 
Y 
He have assumed a critical ~:lastic zone size to be the appropriate 
criterion for cleavap;e fracture and helve derived an expression relatinp: 
the plastic zone si?:8 to the cleavage parameters. In order to examine 
the relationship 1 ;tween t:12SC pt!rameters and time, predicted by our 
hypothesis I-le assume that the crack velocity is determined by the rate 
at Hhich the zone ahead of the crack reaches its critical value, 
i.e. 
dL 
ut 
R 
c 
= T 
c 
6.4.19 
Hherc T is the time interval taken for the zone ahead of a crack of 
c 
lenp;th L to reach the critical size, R. The flol"[ stresses reported by 
c 
l·larsh (1964) are shown in rig. 47, replotted in a logarithmic form. 
Fro!'l this figure He deduce that the yield stress of soda-lime-silica glass 
is related to time by the equation: 
1/ 0 = k lo~ t + C Y dC 6.4.20 
Substitutinn; the expression for 0 in equdtion 6.4.18 above, gives: y 
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R = 
and by r.vritin,r: 
c = kln!3 
Rearranr;inr , 
.'. 
, 
fiI'A R" InBt -, = FLk 
, , 
1 (I2I"i\-;Rc t = exp 
c B FLk 
Thus, 
dL Rc 
= dt tc 
then the crack velocity, V, is given by 
v = !JR 
c 
6.4.21 
6.4.22 
6.4.23 
6.4.24 
, 
2 
6.4.25 
6.4.19 
6.4.26 
He note t 11at this expression satisfies the requirements mentioned 
earlier: a constant y is a condition alreedy inserted into the derivation 
o 
of equation 6.4.26, but th2 expression does predict a creep rate and thus 
total creep ~ro1'lth dependent on the value of L ano the beam dimensions. 
o 
6.5 Experimental examination of the critical plastic zone size hypothesis 
\}e have derived an expression relating the velocity of the cleavage 
crack to the time of prop2gation and the cleavage parameters. The crack 
length can only be obtained from this expression as a definite integral. 
As the pY'edictions of the hypothesis can be evaluated from the original 
velocity equation, and the velocity is extracted froli crack length - time 
curves orip;inally,therc seemed little to be gained in attempting this 
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Creep data for typical 'Float' glass specimen cleaved in air at constant deflection (O-6Jmins) 
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inter,ration, SC) that the quantitative examination of th(~ hypothesis Hill 
be restricted to velocity relationships. Unfortunately He are limited 
to a s:~all ranr,c of crack lenr:ths even t!1oup;h it is noss ible to record 
chanr-0s of several OTders of nJr~ni tude :i n the crack 'Teloci ty dnd so our 
interpretations are once ar,ain subject to the difficulties, previously 
described, Hhich are inherent in the cleavage creep. 
Frorl equation 6.4.26 we have 
lo~ V = log BR 
c c c 
6.5.1 
Now FL = H, the bendinq moment at the crack tip, so that a plot of log V 
-1 
versus H should p;ive a strai.rrht line of intercept lop; BR and slope 
1 1 1 • - c 
I2r2 A2Rc: 
( K ). It is expected that this relationship should hold both 
for conditions in Hhich the crack displacement (26) is constant, and 
for those in h'hich the cleavan-e force is constant. 
At constant For'ce 
1 1 1 1 
log V = log BR 
nA:~ I:i Rc ,; 
. L 
c KF 
6.5.1 
10;'; BR Kf 
1 
= 
-c L 6.5.2 
",hile at constant displacement, 
1 1 
I?A'd. R ;: L2 log V = lop;(I1Rc ) - - Q i . 3KEr:76 
6.5.3 
= lor;(BR ) - v L2 , c "6 • 6.5.4 
Hhere Kf and Ko are expected to be independent of time and crack length. 
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From 8clUation 6.4.?6 He can predict that the crack velocity 
will increase as the crack extends under a constant cloavar,e force, 
but Hhen the crack clisplacement is fixed LIe crack velocity i-lill fall 
as t;le crack lenr-th increases; both effects are, in fact, experimentally 
observed features of c1eava~e creep. fiCTs. 481\ and B establish the 
eouivalence of creen in air under conditions of constant force and constant 
deflection. LClUations 6.5.1 and 6.5.3 predict tl,at the ratio of the 
slopes of these plots, ~F : So is equal to K~ : Ko = 3~I8 for a 
particular specimen. This prediction, hmlever, involves tHO rather basic 
assuMptions. First '.!8 have a:~sumed that the constant A, Hhich is related 
to the stress distriLution around the tip, and the critical plastic ::;one 
size R , are the same under the different conditions. Secondly we have 
c 
assumed that our hypothesis accurately describes tbe creep process. 
The value of the constant (3EI6/f) calculated from cleavage data 
gathered frol'1 t;l(; same specimen "Ias 9.0 x 109 units and experimentally 
the ratio of Sf : So Has observed to be 8.4 x 109 units, sllowing reasonable 
a,c>:reement ano. justifyinp; our assumptions. 
The effect of environment on the cleavage creep is illustrated in 
Fir:s. 49 and 50, "Thich Shm-l that a sinl7le relationship appears to hold in 
~'Tater, hut that tHO lines are obtained in dry nitror:en as was observed in 
air. 
equation 6.5.3 predicts that Ko obtained from a plot of 
Lo~ V versus L 2 should vary as lib r2;:;. Table 11 shO\'ls a selection of 
_ 3L 
values of Ko~b ~o calculated for specimens of 'Float r,lass' for creep at 
constant 0 over the ranp;e of approximately 6 - GO minutes. 
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An example of cleavage creep for 'Float' glass in water (0 - 60mins) 
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T AI:LI 11 
1~8 values for 'Float I ,",las3 
b.cm 
Air 
0.0084 3.90 0.259 
0.0304 2.82 0.752 
0.0330 1.1~5 0.164 
0.0390 2.20 0.254 
0.0192 2.91 0.30 0 
~·r2ter 
o .ono 1.83 0.350 
O.OS:W 1.41 0.392 
0.0160 3.25 0.375 
0.0230 2.50 0.431 
[lean values Ko/b %0 
Air O. :')67 
\'ater 0.387 
Jry IT 2 0.460 
The relationship betHcen creep rate and specimen dimensions as predicted 
by the critical nl~stic zone size hypothesis a~rees with the experimental 
results. 
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Creep for 'Float' glass cleaved in dry nitrogen at constant deflection (0 - 25 hours) 
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The constant Vo In Ta~le 11 above and since A, I: 
and 1"12 are constants, by comparin(T values different 
. Rc . 
enVJ.Y'onments He can compare - ratlOS. Further, if i,e assume tllat k, Hhich 
k 2 
is related to the rate at l!l'ich the floil stress f(llls in time, is the same 
for the t:lree environments, air, Hater and dry nitrogen, then 
KO(uater) R (v/ater) 
c 
= 2 1: 3 
R (air) 
c 
It is possible to obtain absolute values of R from the intercepts of 
c 
these creep rate Curves and also from the values of y • 
o 
The fracture enerp;y is related to the floH stress and the plastic 
extension as 
6.4.12 
0y 
Assuminp; that 0" is t 11e same for ai~', Hater and dry nitrogen at the short y 
times involved in the calculation of y , He can evaluate 0: ... Taking 0 as 
o c y 
- 3.5 x 1010 dynes cn-2 (narsh 1964), et" for air and dry nitro,p.;en is 
2sR and for water - l6R. The correspondinp; critical plastic zone sizes 
R from equation 6.4.10 are -80~ and 55~ respectively. From these 
c 
fif"':ur'es we Hould expect the ratios of R Air: Dry nitrogen : ~Tater 
c 
to be 4: 4 : 3. 
Finally the intercept on the ordinate (Figs. 48 - 50) from creep 
CUrve plots is log BR and ~ is simply e C / k (equation 6.4.23), '·There 
c 
c and k are the empirical constants derived from Harsh's data (Fip;. 47). 
The values of R ottained this way must be subject to large errors 
c 
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because of the small ran[';e~~ in crack lenr,th involved in tIle plots and 
the ';?}:tent of the c:xtrapolation necessary as l-loll as the uncert,"inty in the 
value of 0. For ell r the calculated values rangecl hotl'cen 600~ and 
2,700~ "ith a nean of ~1,4()O~. These ,r:rc calculated froIT tl1e strairht 
line section of the ~raphs obtained for lower crack velocities. 
The averap-e vaJ_ues for dry nitrogen and Hater Here -6,OOO~ and 4,OOO~ 
respectively and ar:ain a large scatter Has recorded. The values of R 
c 
calculated from the creep velocity relationships observed at hi~her 
velocities in air and dry nltro,r:en (Fir,s. lf8, 50) were -l~. 
The values of the critical plastic zone size calculated in three 
different ':lays from the experir:1ental data exhibit a certain inconsistency. 
Calculaterl froIT. y values, R is of the order of lOO~. On the other 
o c 
hand, Hhen it is calculated from the intercepts of the creep curves the 
value of R approaches lO,OOO~. The discrepancy is most likely to lie in 
c 
B 
_
- eCIl< the intercept calculation, for as He noted earlier, and 
obviously the quantity i~ hir;hly sensitive to chan[';es in the empirically 
observed constants c and k. Perhaps because of the extensive extrapolations 
required for the not very Hell defined lines, ::'t is observed that R 
c 
calculated from t'1e intercept varies even for creep observations at 
different points alon~ the same snecimen, often by 25%. 
In calculating R values from the slopes of the appropriate plots 
c 
and comparinp; them for different environments, it Has assumed that the 
const~nt k did not vary. In view of the experiments of Hestbrook and 
Jorr;ensen (1965), ,"hich suggestecl that a \-las dependent on the environment y 
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\-le must conclude t~at there is no justificA.tion .for this assumption. 
A small chanr..,e in the rate at \'Ihieh a falls Hi th tiJTIe ,,:i~ht reverse ti1e y 
calculated values of Rc in I-lC1ter and air am1 rc!'ovc the c1iscrepancy 
between these and the ratio of the values of n calculated from y . 
c 0 
Fir,s. 48 and 50 inc'icate that tHO stages of creep are evident in 
air and dry nitro;o:cn: one corresnondinr, to a fast crack movement and the 
other to a !.lore extensive but slow'r crack [TroHth. The primary creep 
observed earlier Yligh1: be identified Hi th the faster rel3ion observed in 
air (Fio:. 48). It is possible that ir. l}oth air and dry nitrogen, the 
change in slope reflects <1 change in the rate cletermininr: step in the 
fracture process. As it lS absent in Hater, He surmise that this may be 
associated ~.ith Cl corrosion effect due to Hater. Fi~. 51 illustrates 
that this initial sect.ion of the curve lS not in fact linear and could 
perhaps De interpreted as a stage in wl:ich t i1e critical plastic zone size 
is changing. 
The strain;ht line plots obtaii1ed at the 10Hl2r velocities are 
associated lIitn the secondary stage of creep and it is observed that this 
relationship extends over long periods of time in all environments as 
is illustrated in Fi~. 50. This mOre extensive stage of creep is thought 
to be one in ~iliich the critical plastic zone size can be regarded as 
a constant, but the yield stress falls r.radually in time. 
In summary it is suggested that cleava~e creep is explicable in 
terms of the critical plastic zone size criterion for cleavage fracture. 
TI'IO stages of creep JTIay be identified; one associated ITith water and the 
other with a time dependent yield stress. It is encouraging to note that 
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not llithstandin; the assumptions forced upon tho llypot:hesis because of 
a lack of knowled~e of the stress distribution at the crack tip, it is 
possible to predict a critical plilstic zone size which is physically 
feasible. 
6.6 Re-examination of cleavage fracture ener~ies 
Dy postulatin~ a fracture process involvinr. the propa8ation of a 
plastic zone ahea(l of the cracL tip, and by adoptiTlf, a critical plastic 
zone size as a fracture criterion, it has ]x,en possible to relate the 
~lenomenon of creep to the high fracture enerr,ies observed. The inter-
pretation of y as a HlClteriill constant cannot be strictly correct for 
a material which undergoes plastic f1rn r in fracturinr.. To propagate 
a crack or a notcl:, it is necessary to satisfy tHO r;eneral conditions: 
firstly, the free enerrv released by the fracture must be sufficient to 
make the fracture propagate; secondly, there must be a TTlechanism for 
fracture. Al t;lough tilermodynamically it may be possible for a blunt 
crack to extend, unless the condi tiol1s at t:-Je tip are appropriate to cause 
rpacture of the Ewte:rial the crack will not propagate. If a critical 
plastic zone size hypothesis is applicable then we should expect y to be 
a work of fracture and the Griffith condition as Cl micro-condition for 
fracture Hould not be rJ.ppropriate~ y \-!ould vary Hith the stress 
confir,uration. The difference in y calculated from tensile and cleavaee 
experiments may be attributable to this distinction. 
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He ho.vr, :,; :C\TD that the hi,'",:h ",Tork of fracture can be accounted for 
by a very sl,:!ll plastic c1..istortic..'n \'l;lich 'tTould produce a layer of deformed 
material on the fracture surface D..:t1Tcen 102 and 104~ thick., assuming an 
approxi!7lat(~v spherical plast.'c zone. An attenpt \Tas r'lace to see if any 
evi(~ence ~xiSt8cl Hhich rr.i?;ht verify tIle presulce of such a layer'. 
To this end a number of experiTTlents Here attemnted in conjunction Hith 
other me T1bers of tile depctrtment; thes,~ included diamond pyramid 
indentation experiments and an examination of ti1e e.s.r. iron line for 
samples taken froTTl fracture and other sllr.faces~ no significant differences 
have been detected in the exporiments carried out to date. 
The hir:h fracture energy values (ollnrJ<: of fracture) imply that in 
glass fracture does not proceed by the propagation of an elastic crack. 
It is an essential cllaro.cteristic of a true elastic crack that it is stable 
only under an appliec1 stress of the correct mar;nitude. If the applied 
stress is reduced the crack Hill close up pl.'on:rcssively under the then 
unbalanced attractiv0 forces between the atoms in the opposite faces of 
the crack near the tip. It Has ,n;enerally observed that 1'lhen the strain on 
a partially cleaved specimen was released the crack appeared optically to 
close up, but on reloadinr, the crack lenp;th attained its previous value 
before tile specimen Hould be("tr any load. On tHO occasions, hOHever, one 
in dry ammonii1 and the other in dry nitrogen, the crack re-propagated 
down the specimen only under the application of a finite load. The 
effecti ve fracture energy for this re-oropagat ion process \-1as approximately 
-2 500 err;s cm ano the reduced plot for both the original cleavage and tlle 
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(A) Cleavage of 'Float' glass and (B) ~e-cleavage' of 'Float' glass, 
in dry nitrogen 
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re-cleava£e is S1101'111 in fir:. 52. The sinr:le point obtained in ammonia i:::; 
ShOvlD as a trians;le. Obreimov (1930) ai1d Bailey (1957) observed a 
similar effect in cleava(',e of mica, and O]lreimov also recorded a ~reatly 
increasen fracture energy for mica cleaved in vacuum. Derjaguin et al. 
(1957) explain the difference in y values for mica ent irely in terms of an 
electrical effect: Vlhen mica is split along a cleavage plane the nevlly 
formed surfaces are covered Hith a mosaic of areas l-1ith opposite signs of 
electrification. It is unlikely that a similar electrical effect could 
account for the high fracture energies of glass or the closing of the crack 
in vieH of the relatively small changes observed betHeen the gaseous or 
liquid environments and vacuum. It is more likely that this re-propagation 
phenomenon can be explained in terms of a surface tension or capillary 
conctensation effect. 
The variation of Yo with 2nvironment miRht, according to our 
fracture hypothes.:i.s, be associated 1:1ith changes either in the floH stress 
or in t]1e critical plastic zone size. It is unfortunate that effects due 
to chan~es in R and those due to 0 cannot be separated by an examination 
c y 
of the cleavare data a10oe. This is because all the creep relationships 
involved terms in 0 and R an(~ in order to compare R values for tl-10 y c c 
different environments it Has necessary to assume that 0 was independent y 
of environment. 
llevertLeless, from our model W2 may draw a feH seMi-qualitative 
conclusions uhich alloH us to distinguish bett-Teen the two effects in 
particular circumstances. l:e have expressed the fracture energy as: 
y 
15 8 
4R (J 2 
c y 
E 
(equations 6.4.10 and 6.4.12) 
and the limitinr; values of the yield stress (J at very short and very lon.r, y 
times Here recorded by [lC1rsh to be in the ratio 16 : 5 (- 4 : 1). 
LxperimcntaJ ly He ;vwe observed that: for creep in air the ratio 
Y~=o : Yt=~ ~ 1G; this suggests that during this process a~ decreases by 
a factor of four, but that to a first approximat ion cr'eep corresponds to 
a constant value of the critical plastic zone size R \-Then the limits of 
c 
a are in the ratio of 4 : 1. y 
The calculation above hus indicated that the creep process in air 
may be attributed solely to a fall in yield stress, t;1e critical plastic 
zone remainin.r, constant. ThG variation of y with environment may be 
o 
associated l,!i th either a re duct ion of P or (J • Hestbrook and Jorgensen 
c y 
(1965) have suggested th~t for nany materials water reduces the instantaneous 
value of (J and also produces a creep process. Until measurements of the y 
indentation creep as a function of environment h2ve ~)cen carried out He 
cannot say Hi th any certainty th,-:.t R varies Hi th environment. 
c 
Pothin;: is knOl-m of the structural factors I-Thich determine the 
tHo fracture narametprs R anc1 a except thc:t both are expected to be 
- c y , 
intimately linked to the microstructure. ITe can, ho~!ever, make a few 
general observations as to the important environmental factors I-1hich 
determine the instantaneous chan,-"es in R (or 0 ) from an examination of 
, c y 
the y values. It is interestinp; to note th,:1t uv.ter has a strikinr.; 
o 
effect, reducing y to almost half its dry value, and that water seems to 
o 
be the dominant species even in very dilute HF solutions Hhich would tend 
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to confirm our conclusions that creep is not an activation limited stress 
corrosion process; if it Here the HF, which is known to be highly 
corrosi ve, vlould be expected to have an increased effect over water. 
The reduction of y by ammonia (dry) provides us with some 
o 
information on the mechanisms of flOH and fracture in glass. It is highly 
significant that water and ammonia~ very similar species~ have similar 
effects on y. Hater has an atomic weight of 18 and ammonia, 17, 
o 
and although water is slightly snaller than ammonia, which might account 
for its greater reactivity~ the two molecules have similar steric 
geometries and dipole moments. It is suggested that if flow and fracture 
in glass are related to the microscructure, then it is not surprising that 
the effect of water and armonia seems to be steric: due to their size and 
structural geometry. 
Fil1ally He note that environments such as silicone oil simply 
serve to keep the moisture away from the fracture~ although it is Hell 
known that glass contains a certain amount of intrinsic water. 
6.7 Summary and suggestions for further work 
The work described in this thesis has been principally an 
examination of cleavage fracture in 'Float' glass. Measurements were 
also made on polymethylmethacrylate and Pyrex plate glass which served as 
comparisons. 
The cleavage technique ''las shown to be preferahle to other methods 
of measuring the fracture energy of a material. It was observed that the 
instantaneous value of the fracture energy was independent of specimen 
size: but varied III tl1 enviromnelit. T11e fracture ener:-;y pas hin:hcst in 
vacuum and lOHC::st in pater, but Has redl'.cecl in any environment containing 
Fater. Al t~'our;h it Has posc;ihle to discern a difference in y due to the 
composition of the ~12ss, t>e tempel'ature seemed to have little effect. 
In order to interpret more fully the hiv,h values of fracture enersy 
and the variation 1,,6th enviponr.ent, an exar<in::ttion of the extended crack 
growth was carried out. Phenomenologically this creep appeared to exist 
in t\'1O stages; a primary sta,ge \"1hich ,'1as environr<ent dependent and a 
secondary 8tage essentially indenendent of environment. It 1'/aS SU?;B;ested 
that creep could only b'2 explained as a reduction of the energy necessary 
to propaf~ate the crack and folloping some observations of diamond pyramid 
hardness by 'lars1, (1954) and lTestbrook and Jorgensen (1965) a plastic flOl-1 
theory of fracture Has developed. A critical plastic zone size criterion 
for fracture Has not inconsistent with experiment, but in developing this 
J1ypothesis quantitatively, it Has necessary to adopt a self-consistency 
ar,r:ument to deternine the stresses at the cleavar:;e crack. The experimentally 
determined variation of yield stress ~·ri th time (!larsh 1964) Has incorporated 
into the d~velopment of our 11ypothesis and the predictions were observed 
to ap;ree tolerably Hell vrith experiment. The interpretations of the results 
utilising our hypothesis sur.r.ested that two sta~es of creep in 'Float' 
glass e.re possible. In general terms it \1ould appei1r that the idea of 
stress corrosion as cm explanation of the primary creep is not unacceptable; 
the apparent lack of thermal activation may be explicable in terms of a 
transport limi ted process. The secondary creep 1-1hich is observed in all 
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environments is extensive anct 13 accounted for as a Slo\<l reduction of 
the yield stress in time. It is this process \orhich may be correlated 
with the delayed fracture of ~lass which is obse~ved even in liquid nitrogen. 
The More detailed predictions of this theory suggested that a plastic zone 
size of 104R mip;ht exist and that HC might expect an appreciable 
p1astical1y deformed layer to cover the fracture sl'rface, although the 
author failed to detect such a layer. 
The subsidiary problems associated with this fracture hypothesis 
form the areas in Hhich further Hork is most urgently required. It is 
felt that the hypothesis itself is basically sound. Fe,of indications of 
the floH mechanisms can be drawn from the hypothesis and its predictions. 
To understand the form of the flOH and the nature of the limiting processes 
Hhich determine the critical vo.lue of the zone size requires a knm,rledge 
of the micro-structure particularly in the 20 - 100R range. It is 
exciting to record that it is at this level that the present microscopists 
are Harking and Hithin 3. feH years it may be possible to formulate a 
structure for glass. 
A solution of the stress distribution around a cleavage crack would 
eliminate a major ambiguity Hhieh surrounds the equations for the 
velocity of the creeping crack derived above. A detailed examination of 
cleavar,e in birefringent materials might provide a solution for the 
maximum stress at the tip of the cleavage crack. Until this theoretical 
problem has been solved a critical test of our hypothesis is impossible 
and the proposed model must ultimately be regarded as empirical and 
ten'tative. 
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One final problem associa.ted I-lith the hypothesis is the 
microscopic measurer.1cnt of floH and the conversion of the diamond pyramid 
indentation figures to f10\-l stresses. It is felt that the study of the 
time and environment dependence of glass Hould prove most informative, 
and the examination of the possibility of pork hardening in r;lass essential! 
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APPENDIX 
AN EXAHINATION OF THE ENERGY BALANCE EQUATIONS 
USED BY SVENNSSON (1960) 
The fracture energy expression is derived by considering the 
changes in the energy of the system consequent on the growth of the crack. 
Svennsson starts \-lith a statement of the energy balance: 
Ini tial Strain Hork Done to Final Strain Hork Done 
+ = + Energy Increase 0 Energy in rracture 
viz. U + FM = U t 2yw6L (1) 
where U is the strain energy in the arms of the cantilever corresponding 
to ~ and L~ y is the specific fracture energy and w is the thickness of 
the beam. The limit to this equation is given by Svennsson as: 
y = 
Fw do 1 dU 
2 dL - 2w (dL) (2) 
The stored strain energy~ U, is evaluated from beam theory taking into 
account shearing stresses and also the effect of the axial compressive 
forces which stabilize the crack direction. The expression for U is 
given as: 
U = 
where A is introduced to account for the shearing and compressive stresses, 
and is a function of the crack length L. 
In evaluating equation (2) Svennsson differentiates U and obtains: 
dU 
dL = + 
d>. 
dL (4) 
ii 
Substituting this expression into equation (2) gives an expression for 
the fracture energy 
y = 
where ( 
1 
4 
) = s 
y is evaluated from curves of L2/15 versus L. 
(5) 
au 
The expression for ~ used by Svennsson (equation (4)} was 
aL 
(aL)o' which does not give the correct limit to equation (1). 
In equation (1), ~u is the difference bet\-1een the initial and final strain 
energies of the system and this depends on both 0 and L. 
The correct limit to equation (1) should be 
2yw~L = F60 - ~u (6) 
where 
~u = (~UL) ~.L + (~) M 
a 0 ao L 
(7) 
so that 
(8) 
However, since the work done in increasing 0 is the change in strain 
energy if the crack does not move we may write 
FM (9) 
Thence 
y = 
Hi 
This is the same basic equation as that used in Chapter IV of this 
thesis to calculate cleavage fracture enerr;ies. He note that the term 
representing the Hork done in increasing <5 does not appear explicitly. 
In calculating y from equation (2) Svennsson has overestimated the true 
value to the extent of the term Fw do 
'2 dL • By comparing the magnitude of 
the two terms in the R.H.S. of equation (2), and using the published data, 
it can be shown that y ~ 
corrected .Isvennsson 2 
